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RESUME
Un reseau de capteurs d'images sans fil (RCISF) est un reseau ad hoc forme d'un ensemble
de noeuds autonomes dotes chacun d'une petite camera, communiquant entre eux sans
liaison filaire et sans l'utilisation d'une infrastructure etablie, ni d'une gestion de reseau
centralisee. Leur utilite semble majeure dans plusieurs domaines, notamment en medecine
et en environnement. La conception d'une chaine de compression et de transmission sans
fil pour un RCISF pose de veritables defis. L'origine de ces derniers est liee principalement
a la limitation des ressources des capteurs (batterie faible , capacite de traitement et
memoire limitees). L'objectif de cette these consiste a explorer des strategies permettant
d'ameliorer l'efficacite energetique des RCISF, notamment lors de la compression et de la
transmission des images.
Ineluctablement, l'application des normes usuelles telles que JPEG ou JPEG2000 est energivore, et lirnite ainsi la longevite des RCISF. Cela necessite leur adaptation aux contraintes
imposees par les RCISF. Pour cela, nous avons analyse en premier lieu, la faisabilite d'adapter JPEG au contexte ou les ressources energetiques sont tres limitees. Les travaux rnenes
sur cet aspect nous permettent de proposer trois solutions. La premiere solution est basee sur la propriete de compactage de l'energie de la Transformee en Cosinus Discrete
(TCD). Cette propriete permet d'eliminer la redondance dans une image sans trop alterer sa qualite, tout en gagnant en energie. La reduction de l'energie par l'utilisation des
regions d'interets represente la deuxieme solution exploree dans cette these. Finalement,
nous avons propose un schema base sur la compression et la transmission progressive, permettant ainsi d'avoir une idee generate sur l'image cible sans envoyer son contenu entier.
En outre, pour une transmission non energivore, nous avons opte pour la solution suivante. N'envoyer fiablement que les basses frequences et les regions d'interet d'une image.
Les hautes frequences et les regions de moindre interet sont envoyees "infiablement", car
leur pertes n'alterent que legerement la qualite de l'image. Pour cela, des modeles de
priorisation ont ete compares puis adaptes a nos besoins.
En second lieu, nous avons etudie l'approche par ondelettes (wavelets). Plus precisement,
nous avons analyse plusieurs filtres d'ondelettes et determine les ondelettes les plus adequates pour assurer une faible consommation en energie, tout en gardant une bonne qualite
de l'image reconstruite a la station de base.
Pour estimer l'energie consommee par un capteur durant chaque etape de la compression,
un modele rnathematique est developpe pour chaque transformee (TCD ou ondelette). Ces
modeles, qui ne tiennent pas compte de la complexity de l'implementation, sont bases sur
le nombre d'operations de base executees a chaque etape de la compression.
Mots-cl6s : Reseaux de capteurs d'images sans fil, compression et transmission d'images
avec energie minimale, Transformee en Cosinus Discrete, ondelettes, efficacite energetique, regions d'interets, modele de priorisation base sur les files d'attentes
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CHAPITRE 1
INTRODUCTION
Le besoin d'observer et de controler des grandeurs physiques, tels que la temperature ou
l'humidite, est indispensable pour de nombreuses applications scientifiques et industrielles.
Par exemple, dans le doinaine ecologique, la surveillance des polluants atmospheriques tels
que le CO2 permettrait de controler la qualite de l'air. Durant les dernieres decennies,
le seul moyen pour acheminer les donnees physiques a une station centrale de controle
etait les reseaux de capteurs filaires. Cependant, 1'inconvenient majeur de ces derniers
reside dans leur cout et leur limitation d'acces lies principalernent a leur nature filaire.
Aujourd'hui, grace aux recents progres technologiques, de nouveaux reseaux de capteurs
utilisant la technologie sans fil sont deployes, par exemple pour recuperer des donnees
environneinentales et controler des milieux hostiles et dangereux.
U11 reseau de capteurs sans fil (RCSF) est forme par un ensemble de noeuds, appeles capteurs, commuriiquant entre eux sans liaison filaire et sans l'utilisation d'une infrastructure
etablie, ni d'une gestion de reseau centralisee (Figure 1.1). Le plus souvent, le but d'un
capteur est la surveillance et le controle d'un phenomene physique (par exemple la temperature) se trouvant dans sa portee, de prendre des mesures et de les transmettre vers
une station de collecte de donnees puissante, appelee sink ou station de base, a travers
ses capteurs voisins. Les mesures prises par un capteur peuvent etre simples et monodimensionnelles1 telles que l'humidite ou complexes telles qu'une image. L'evolution recente
des RCSF est essentiellement induite par le progres des technologies sans fil, revolution
des moyens de telecommunication et l'essor considerable de la miniaturisation. Ces reseaux connaissent un succes exceptionnel grace a la reduction impoftante du cout de leur
deploiement. lis sont devenus intelligents, autonoines, auto-configurables et dynamiques.
Leur champ d'application s'est elargi. En effet, on les trouve dans des domaines aussi
varies que la medecine, l'habitat intelligent, le domaine militaire et egalement dans les
zones hostiles et dangereuses (Figure 1.1). Malgre ces diverses applications, le deploiement d'un RCSF est un processus delicat. Les capteurs sont caracterises par une capacite
de traitement limitee, une memoire faible, une autonomic d'energie limitee et une bande
1 Cette

appellation est faite pour distinguer entre les grandeurs physiqiies monodimensionnelles et les
images bidimensionnelles.
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passante etroite. En outre, ces capteurs peuvent etre exposes aux deteriorations, telles que
le manque d'energie ou le bris physique.
Internet

• sink

sink^>.

La medecine

La domotique

'•

, -''ifc

L'environnement

«

•.

-Le militaire

' • * • • •^

'

Communication
sans fit

Figure-1.1 RCSF et quelques applications possibles
Dans cette these, nous focalisons notre etude sur les reseaux de capteurs d'images sans fil
(RCISF), et ainsi, nous traitons les images au lieu des donnees scalaires. En fait, un RCISF
est un cas particulier de RCSF, ou les capteurs sont des cameras captant des images au
lieu de grandeurs physiques simples. On note I'existence des capteurs hybrides, ou multicapteurs, servant a la fois aux mesures scalaires simples et a des prises d'images. Dans le
reste de cette these, nous considerons qu'un RCSF ne traite que des donnees scalaires. Le
role d'un capteur d'images, ou camera, est la surveillance d'une zone se trouvant dans sa
portee visuelle, de prendre regulierement des images (snapshots) a des instants precis, et
de les relayer via ses capteurs voisins se trouvant dans son champs de transmission, vers
le sink appele station de base en frangais. Chaque noeud captant une image remplit alors
les fonctions suivantes : 1'acquisition, le traitement, la compression, et puis la transmission
de l'inforrnation recoltee.
Cornparativement aux RCSF, les RCISF generent et gerent des flux visuels enormes qui
requierent un traitement special, tel que la compression et la transmission intelligente.
Ces dernieres necessitent une consommation d'energie bien plus elevee que celle due au
traitement de donnees scalaires. Ceci fait que la conception d'une chaine de compression
et de transmission sans fil pour un RCISF pose de veritables defis. Rappelons que la compression d'images est un processus permettant la reduction de la taille originate de 1'image
cible, en utilisant des techniques de codage avec perte (compression destructive) ou sans
perte (compression non-destructive). Typiquement, le principe de la compression est fonde
sur l'exploitation de la redondance incluse dans une image. Dans le cas des RCISF, trois
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scenarios de redondance peuvent etre consideres. La redondance apparaissant entre des
differentes trames prises a des instants distincts, connue sous le nom de redondance temporelle. La redondance entre differentes cameras partageant la meme zone de surveillance.
Ce type de redondance est connu sous le nom de redondance inter-image. Finalement, la
redondance spatiale qui reflete la correlation entre les valeurs des pixels voisins. On note
aussi dans le cas d'images couleurs, l'existence d'un quatrieme type de redondance, appele
redondance spectrale, ou correlation entre les differentes couleurs ou bandes spectrales
d'une image.
Generalement les capteurs d'image d'un RCISF sont caracterises par une capacite de
traitement limitee, une memoire faible, une autonomie d'energie limitee et une bande
passante etroite. L'objectif de cette these consiste a ameliorer l'efficacite energetique d'un
capteur de RCISF pendant la compression et la transmission d'une image. Ineluctablement,
l'application des standards de compressions usuelles tels que JPEG ou JPEG2000 est
energivore, et limite ainsi la longevite des RCISF. Notre but est d'elaborer des strategies
de compression et de transmission rnieux adaptees aux RCISF.

1.1

Les reseaux de capteurs d'images sans fil (RCISF)

Un RCISF est un reseau ad hoc forme d'un ensemble de noeuds autonomes dotes chacun
d'une petite camera, communiquant entre eux sans' liaison filaire et sans l'utilisation d'une
infrastructure etablie, ni d'une gestion de reseau centralisee. Le but d'un capteur est le plus
souvent de surveiller une zone se trouvant dans son champs visuel, de prendre regulierement
des images, de les compresser, et de les relayer vers une station de base appelee aussi sink,
a travers ses capteurs voisins se trouvant dans sa portee (Figure 1.2). En general, les
noeuds sont supposes etre limites en energie, en memoire et en capacite de traitement,
contrairement a la station de base qui possede toutes ses facultes pour manipuler et gerer
les flux visuels. Les RCISF trouvent leurs applications dans plusieurs domaines incluant la
medecine, 1'habitat intelligent, le domaine militaire, la securite routiere, l'environnement
et aussi dans des zones hostiles et dangereuses.
La connexion sans fil peut §tre realisee par des ondes radio-frequences, infrarouges, ultrasonores, optiques, laser ou aussi par couplage inductif et capacitif. Les ondes radio sont la
modalite de connexion la plus commune. Elle est souvent utilisee car, outre sa consommation d'energie relativement faible, elle ne necessite aucune ligne de vue directe comme la
connexion optique ou laser. En revanche, une onde infrarouge necessite une ligne de vue
directe. Les noeuds (capteurs) d'un RCISF sont generalement repartis dans l'environne-
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Evenement

Figure 1.2

Reseau de capteurs d'images sans fil (Visual sensor network)

ment a exploiter (figure 1.1). Chaque noeud est capable de realiser des prises de vue, de
les coiiipresser et de les envoyer au sink. Ce dernier envoie I'information en question aux
utilisateurs.

Exemple d'application : La surveillance des animaux dans les for&ts
La figure 1.3 illustre le travail collaboratif des noeuds d'un RCISF dans une foret.
Lorsqu'un capteur detecte un animal, il transmet I'information au sink, via des capteurs
qui constitueront un chemin de transmission entre la source et le sink. Ce dernier traite
I'information collectee par les capteurs afin de prendre les bonnes decisions en temps reel.
Le sink peut etre fixe, par exemple un ordinateur, ou mobile comine une station de controle
dans un vehicule terrestre ou aerien (figure 1.1).
Sink mobile/^

\

/

Figure 1.3 Utilisation des RCISF dans l'environneinent
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Plusieurs technologies ont ete proposees pour coneevoir des plate-formes de capteurs cameras [16]. Ces capteurs, appeles aussi camera motes, consistent en l'integration d'une
camera, d'un processeur et d'un radiotransceiver sur la meme plate-forme. Les auteurs
dans [16| fournissent un tableau comparatif de quelques plate-formes existantes dans la
litterature (Tableau 1.1).
Platform*
eCAM
[97]

Processeur
OV528 Serial Bridge
(JPEG Compression only)

RAM
N/A

ROM
N/A

Cam6ra
COMedia C328-7640 board
uses OV7640 camera
(640 x 480 pixel, 30 fps)

Sans fil
Eco node
uses nRF24El radio+MCU
(1 Mb/s, 10m range)

Panoptes
[33]

Intel XScale PXA255
(400 MHz, 32-bit CPU)

64MB

32MB

Logitech 3000 USB Camera
(640 X 480 pixel, 13 fps)
(160 X 120 pixel, 30 fps)

802.11 PCMCIA Card
(11 Mb/s for 802.11b)

Atmel ATmegal28L
(7.3728 MHz, 8-bit CPU)
Xilinx XC2C256 CoolRunner
(16MHz CPLD)

64MB

512KB

ADCM-1700
(352 x 288 pixel, 10 fps)

Mica2 mote
uses TR1000 radio
(40 kbps)

Atmel AT91SAM7S
(48 MHz, 32-bit
ARM7TDMI CPU)

64MB
+32KB

256KB
+2MB

ADCM-1670
(352 x 288 pixel, 15 fps)
ADNS-3060
(30 x 30 pixel, 100 fps)

built-in CC2420 radio
(802.15.4, 250 kbps)

WiCa (Gen 2)
[59]

Xetal-II
(84 MHa, 320 PE LPA + GCP)

1.75MB

N/A

Unknown
(640 x 480 pixel, 30 fps)

Aquis Grain ZigBee-f MCU
uses CC2420 radio
(802.15.4, 250 kbps)

iMote2+Cam

Intel XScale PXA271
(up to 416 MHz, 32-bit CPU)

32MB

32MB

OV7649
(640 x 480 pixel, 30 fps)
(320 x 240 pixel, 60 fps)

built-in CC2420 radio
(802.15.4, 250 kbps)

CITRIC

Intel XScale PXA270
(up to 624 MHz, 32-bit CPU)

64MB

16MB

OV9655

Tmote Sky mote
uses CC2420 radio
(802.15.4, 250 kbps)

Cyclops
|101]
WiSN
[51]

[123]

{16]

Tableau 1.1

1.2
1.2.1

(1280 X 1024 pixel, 15 fps)
(640 x 480 pixel, 30 fps)

P ate-forines de cameras pour RCISF

Problematique, motivations et objectifs de la these
Problematique et motivations

Malgre les diverses applications des RCISF, leur deploiement est un processus delicat.
Les capteurs d'images d'un RCISF sont caracterises par une capacite de traitement limitee, une memoire faible, une autonoinie d'energie limitee et une bande passante etroite.
Comparativement aux RCSF, les RCISF generent et gerent des flux visuels enormes qui
requierent un traitement special, tel que la compression et la transmission selectives pour
respecter les limitations des ressources (batterie faible , memoire et capacite de traitement
limitee) des capteurs et accroitre ainsi la duree de vie des RCISF. Cependant, la conception
d'une chaine de compression et de transmission sans fil pour un RCISF pose de veritables
defis. L'origine de ces derniers est liee principalement a la fois aux ressources limitees des
capteurs et aux caracteristiques. des flux visuels.
1. Limitation des ressources des capteurs : comparativement aux capteurs de grandeurs physiques, les capteurs d'images, ou cameras, rencontrent des problemes plus severes
au niveau de la memoire, de I'unite de traitement et de la batterie. Cela est du au volume

\
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des flux visuels vehicules par ces reseaux. Le bon choix et la bonue gestion de ces ressources
sont importants pour la minimisation de l'energie consommee et done pour l'augmentation
de la duree de vie du reseau.
- M6moire : II est bien connu que l'acquisition et le codage d'une image necessite une
quantite de memoire importante, comparativement a 1'encodage de quelques octets
d'une simple mesure scalaire. La memoire requise pour un tel encodage depend de
la resolution, de la qualite, du format ainsi que des niveaux de gris contenus dans
une image. Par exemple, les auteurs dans [51] montrent l'effet de la resolution et du
format sur la quantite de la memoire requise pour encoder une image. Ainsi, une
image CIF (Common Intermediate Format) d'une resolution 352 x 288 necessite 99
kilo-octets, comparativement a une image VGA (Video Graphics Array) de 640 x 480
pixels qui necessite 300 kilo-octets. La necessite d'une resolution elevee augmente
ainsi la quantite de la memoire requise.
- Unite de traitement : En general, le choix judicieux de l'unite de traitement af. fecte considerableinent l'energie totale du traitement [76]. II est demontre dans [51|
que les processeurs 32-bits sont les plus adequats pour le traitement des images, comparativement aux processeurs 8-bits utilises par la vaste majorite des RCSF. Dans le
ineme contexte, le temps requis par un processeur 8-bit tel que ATMEL ATmegal28
(4 MHz), pour eflfectuer une operation de convolution pendant la compression d'une
image, est 16 fois plus eleve que le temps requis par un ARM7 (48 MHz) de 32-bit.
- Batterie : L'organisation et la gestion de l'energie est l'un des elements cruciaux
assurant une longevite importante a un reseau de capteurs, et surtout a un RCISF.
L'utilisation des batteries classiques des RCSF pour de longues periodes est inefficace. Cela est du au volume immense du trafic visuel gere depuis l'acquisition jusqu'a
la transmission. Si dans le cas d'un reseau de capteurs gerant des donnees scalaires
(par exemple la temperature) l'energie consommee pendant l'acquisition et la compression est consideree comine negligeable devant l'energie de transmission, l'inverse
peut etre vrai dans le cas de la gestion des images. Cela augmente considerablement
la necessite d'une batterie qui repond aux besoins des RCISF.

2. Caract6ristiques des flux visuels : Comparativement aux donnees classiques, les
flux visuels requierent un traitement specifique de l'acquisition jusqu'a la reception.
- Acquisition de l'image : De l'acquisition a la transmission, une image necessite un •
traitement complexe comparativement aux grandeurs physiques simples monodimen-
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sionnelles telles que la temperature. Par exemple, pour l'acquisition de la lumiere, un
seul photo-capteur est capable de realiser toute la tache, contrairement a l'acquisition
d'une image qui necessite plusieurs mesures spontanees selon la resolution de cette
image. Considerons l'exemple du capteur CCD (Charge-Coupled Device) comme suit.
II represente une mosai'que constitute par l'assemblage, sous la forme d'une matrice,
d'elements sensibles a la lumiere appeles photosites. Un photosite comprend aussi ses
propres systeines de fonctionnement (par exemple les amplificateurs) permettant un
traitement individualise [56]. Cela augmente drastiquement l'energie de l'acquisition
comparativement a un capteur de grandeur physique (par exemple la temperature).
D'autres parametres intrinseques du capteur d'image, tels que le zoom et la luminosity necessitent des traitements supplementaires qui ne font qu'augmenter l'energie
consommee, contrairement aux mesures des grandeurs physiques qui ne necessitent
aucun zoom, ni correctioii de luminosity.
Le besoin d'une certaine quality de service : Les flux visuels geres par les
RCISF necessitent un minimum de qualite de service. Cela peut etre traduit en
termes de bande passante, gigue, delai, perte de paquets, energie, fiabilite et transmission temps-reel. Considerons par exemple 1'efFet de la bande passante sur la duree de vie d'un RCISF. Comparativement aux donnees scalaires simples gerees par
les RCSF, tels que la temperature ou l'humidite, les RCISF manipulent des donnees bidimensionnelles de nature complexe, necessitant une large bande passante.
La transmission continue des flux ayant une bande passante large peut causer une
depletion rapide de la batterie, et une congestion dans le reseau. II est a noter qu'une
infrastructure telle que MICA2 ou MICAz supportant un trafic de 40 kbit/s a 250
kbit/s n'est pas tres adequate pour transmettre des images ou de la video.
La n£cessit6 d'algorithmes de compression : Bon nombre de travaux realises
dans le cadre des RCSF ont generaleinent suppose les couts de l'acquisition et de
la compression insignifiants comparativement aux couts de la transmission. Cette
hypothese peut etre justifiee dans le cas des capteurs de grandeurs physiques telles
que rhurnidite ou la temperature, ou le cout de la compression des donnees, si elle
est effectuee, est assez negligeable par rapport au cout de leur transmission. Cette
hypothese est par contre invalide dans le cas des capteurs d'images qui produisent
des flux visuels importants, necessitant ainsi une compression importante. Par consequent, la conception d'un schema de compression pour un RCISF pose de veritables
defis. Ineluctablement, l'application des standards de compressions usuels tels que
JPEG ou JPEG2000 est energivore, et limite ainsi la longevite des RCISF. Cela est
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du a la difficulty de les executer et les implementer sur des capteurs limites en ressources, qui provoquent ainsi une depletion rapide de la batterie du capteur ou des
bugs memoire, et entraine la destruction du reseau. Deux approches peuvent etre
exploitees pour remedier au probleme de l'energie. La premiere approche consiste
a concevoir un nouvel algorithme de compression dedie aux RCISF. Tandis que la
deuxieme, qui represente une partie de notre these de doctorat, consiste a adapter
l'existant, tel que JPEG, aux contraintes des RCISF.

1.2.2

Objectifs de la these

Les objectifs de cette these sont scindes en deux categories qui peuvent Stre resumees
comme suit :
Objectifs bas£s sur la DCT :
- Analyser et adapter JPEG aux exigences d'un RCISF. L'idee derriere ce point est
d'avoir une version moins complexe de JPEG, c'est-a-dire qui consomme moins
d'energie coiriparativement au standard actuel.
- Elaborer un rnodele mathernatique d'estimation de l'energie consommee par JPEG
et sa version adaptee.
- Proposer un schema de compression et de transmission selective base sur JPEG et
sa version adaptee.
Objectifs bas6s sur les ondelettes :
- Analyser et evaluer les couts energetiques des filtres d'ondelettes et leurs effets sur
la consommation de l'energie.
- Suggerer une famille de filtres d'ondelettes permettant de realiser un compromis
energie/qualite.

1.3

Contributions et organisation de la these

Dans cette section, nous presentons, en premier lieu, les contributions qui constituent
le fruit de notre travail de recherche. Comme nous 1'avons fait pour les objectifs, nous
allons presenter nos contributions en deux parties. Ensuite, nous concluons par une section
exposant l'organisation du reste de ce document.
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Partie 1 des contributions

Conformeinent aux objectifs fixes dans la Section 1.2.2, les contributions et les resultats
obtenus sont enumeres comme suit :
1. Amelioration de l'efficacit6 energetique de JPEG. Cela peut etre realise par
l'exploitation de la propriete de compactage de l'energie. En effet, au lieu de compresser et transmettre le coefficient DC et tous les coefficients AC de chaque bloc de
taille 8x8 pixels, nous ne traitons que DC et une partie des AC. Cela permettra
la reduction des calculs effectues par le processeur d'un cote, et la reduction de la
quantite d'information envoyee au sink de l'autre cote, tout en gardant une qualite
acceptable de l'image reconstruite au sink. Suivant le mode de la selection des coefficients AC, deux versions ont ete suggerees : la selection rectangulaire dounant
S-JPEG pour Squared JPEG [83], et la selection triangulaire dormant T-JPEG pour
Triangular JPEG [85]. La selection du nombre de coefficients peut etre faite de deux
manieres :
- Selection manuelle : elle est faite en respectant les normes du standard JPEG
|851.
- Selection optimale automatique en utilisant un modele AIC (Akaike Information Criterion). Ce modele permet la resolution du compromis entre l'energie
consommee et la qualite de l'image regue [84|.
Les resultats obtenus ont fait l'objet de trois publications dans des conferences internationales : [83], [85], [84].
2. Elaboration d'un module d'estimation d'energie pour JPEG, T-JPEG et SJPEG. Nous avons propose un modele d'estimation de l'energie consommee par un
capteur pendant l'execution de JPEG, T-JPEG ou S-JPEG. Ce modele est base
sur le nombre d'operations, telles que l'addition et la multiplication, executees par
l'unite centrale. Ce modele est generique de haut niveau, et ne tient pas compte des
details d'iinplementation. Ce modele est publie dans l'article [85].
3. Analyse par regions d'int6r§t : Selon son utilisation, une image comprend, tres
souvent, des regions ayant plus d'interet que d'autres. En plus, lors d'une prise de vue
realisee avec une camera pendant une surveillance, les changements dans les images
prises a des moments proches ne concernent souvent qu'une surface restreinte de
l'image. La re-compression et la retransmission d'une meme information qui se repete
sur plusieurs images entraine une surconsommation inutile de l'energie. II parait
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done, plus judicieux de restreindre la compression et la transmission uniquement
aux changernents qui ont lieu dans les regions d'interet des images qui se succedent.
Nous avons alors utilise cette idee afin de reduire davantage 1'energie consommee
par un noeud d'un RCISF. Les resultats obtenus sont publies dans les articles [84]
et [86].
4. Transmission selective : Pour epargner encore plus d'energie, nous avons introduit
un schema de transmission base sur la priorite pendant l'envoi des paquets. Selon
notre schema, une priorite elevee sera accordee aux regions d'interets ainsi qu'aux
coefficients de basses frequences. Tandis qu'une faible priorite sera accordee aux
regions ayant un interet secondaire ainsi qu'aux coefficients AC de hautes frequences.
Le resultat de ce travail est publie dans les articles [84] et [86[.
5. Compression et transmission progressives : Elles debutent par les coefficients
basses frequences qui representent le contenu frequentiel de base d'une image. Dependamment de 1'energie disponible aux niveaux des capteurs, on peut arreter ou
continuer l'envoi du reste de l'image. La qualite de l'image reconstruite au sink s'ameliore au fur et a mesure que les paquets arriveut progressivement. Cela permettra,
entre autres, l'evitement d'une congestion possible dans le reseau et le controle de
la qualite de l'image reconstruite. Le fruit de ce travail est publie dans [82].

1.3.2

Partie 2 des contributions

Dans la deuxieme partie de notre these, nous avons etudie des filtres d'ondelettes et leurs
effets sur la consommation de 1'energie. Plus specifiquement, nous avons etudie les ondelettes les plus utilisees dans le domaine de la compression d'images, ainsi que les parametres influengant la qualite de l'image et 1'energie consommee. Cette etude fait l'objet
d'une proposition de chapitre de livre acceptee par IGI global [81].

1.3.3

Organisation

Nous presentons une these par articles structuree cornme suit: un chapitre de livre accepte
[81], deux articles de revues avec coinite de lecture dont un publie [86] et l'autre soumis [80]
et quatre articles de conferences internationales avec coinite de lecture [83] [85] [84] [82].
II est a noter que les posters et les conferences sans coinites de lecture ne sont pas inclus
dans cette these. La these est scindee en deux parties : la partie 1 englobe les chapitres 3 a
7, alors que la partie 2 est presentee dans le chapitre 8. L'etat de l'art et la conclusion sont
respectivement presentes dans les chapitres 2 et 9. La these est structuree cornme suit :
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Dans le chapitre 2, nous presentons l'etat de l'art de la compression et de la transmission
des images sur les RCISF. Nous presentons aussi differents axes de recherches relatifs
principalement a ia compression des images pour les RCISF. Ce chapitre est un article de
revue soumis [80].
Dans le chapitre 3, nous abordons le probleme de l'adaptation de JPEG aux besoins
energetiques des RCISF. Une version non energivore de JPEG appelee Squared (S-JPEG)
est proposee dans ce chapitre. S-JPEG convient aux RCISF dont l'application ne necessite
qu'une qualite acceptable de l'image reconstruite, par exemple la videosurveillance. Pour
evaluer l'energie consommee par un capteur durant chaque etape de la compression JPEG
ou S-JPEG, un modele de haut niveau de consommation d'energie est developpe. Ce
modele, qui ne tient pas compte de la cornplexite de l'implementation, est base sur le
nombre d'operations elementaires executees a chaque etape de la compression. Ce chapitre
est uu article de conference publie dans [83|.
Dans le chapitre 4, nous proposoris une version de JPEG appele Triangular JPEG (TJPEG) encore moins energivore que S-JPEG du chapitre 3, et qui preserve une qualite
adequate de l'image reconstruite a la station de base. Pour estimer l'energie consommee
par uii capteur durant chaque etape de la compression, nous avons aineliore notre modele
du chapitre 3. Ce chapitre est un article de conference publie dans [85].
La reduction de l'energie consommee basee sur l'approche d'analyse par regions d'interet
est introduite dans le chapitre 5. Selon cette approche, l'image capturee est divisee en
sous-images de deux categories : regions d'interet (RI) et tiles. Les RIs sont des regions
pour lesquelles une bonne qualite d'image est necessaire a la reception, alors que les tiles
sont des regions pour lesquelles une image de qualite inferieure est toleree. Apres leur
identification, les RIs et les tiles sont traites puis envoyes differemment. Plus precisement,
nous proposons un mecanisme semi-fiable qui garantit que les RIs soient transmises avant
et de maniere plus fiable que les tiles. Ce chapitre est un article de conference publie dans
[84],
Un autre mecanisme servant a la reduction de l'energie est suggere au chapitre 6. II s'agit
de la transmission progressive. Dans cette optique, uu schema progressif semi-fiable motive par la limitation energetique des RCISF est propose. L'avantage de l'utilisation d'un
schema progressif est l'obtention, apres l'envoi de quelques coefficients de basses frequences,
d'une approximation de l'image envoyee ayant une qualite acceptable et une faible consommation d'energie. La qualite de l'image augmente avec la transmission progressive des
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coefficients restants, mais, evideinment, la consommation de l'energie augmente aussi. Ce
chapitre est un article de conference publie dans [82).
Le schema semi-fiable pour la compression et la transmission des images du chapitre 7,
est une extension des travaux presentes aux chapitres 4 et 5. En effet, contrairement au
chapitres 4 et 5 ou deux categories de regions sont considerees, dans ce chapitre trois categories sont examinees : regions de haute importance (RHI), regions ayant une importance
moyenne (RIM), et regions non importantes (RNI). Les regions sont traitees selon leur
categorie, en particulier les RNIs ne subissent aucun traiteinent. Ce chapitre est un article
de revue publie dans [86].
La deuxieme partie de notre these est presentee par le chapitre 8. Dans ce chapitre, divers
filtres d'ondelettes sont examines, et les meilleurs sont selectionnes. La cornparaison est
effectuee en fonction de deux parametres : la qualite de l'image reconstruite a la station de
base et la quantite d'energie consommee lors de la decomposition en ondelettes. La qualite
de 1'image est mesuree objectivement en utilisant le PSNR et le SSIM, et subjectivement
a l'aide du score d'opinion moyenne de plusieurs personnes. Pour la consommation de
l'energie, nous avons developpe un modele base sur le nombre d'operations effectuees par
les filtres d'ondelettes. En outre, nous avons discute de certains facteurs influengant la
dissipation de l'energie, tels que le niveau de decomposition et la longueur du filtre. Cette
deuxieme partie fait l'objet d'une proposition de chapitre de livre acceptee par IGI global
1811-

Nous concluons cette these par le chapitre 9, qui resume nos contributions et presente des
perspectives appropriees.
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Titre frangais : Vers la selection et la conception d'un algorithme de compression d'image
approprie pour les reseaux de capteurs d'images sans fils
Contribution au document :
Cet article presente l'etat de l'art des algorithmes de compression appliques dans le
cadre des RCISF, allant des norrnes usuelles, telles que JPEG et JPEG2000, a de nouvelles
methodes de compression telles que le compressive sensing. II contient, en outre, des lignes
directrices pouvant aider les concepteurs notamment en ce qui concerne le choix d'une
methode de compression convenable aux RCISF.
Resum6 frangais :
Avec l'avenement des reseaux de capteurs d'images sans fils (RCISF), les algorithmes
de compression a faible consommation d'energie ont fait l'objet d'une grande attention.
Dans cet article, nous presontons l'etat de l'art des algorithmes de compression appliques
dans le cadre des RCISF, allant des norrnes usuelles, telles que JPEG et JPEG2000, a de
nouvelles methodes de compression comme le compressive sensing. De plus, pour chaque
algorithme presente, nous evaluons les avantages et les inconvenients de son eventuelle
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application dans le cadre des RCISF. Etant donne la nouveaute du domaine de recherche,
notre travail contient aussi une revue litteraire relatant, le plus exhaustivement possible,
les travaux concernant les applications de ces algorithmes. Suite a cela, une discussion sur
de possibles axes de recherches est presentee. En outre, des facteurs influengant la conception des algorithmes de compression dans le cadre des RCISF sont presentes et discutes.
Nous concluons par quelques lignes directrices concernant la conception de methodes de
compression pour les RCISF.
Mots cles : Reseaux de capteurs d'images sans fil, compression et transmission d'images,
etat de l'art.
Title : On the design and selection of an appropriate image compression algorithm for
visual sensor networks
Abstract With the advent of Visual Sensor Networks (VSN), energy-conscious compression algorithms have gained wide attention. That is, new strategies and mechanisms
for power-efficient image compression algorithms are required, since the application of the
conventional methods is not always energy-beneficial. In this paper, we provide a compact
synopsis about the current state of the art in compression algorithms for VSN, ranging
from the conventional standards, including JPEG and JPEG2000 and their possible application in VSN, to a new compression method such as compressive sensing. We provide the
advantages and shortcomings of the application of these algorithms in VSN, a literature
review of their application in VSN, as well as an open research issue for each compression
standard/method. Moreover, factors influencing the design of compression algorithms in
the context of VSN are presented and discussed. We conclude by some guidelines which
concern the design of a compression method for VSN.
Keywords : Visual Sensor Networks (VSN), image compression and transmission, state
of the art.

2.1

Introduction

Recent advances in micro electro-mechanical systems, wireless communication technology
together with low-cost digital imaging cameras, have made it conceivable to build in an ad
hoc way a wireless network of visual sensors (VSs), called Visual Sensor Network (VSN).
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Inside a VSN, each VS node has the ability to acquire, compress, and transmit wirelessly
relevant snapshot frames to the base station, also called sink, through the established path
between the source and the sink, see Figure 2.1. Generally, the base station is defined as
a powerful collecting information node located far away from the other (non-powerful)
nodes. Such networks have a myriad of potential applications, ranging from gathering
visual information of inhospitable areas to monitoring and assisting elderly peoples in
their inhabitable locations (3|.
Unlike classical wired networks and scalar data Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN), VSN
faces new additional challenges. Comparatively to conventional wired networks, VSN encounter more problems due, mainly, to their inherent wireless nature and the resource
constrained VS, i.e., battery, memory and processor. VSNs differ from their predecessor's
scalar WSN basically in the following points. 1) The nature and the volume of visual flows,
which are pixel-based, are quite different from simple scalar data manipulated by WSN,
such as temperature or humidity. 2) VSN's cameras have a restricted directional sensing
field of view, which is not the case for scalar data sensor. 3) Contrary to WSN, important
resources in memory, processing, and communication power are required for VS nodes to
manipulate the huge amount of visual flows. 4) Energy-aware compression algorithms are
mandatory to handle information flows, compared to data scalar sensor where the compression is not very required (not recommended in certain applications).

Visual sensor*

Figure 2.1

Visual sensor network

Most significant studies in WSN have typically assumed the computational costs (including
acquisition, pre-processing and compression) insignificant compared to the related communication costs (60]. This assumption may be suitable for scalar data sensors handling
light physical parameters such as humidity or temperature, where the computation cost of
data compression, if performed, is somewhat negligible compared to communication cost.
This assumption, however, may not hold for sensors handling two-dimensional signals,
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i.e., images, which produce a plethora of redundant flows, involving significant acquisition, pre-processing and compression resources. Improving the acquisition, analysis and
compression of such flows, enhances the image quality at the reception, but increases the
energy consumption. Hence, new strategies are required to resolve the trade-off (between
decreasing power consumption and increasing image quality) and to build new energyefficient compression schemes, since the classical solutions, such as JPEG or JPEG2000,
even if applicable, cannot respect the energy constraints in VSN . Recently, many studies
and strategies have been introduced to resolve the aforementioned trade-off, ranging from
testing and applying the classical compression standards, to designing a new compression
schemes.
Recall that the straightforward solution to manipulate efficiently visual flows is through
image compression, which by definition, possibly reduces drastically an image's file size
using lossy or lossless coding scheme. Typically, compression is performed by exploiting
data correlation and redundancy. In VSN, three scenarios of data redundancy are observed.
First, redundancy between successive snapshot frames captured by the same sensor within
an interval of time, which is known as inter-image redundancy or temporal redundancy.
Second, redundancy between different sensors monitoring the same scene, ideally within
the same cluster range, which is also called inter-image redundancy. Finally, redundancy
within an image, that is, correlation between neighbouring pixel values, called spatialredundancy. In case of color image, we note the existence of a fourth type of redundancy,
called spectral redundancy or correlation between different color planes or spectral bands.
Along this paper, two main coding paradigms for VSN are discussed; individual source
coding (ISC) and distributed source coding (DSC). The former, also known as one-to-many
coding, refers to the conventional coding techniques, such as JPEG, where each sensor
source codes the sensed data independently of the other data. The latter, DSC, is related to
the compression of multiple statistically dependent sensor outputs. More precisely, in DSC,
each sensor sends independently its compressed data to the base station for cooperative
decoding. Besides, other paradigm such as compressive sensing is investigated. The well
known conventional one-to-many coding framework used in most codec's, such as MPEG,
is reversed under DSC paradigm. In fact, within the one-to-many framework, the encoder
usually behaves complex, comparatively to the relatively simple decoder complexity. On
the other hand, the many-to-one coding paradigm, which is the intrinsic characteristic of
DSC, moves the encoder complexity at the decoder side.
In this survey paper, we provide a compact synopsis about the current state of the art in
VSN compression algorithms, and point out a new classification of the currently proposed
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solutions along with their advantages and shortcomings and open research issues. Some
related review papers have been proposed in the literature, [3, 42, 92, 113, 13]. An extensive
survey of wireless multimedia sensor networks is provided in [3], where the state of the art
in algorithms and protocols at the application, transport, network, link, and physical layers
of the communication protocol stack are investigated, along with cross-layer synergies and
optimizations. Open research issues are discussed at each layer. Moreover, architecture
and hardware for wireless multimedia sensor networks are supplied and classified. The
authors focus only on recent advances on low complexity encoders based on Wyner-Ziv
coding. In [42], the authors suggest a survey on multimedia communication in WSN with
a main focus on the network layer and the application layer, with some consideration
on the transport layer. The authors in [42] do not discuss deeply about the compression
algorithm, where they consider only the DSC paradigm. The authors in [92] complement
their successors in [42] by categorizing the requirements of multimedia streams at each layer
of the communication protocol stack, and survey cross-layer mechanisms for multimedia
streaming. Moreover, they outline some future research directions at each layer of the stack
as well as for cross-layer scheme. Their work is not compression-oriented. They consider
only some compression algorithms proposed in the literature. Another work is suggested
in [13], where the authors present an overview on several challenging issues influencing
the design of VSN, such as network architectures and energy-aware communication and
processing scheme. In the same context, the authors in [113] provide an overview of the
current state-of-the-art in VSN, and explore several relevant research directions.
While the aforementioned studies have considered some VSN aspects including the requirements of multimedia streams at each layer of the communication protocol stack and
cross-layer synergies and optimizations, only few of them (e.g., [3, 92]) have considered
some aspects around image compression. In this survey paper, we focus on the state of
the art in image compression and point out different compression methods, ranging from
the conventional standards, including JPEG and JPEG2000, and their possible application in VSN to new compression methods including compressive sensing. Our survey
complements the aforementioned surveys in that we survey and classify the compression
paradigm suggested in the literature. We provide a brief overview of each compression standard/method, the advantages and shortcomings of their application in VSN, a literature
review of their application in VSN, as well as an open research issue for each compression
standard/method. Moreover, factors influencing the compression design in the context of
VSN are presented and discussed. We conclude by some guidelines which concern the
design of a compression method for VSN.
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This survey paper is structured as follows. The requirements and characteristics of VSN
are presented in Section 2.2. In Section 2.3, we study the relationship between compression
and transmission costs. We suggest in Section 2.4 the classification of the main individual
compression algorithms found in the literature. In Section 2.5, we present the main idea
behind DCT, and some related compression algorithms in the context of VSN- The explanation of DWT, DWT-based schemes such as EZW, SPIHT, EBCOT or SPECK, and their
applications in VSN are presented in Section 2.6. The non-transform based algorithms including Fractal compression and Vector Quantization and their introduction in VSN are
explained in Sections 2.8 and 2.7, respectively. The distributed source coding paradigm as
well as some research works incorporating this paradigm in VSN are presented in Section
2.10. In Section 2.11, another paradigm called compressive sensing is presented, along with
some applications in VSN context. Some guidelines for designing a compression scheme
for VSN are presented in Section 2.12. Finally, we conclude this paper by Section 2.13.

2.2

VSN requirements and characteristics

This section provides some background information to follow this paper. Recall that VSN
are spatially distributed networks consisting of small sensing devices equipped with lowpower CMOS imaging sensors such as Cyclops. Ideally, VSNs are deployed in the region
of interest to collect and fuse a captured data in multihop way. Inside a network, each
VS captures, processes and transmits images to the sink through its neighbours located
inside its range of transmission, see Figure 2.1. VSNs are involved in many domains such
as, environmental monitoring, video-surveillance and object detection and tracking.
VSNs differ from their predecessor's scalar data WSN mainly in the following :
- Information volume and nature of VSN which is in general pixel-based, is quite
different than simple scalar data manipulated by WSN, such as temperature or
humidity.
- Lost information in VSNs is tolerated since the redundancy nature of visual flows,
unlike WSN where the loose of some packets may affect seriously the value of collected data (e.g., temperature value).
- VSN's camera has a restricted directional sensing field of view, which is not the case
for scalar data sensors.
- VS neighbours monitoring the same small local region of interest have multiple and
different views of this scene, comparatively to scalar data sensor where a unique
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value (e.g., temperature) is collected by neighbour's nodes (situated in the same
region).
- Important resources in memory, processing, and communication power are required
for VS node to manipulate the huge amount of visual flows.
- Efficient compression algorithms, in terms of power dissipation, are mandatory to
handle information flows, compared to scalar data sensor where the compression is
not very required.

2.3

Compression cost vs. Transmission cost

Most significant studies in scalar data WSN have typically assumed the computational
costs, including acquisition and compression, insignificant compared to the related communication costs (e.g., [60]). This assumption may be suitable for scalar data sensors
handling light physical parameters such as humidity, where the computation cost of data
compression, if performed, is negligible compared to communication cost.
In case of wireless ad hoc networks handling images (or video), this assumption may not
hold, since the huge amount of visual flows necessitate always compression. Hence, in this
section, we show the relation between the compression cost and the transmission cost in the
context of VSN. Deciding whether or not it is power-beneficial to precede transmission by
compression or to send the raw file without compression depends mainly on the specific
compression algorithm, and possibly on the processor and the radio transceiver if we
include the time factor.
Usually, image transmission preceded by compression is the ideal choice to gain in time
and energy. It is well known that some compression algorithms are more time and energy
consuming than others. Those algorithms are, generally, used for storage purpose, or also
used when no power or time restrictions are required. For instance, compression using
Fractals or JPEG2000 is very time and energy consuming [88], and their applications to
VSN seems less efficient. However, when applied to traditional wired networks, JPEG2000
gives the highest compression ratio regardless of the consumed energy. Another example
is described in [65], Figure 2.2, where the authors have shown that compressing, using
JPEG, and transmitting an image is more energy inefficient than transmitting the uncompressed image at higher quality level. In such a case, compression is not justified since the
transmission of the uncompressed image consumes less energy.
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Figure 2.2 Average energy for image compression and transmission using :
Mica2, MicaZ and telos, and with different quality factors 10, 50 and 90. The
upper and lower parts of each bar indicate the portions used by transmission
and Compression, respectively. The two cropped Mica2 values are 380.2 mJ and
942 mJ [65].

2.4

Image compression classification

Different image compression classifications are found in the literature. In general, they are
categorized in terms of data loss, or whether they use a transform coding or predictive
coding [110]. Our goal is not to survey all compression algorithms proposed in the literature of imaging domain, rather, we review those algorithms that their applications in
VSN domain seems practical. In particular, basic algorithms for coding still images are
considered. Based on the requirements of reconstruction, image compression schemes are
commonly provided into two categories : lossless and lossy scheme. Lossless image compression algorithms refer conceptually to the perfect reconstruction of the original image
from the compressed one. On the other hand, with lossy image compression scheme, merely an approximation, with a possible degradation, of the original image is achieved.
The main benefit of lossy image compression algorithm over lossless one, is to gain in
encoding/decoding time, compression ratio [110], or also in case of power-constrained applications, in energy. That is, we believe that lossy schemes are highly encouraged in VSN,
comparatively to lossless techniques. However, if lossy and lossless compression algorithms
yield the same results in terms of power dissipation, lossless algorithms are encouraged.
Along this paper, the major coding schemes suggested in the literature of VSN are considered and grouped into categories. Two main coding paradigms are investigated; individual
source coding (ISC) and distributed source coding (DSC). ISC also known as one-to-many
coding, refers to the conventional coding techniques, where each sensor source codes the
sensed data independently of the other sensors. DSC is related to the compression of
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multiple statistically dependent sensor outputs. Hence, in DSC, each sensor sends independently its compressed data to the base station for cooperative decoding. Besides, the
fully new paradigm in VSN called compressive sensing is investigated (Section 2.11). The
suggested classification of ISC is shown in Figure 2.3.
The ISC algorithms reviewed in Sections 2.5 to 2.6 are classified into two categories :
transform-based algorithms, such as Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) and Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) based algorithms, and non transform-based algorithms, such as vector quantization or fractals, see Figure 2.3. We note that the typical design of a transformbased algorithm is based on three stages : spatial decorrelation (also called source encoder), followed by quantizer, and entropy encoder. Other schemes (non-transform-based
algorithms) such as vector quantization or fractals do not follow this design.

Individual source coding
schemes

Transform based DCT

Transform based

Non-transform based

Non-transform based

algorithms

DWT algorithms

VQ algorithms

fractals algorithms

JPEG

EZW-based

SPIHT-based

EBCOT-based

SPECK-based

schemes

schemes

schemes

schemes

Figure 2.3

Classification of ISC algorithms

In what follows are reviewed the main compression schemes found in the literature of image
compression. We will consider in detail ISC in Sections 2.5 to 2.8, while DSC is introduced
in Section 2.10. Considering ISC, we will present : DCT-based methods in Section 2.5,
and DWT-based methods such as : Embedded Zerotree Wavelet (EZW), Section 2.6.1;
Set Partitioning in Hierarchical Trees (SPIHT), Section 2.6.2; Embedded Block Coding
with Optimal Truncation (EBCOT), Section 2.6.3 and Set partitioned embedded block
(SPECK), Section 2.6.4. After that, we present the non-transform-based methods such as
vector quantization (Section 2.7) and fractals (Section 2.8). For each compression method,
a brief summary is introduced, followed by some schemes based on this method, and finally
we present the different schemes introduced for VSN for the compression method under
evaluation.
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2.5

Transform-based DCT algorithms

Before reviewing the main DCT-based algorithms found in the literature, we briefly describe the principal idea behind DCT. The DCT is a technique for converting a signal into
elementary frequency components. It is widely used in image compression. The image is
decomposed into several blocks, and for each block, DCT is mathematically expressed
as a sum of cosine functions oscillating at different frequencies. Since we concentrate on
images, we consider only the two dimensional representation of DCT (2D DCT), which
can be obtained from the cascade of two 1-D DCTs. Formally, the 2-D DCT is given by 1
[1291 :
.
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Where u , v are the discrete frequency variables such that 0 < u , v < k — 1, k is the
block size; f(x, y) is the grey level of one pixel at (x, y) in the N x N image, where
0 < x, y < k — 1; F(u,v) is the coefficient of the point (u,v). C(u) =
if u = 0 and
C(u) — 1 otherwise. And similarly for C(v).
The DCT is widely considered to provide a near optimal performance for image compression, due to the fact that it has intrinsic properties including orthogonal separability
and signal energy compaction [121]. The well known compression scheme based on DCT
is the standard JPEG [129]. In this survey paper, JPEG is analyzed in the context of
power-constrained application. Other variants of the compression scheme based on DCT
are proposed in the literature to enhance JPEG features, such as minimizing the blocking
artifacts, minimizing the complexity at the encoder and/or the decoder and increasing the
compression ratio.
Since the DCT transform consumes the most power within a DCT-based compression
scheme (more than 60 % of the computation cost of the JPEG algorithm [121]), many
attempts to decrease its computational complexity have been suggested in the literature.
Some of them, which are helpful for VSN designers, are cited as follows :
1. Parallel and pipelined implementation of multidimensional DCT : The authors in
[104] use a parallel and pipelined row-column decomposition method based on two
1-D DCT processors and an intermediate buffer. The proposed architecture allows
'There are some variants of the DCT with slightly modified definitions. The DCT-II is used in this
paper since it is the most commonly used one, and is often simply referred to as "the DCT".
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to the main processing elements and arithmetic units to operate in parallel, which
reduce both the computational complexity and the internal storage, and allows a
high throughput [104]. The same idea is explored in [105| with the Integer Cosine
Transform, a reduced computational complexity version of DCT, to further reduce
the computational complexity of the whole system. To the best of our knowledge,
the exploration of parallel and pipelined implementation of 2D-DCT has not yet
been investigated in VSN.
2. Working with fixed-point (integer or binary DCT) instead of the more complicated
floating-point DCT : Comparatively to fixed-point DCT, working with the floatingpoint DCT exhibits high energy consumption. For illustration purpose, let us consider the following example from [32]. Encoding a grayscale QCIF image at 1 bitper-pixel using the processor StrongARM SA1110 with JPEG-integer-point DCT
requires 2.87mJ. The same operation using floating-point DCT necessitates more
than 22m J. This justifies the possible choice of fixed-point DCT over floating-point
DCT in case of VSN.
3. Converting the greedy operations such as multiplications into light operations : Indeed, DCT can be implemented using light operations such as shifts and additions
only. For instance in [67], a multiplierless version of DCT based only on shift and
addition operations is suggested. This scheme enables low-cost and fast implementation comparatively to the original DCT, since the elimination of the multiplication
operations [67].
In the following section, we introduce JPEG, the well known DCT-based scheme, its
advantages and shortcoming, as well as a discussion about its possible application in VSN.

2.5.1

JPEG compression

JPEG background

The JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts Group) specification defines a minimal subset of
the standard Baseline JPEG, which all JPEG-based applications are required to support.
The process of Baseline JPEG compression consists of the following stages. First, the
input image is divided into several blocks of fixed size 8x8 pixels; and then the DCT
is applied to each block to separate the high and low frequency information. In order to
compress an image, the DCT-blocks are quantized uniformly. The quantization result is
then reordered in zigzag way from lower to higher frequencies. After that, the run-length
encoding (RLE) is applied to reduce the length of the generated sequences. Finally, the
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reversible entropy-coding process (such as Huffman or arithmetic coding) is performed on
the quantized data to generate fixed or variable length code words [129] (Figure 2.4).
Split into
k x k blocs

2DDCT
Transformation

Original
image

Figure 2.4

Compressed
image

Uniform
Quantization

Entropy
encoding

Zigzagging

RLE
encoding

Lossy JPEG compression scheme

DCT-based image compression provides acceptable compression results, and it gives a
low memory implementation since the encoding is done on small individual blocks of size
8x8 pixels. However, blocks tiling (which is the process of splitting the original image
into several blocks) causes blocking artifacts which lead to a degradation in performance
especially at very low bit rates.
Let us now describe the main DCT-based schemes suggested for VSN.
DCT-based methods for VSN

The adoption of JPEG as a compression tool in VSN is not very beneficial in terms of
power consumption [83). This is due to the relatively complex coder, and precisely to the
DCT stage which consumes at least 60 % of the whole power encoder. Our preliminary
studies on JPEG show the possibility of its application as a compression tool for VSN
images at the cost of decreasing the network lifetime [83J. Another confirmation comes
from [99], where the authors show the possibility to integrate successfully JPEG as a
compression scheme for VSN.
In what follows we briefly present the main DCT-based schemes for VSN. We begin this
section by the work presented in [78], where the authors study the problem of compression
of video-surveillance frames collected by WSN. They use an algorithm to build a map of
active regions within one frame, and then, encode these regions. In particular, each input
frame is divided into blocks of 8 x 8 pixels. In order to decrease the complexity, only a
subset of blocks in the frame are considered and only a subset of the pixels in each block
are classified in the order of their importance. These pixels are then examined for changes
in comparison to the corresponding pixels in the reference frame. Only the difference is
encoded using JPEG-like scheme, and transmitted. In particular, a fast integer DCT and
Golomb-Rice codes are used, since they exhibit low complexity and less power dissipation.
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The authors in [65], suggest an energy-optimized approach ensuring that the JPEG computations utilize the minimum precision needed to obtain optimized DCT and quantization.
To accomplish this, they develop a method that determines the optimum integer and
fractional bit-widths in the compression process which guarantee the required precision.
Moreover, to be fast in computations, the authors use the LLM algorithm developed in
[71|. We mention that the authors in [65], implement the JPEG computations in fixedpoint arithmetic instead of floating-point representation for energy considerations. Several
experimentations are performed using various processors to measure the energy savings resulting from the precision optimization process. These processors are : Atmel ATmegal28,
TI MSP430, TI TMS320C64x, and Analog Devices Blackfin ADSPBF533. The suggested
method outperforms JPEG in terms of speed and energy. The authors observe that the
Atmel ATmegal28 consumes the highest energy comparatively to the processors under
evaluation.
The work in [32] investigates the trade-off between irnagfe quality and power consumption
in wireless video-surveillance networks. To reduce computation energy dissipation, they
use JPEG with integer DCT kernel instead of the commonly used floating point DCT.
Moreover, they discuss lightly the impact of compression on image delay using ARQ scheme
implemented at the link layer [32].
In [21], the same authors of [32] investigate the interactions between energy consumption, quality and delay, and analyze the system performance when ARQ and FEC-based
error-control techniques are applied. As in [32], they use JPEG with integer DCT to reduce computation energy dissipation. Precisely, they investigate ARQ and FEC as errorrecovery techniques and propose an adaptive scheme, which selects the most appropriate
error-control technique depending on the channel propagation conditions. The selection
of ARQ or FEC coding is based on the channel conditions. In presence of bad channel
conditions, FEC strategy is selected. While in the case of better channel conditions, ARQ
scheme is employed, thus reducing complexity. This is possible provided that FEC decoding is carried out via hardware, since otherwise the decoding energy cost would dominate.
When software FEC decoding is implemented, ARQ outperforms FEC in terms of energy
consumption under all channel conditions.
An image sensor network platform was developed in [99] to show the feasibility of transmitting the compressed images over multi-hop sensor networks supporting ZigBee technology.
The compression was performed using the standards JPEG and JPEG2000. The comparison between the two standards was performed only in terms of tolerance to bit errors and
packet losses. The authors observed that JPEG2000 is more error-resilient than JPEG,
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while having the highest PSNR for the same compression ratio. Hence, they conclude that
JPEG2000 is a more suitable standard for image compression in VSN in terms of packet
losses. We highlight that the predominant design factor in VSN, i.e., energy, was not considered, and their evaluation seems to be not practical for all VSN applications, especially
outdoor applications.
The authors in (22] study the trade-off between energy consumption and image quality
when different routing paths are used. Particularly, they study the effect of the proximity
of the sink on the energy overhead. When the VS nodes are far away from the sink,
the authors observe that it is better to process the overlapping regions of images by
intermediate sensors to reduce energy overhead. On the contrary, if VSs are near the
sink, processing of intermediate nodes may not bring significant benefits. For compression
purpose, the authors use the standard JPEG. To control the compression rate, the quality
level parameter is used. The higher the quality level, the better is the image quality but
with a larger file size. To reduce the image quality the number of quantization levels is
reduced.
Contrary to [22] where the authors study the trade-off between energy consumption and
image quality, in [24], they deal with the tradeoff between energy consumption and the
covered viewing directions in VSN. A selective transmission protocol is developed to select
and transmit the images to the mobile sink in an energy efficient maimer. To do that, similarity score between images is computed and compared. To perform similarity between
images, nodes perform feature extraction procedure on the captured images. Feature extraction is the ability to extract semantic information from an image, i.e., feature points.
To save transmission energy, only the image having the most number of feature points
among the similar images will be transmitted. For compression purpose, the authors of
[24] use the standard JPEG. As in [22], the authors study the effect of the proximity of
the sink on the energy overhead. When the object of interest is far away from the mobile
sink, it is better for the nodes to send the images selectively to reduce energy overhead.
On the other hand, if the object of interest is close to the sink, thevprotocol may not
carry important benefits. The simulation results show that the protocol can achieve a
significant reduction in energy consumption while preserving most of the views. Despite
the saving in energy transmission, feature extraction and comparison seems to be energy
consuming. Moreover, the authors do not compare the transmission with and without
feature extraction.
The aim of [75] is the reduction of the transmission energy through the selection of appropriate paths and appropriate compression of images. They use the standard JPEG in
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the compression stage. First, they demonstrate that the amounts of energy required in
different forwarding paths are different. Then, they develop an algorithm to select a path
that requires the least energy.
The authors in [87] present an analysis of both power requirement and execution time of
the basic tasks that compose a typical duty cycle of a camera node within a real VSN.
For that reason, a Crossbow Stargate platform is used along with Logitech QuickCam
Pro 4000 webcam. Among tasks considered in [87|, we cite acquisition and compression.
Authors use JPEG as a compression standard for compression images or sub-images. Each
considered task has an associated power dissipation cost and execution time. Numerous
interesting results are observed. For instance, the time needed to acquire and compress
an image is 2.5 times larger than transmission of the compressed image. The authors
also show that transmission and reception consume about the same amount of energy.
Moreover, the power cost of analyzing the image, and compressing a sub-image is about
the same as compressing the whole image.
Another interesting work is presented in [34], where the authors address the problem of
reducing energy consumption. The authors aim is to find the most efficient compression
algorithm achieving the best compromise between the quality of the reconstructed image
and the energy consumption. Their analysis is conducted from the measurements results
of the current consumption for each state : standby, sensing, processing, connection and
communication. For that reason, several compression methods are considered, namely
JPEG, JPEG2000, SPIHT and sub-sampling. They realize that the most appropriate
compression methods are SPIHT, which gives the highest compression rate, and subsainpling, which requires the smallest execution time.
In the following section, we present the alternative solution to DCT, i.e., DWT, which
represents a promising technique for image compression.

2.6

Transform-based DWT methods

We start this section by a short introduction on wavelets principle. Basically, the wavelet
was developed to overcome the weakness of the short time fourier transform and to enhance
DCT features, such as localization in time and frequency. We consider in this paper the 2D
DWT representation, as we work with images. Since, in general, the 2-D wavelets used in
image compression are separable functions, their implementation can be obtained by first
applying the 1D-DWT row-wise to produce L and H sub-bands, and then column-wise to
produce four sub-bands LL,LH, HL and HH. Then, in a second level, each of these four
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sub-bands is itself decomposed into four sub-bands, and so on we can decompose into 3,
4 ... levels. Figure 2.5 illustrates the decomposition of the LL sub-band.
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Figure 2.5 Three levels of decomposition of 2D-DWT
The DWT is widely considered to yield a best performance for image compression for
the following reasons. It is a non-block-based transform, and thus, it allows avoiding the
annoying blocking artifacts introduced by the DCT transform within the reconstructed
image. Moreover, it has a good localization both in time (space) and frequency domains
[791.
A variety of wavelet-based image compression scheme have been developed since its usefulness for signal energy compaction. Are discussed in this paper some well known algorithms
such as EZW, SPIHT, EBCOT and SPECK. In what follows, we will explain briefly the
basic ideas behind those schemes, their advantages and shortcomings, as well as their
applications in VSN.

2.6.1

EZW-Based Image Compression

EZW background

In this section we roughly present the main idea of EZW, more details can be found
in [111|. Shapiro introduces in his paper [111] the EZW algorithm, which is one of the
first software implemented to show the usefulness of wavelet-based image coding. EZW
algorithm starts by performing the wavelet decomposition on the input image, which allows
its decomposition into a series of wavelets coefficients.
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The EZW algorithm assumes that if a coefficient magnitude at a certain level of decomposition is less than a threshold T, then all the coefficients of the same orientation in the
same spatial location at lower scales of decomposition are not significant compared with
T . A wavelet coefficient is said to be significant with respect to T if its absolute value is
higher than or equal to T.
The EZW algorithm is a multiple-pass procedure, where each pass involves two steps :
dominant pass (or significance map encoding), and the subordinate pass (or refinement
pass). In the dominant pass, the initial value of the threshold is chosen, against which
all the wavelet magnitudes are compared. The coefficients are then encoded according to
their values with respect to the fixed threshold. A wavelet coefficient (or its descendant)
is encoded if its magnitude is greater than or equal to the threshold T, otherwise, it is
processed as in [111). Once a determination of significance is achieved, the subordinate pass
is started. In this pass, the significant coefficients found in the dominant pass are quantized
using successive approximation quantization approach. When all the wavelet coefficients
have been scanned, the threshold is halved and the scanning process is repeated again, to
add more detail to the already encoded image, until some rate is met.
The EZW method is a simple efficient compression algorithm. This is achieved through
a combination of a hierarchical, multiresolution wavelet transform, progressive zero-tree
encoding of wavelet coefficients, along with successive approximation quantization. The
intrinsic progressive processing behavior lets the encoding process end at any point in
time, which may help, in case of VSN, savings in power processing and communication.
However, EZW presents some disadvantages. In fact, the number of passes required to compress an input image affects considerably the image quality and the VS power supporting
EZW. That is, if the number of passes increases, the precision of the coefficients increases
the full reconstructed image quality at the base station. Another shortcoming of EZW is
related to the memory required to store the significant wavelet coefficients found at each
pass. One solution to remove the need for this memory is to decrease the number of passes.
Moreover, EZW is susceptible to transmission errors and packet losses, which require the
introduction of an error correction models [70]. Another major drawback of EZW is that
it does not present multiresolution scalability. It is well known that, in subband coders,
the coefficients are transmitted progressively from low to high frequency, while with EZW,
wavelet coefficients prioritization is performed according to their magnitudes [111]. Let us
explain the unique research adopting EZW as a compression algorithm for VSN.
EZW-based scheme for VSN
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The unique research work adopting EZW as a compression tool for VSN is that one
suggested in [44|. The authors of [44] suggest a multimodal sensor network architecture
using acoustic, electromagnetic, and visual sensors, along with a satellite communication
backbone. Based on the collaborative effort of this architecture, the target position is
recognized, and its fine details are acquired using visual sensors. For this purpose, EZW
coding algorithm is adapted to VSN requirements. This is performed by introducing spatial
information about target activity. The adapted EZW provides high-resolution data for the
regions where one or more intrusions have been detected and low-resolution data for the
remaining regions. This scheme allows saving in bandwidth, power and storage resources.
The adoption of the EZW as a compression tool in VSN may be beneficial in terms
of power consumption. This is due to the relatively simple complexity of its encoder,
and its progressive paradigm. An open research work should be the adaptation of the
EZW algorithm to the power-constrained VSN. This is can be performed by minimizing
the number of passes to minimize the memory required to store the significant wavelet
coefficients found at each pass.

2.6.2

SPIHT-Based Image Compression

SPIHT background

SPIHT introduced in [106] is an improvement of EZW algorithm. By adopting set partitioning algorithm and exploring self similarity across different scales in an image wavelet
transform, SPIHT algorithm reaches high compression performance. Unlike EZW, SPIHT
maintains three linked lists and four sets of wavelet coordinates, which are deeply explained in [106]. With SPIHT, the image is first wavelet decomposed into a series of wavelet
coefficients. Those coefficients are then grouped into sets known as spatial-orientation
trees. After that, the coefficients in each spatial orientation tree are encoded progressively from the most significant bit-planes to the least significant bit-planes, starting with
the coefficients with the highest magnitude. As with EZW, the SPIHT algorithm involves
two coding passes : the sorting pass and the refinement pass. The sorting pass looks for
zero-trees and sorts significant and insignificant coefficients with respect to a given threshold. And the refinement pass sends the precision bits of the significant coefficients. After
one sorting pass and one refinement pass, which can be considered as one scan pass, the
threshold T is halved, and the coding process is repeated until the expected bit-rate is
achieved.
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SPIHT achieves very compact output bitstream and low bit rate than its predecessor's
EZW without adding an entropy encoder, which allows its efficiency in terms of computational complexity [106). Moreover, it uses a subset partitioning scheme in the sorting pass
to reduce the number of magnitude comparisons, which also decrease the computational
complexity of the algorithm. And finally, the progressive mode of SPIHT allows the interruption of coding/decoding process at any stage of the compression [106]. Despite these
advantages, SPIHT presents the following shortcomings, particularly in power constrained
applications. It requires important memory storage and sorting/list procedures, which increases the complexity and the computational complexity. Precisely, SPIHT uses three lists
to store coding information which needs large memory storage. In general, those lists grow
up with the encoding process, which requires additional memory. Furthermore, the wavelet
filter used in SPIHT is Mallat algorithm-based, which incurs large convolution computations comparatively to lifting scheme version of wavelet transforms. As with EZW, over
unreliable networks, SPIHT suffers from the network state and, thus, is vulnerable against
packets loss, which requires the use of an appropriate error correction scheme.
Many attempts to enhance SPIHT features and reduce its limitations have been suggested
in the literature, for instance [54], [116] and ]77]. In [54], the authors apply the concept of
network-conscious image compression to the SPIHT algorithm to improve its performance
under lossy conditions. Hence, SPIHT-NC, a network-conscious version of SPIHT, is suggested to enhance its performance over unreliable networks. A real-time implementation
of SPIHT is presented in [116]. The authors try to speed up the SPIHT process and reduce the internal memory usage by optimizing the program structure, and presenting two
concept-numbers of error bits and absolute zerotree. An improved zerotree structure and
a new coding procedure are adopted in [116] to improve the quality of the reconstructed
image by SPIHT. To further reduce the internal memory usage, the authors suggest a
listless version of SPIHT, where lists are replaced successfully by flag maps. Moreover,
a wavelet lifting scheme is adopted to speed up the coding process. A modified SPIHT
algorithm for real-time image compression, which requires less execution time and less
memory usage than SPIHT, is presented in [77]. Instead of three lists, the authors use
merely one list to store the coordinates of wavelet coefficients; and merge the sorting pass
and the refinement pass together as one scan pass.
Let us now survey important research works adopting SPIHT as a compression tool within
their coder in VSN context.
SPIHT-based schemes for VSN
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We summarize in this section the main research works using SPIHT in the context of
VSN. We start by the compression method proposed in [15], where the basic design idea
is drawn from the following observation. It is more efficient to send a very long bitstream
in small decomposed fragments or bursts, than their transmission as one entire block.
That is, the suggested scheme in [15] uses wavelet based decomposition strategy to create
multiple bit-stream image encodings which are sent in small bursts. The wavelet coefficients
are grouped into multiple trees, and encoded separately using SPIHT algorithm. The
unequal error protection method is also adopted in order to combat time varying channel
errors. Experimental results show that the proposed scheme has a good energy efficiency
in transmission.
Another work incorporating SPIHT as a compression tool is presented in [18]. The authors
use a strip-based processing technique where an image is divided into strips which are
encoded separately. Figure 2.6 shows the block diagram of this suggested method. First,
a few lines of image data are wavelet decomposed by DWT module. The lifting-based 5/3
DWT is used for this purpose. After that, the wavelet coefficients are computed and then
buffered in a strip-buffer. Finally, the bit-stream generated is transmitted. The proposed
SPIHT coding eliminates the use of lists in its set-partitioning approach.

Figure 2.6

Block diagram of proposed strip-based image compression [18]

The idea behind the framework developed in [127] is the use of image stitching in conjunction with SPIHT coding to remove the overlap and spatial redundancy. Image stitching can
be defined as the process of combining multiple images with overlapping fields of view to
create a segmented panorama or high-resolution image. Thus, the images taken by neighboring sensors are stitched together by certain intermediate nodes with an image stitching
technique to remove the overlap redundancy. For compression purpose, a modified version
of the SPIHT compression tool is used, which leads to the reduction in the amount of the
transmitted data [127].
Implementing SPHIT on power constrained devices, such as visual sensors, is an excellent
idea. Its advantages over JPEG and EZW in terms of high compression ratio, less computational complexity, low power consumption, as well as less complex implementation make
it possible to play an interesting role in image compression for power limited applications.
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An open research work should be the adaptation of the SPIHT algorithm to the powerconstrained VSN. This can be performed by exploiting some ideas, like the substitution of
lists by flags [116] to reduce the memory usage. An alternative idea, is the use of wavelet
lifting scheme instead of the convolutional based wavelet used by the original SPIHT [18].

2.6.3

EBCOT-Based Image Compression

EBCOT background

EBCOT is a block-based encoding algorithm, where each sub-band (or block) is divided into non-overlapping blocks of DWT coefficients called code-blocks. Every code-block
is coded independently, which allows to generate a separate highly scalable embedded
bit-stream, rather than producing a single bit-stream representing the whole image. As reported in [118], EBCOT, which represents the core functioning of the standard JPEG2000,
is divided into two processes called Tier-1 and Tier-2, Figure 2.7. The data inputs of the
Tier-1 process are code blocks while the outputs are bitstreams. Tier-1 is responsible for
context formation and arithmetic encoding of the bit-plane data and generates embedded
block bit-streams. Context formation scans all code block pixels in a specific way as explained in [118]. The context formation requires three passes : significance propagation pass,
magnitude refinement pass, and clean-up pass. Arithmetic encoding module encodes the
code block data according to their contexts generated during context formation. Tier-2
operates on the bit-streams generated from Tier-1 to arrange their contributions in different quality layers. This is performed according to rate-distortion optimized property
and features specified by the user. At the end of the second tier, a compressed bit-stream
is generated for transmission purpose.

EBCOT
Tier-1

Tier-2

Figure 2.7 Illustration of EBCOT
EBCOT is a scalable and efficient compression algorithm, robust against error transmission, and has a flexible organization and arrangement of bitstreams [118]. Nevertheless, the
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EBCOT algorithm requires additional memory requirement, which increases the power dissipation and the computational complexity. Precisely, EBCOT uses two tiers (Tier-1 and
Tier-2) to code information, which needs long time processing and high power consumption. In particular, context formation phase which includes three passes, takes a long time
to encode samples for a code block [10]. It is observed through some literature works such
as [119], that Tier-1 is the most computational intensive part, due to the fact that it requires significant bit-level processing and three separate passes through the code-blocks.
It is reported in [48] that Tier-1 accounts for more than 70% of encoding time, due to the
extensive bit-level processing, followed by the DWT transformation stage (see Table 2.1
for an example of both lossless and lossy compression).
lossless compression lossy compression
Operation
DWT
10.81
26.38
N.A
Quantization
6.42
71.63
EBCOT Tier-1
52.26
EBCOT Tier-2
17.56
14.95
Tableau 2.1 Run time % profile for JPEG-2000 (gray scale image 1792x1200),
5 level wavelet decomposition, 1 layer, profile at PIII-7333 128M RAM. (N.A :
Not Attributed).
Recently, efficient techniques have been suggested to improve the coding speed and to
minimize the memory usage of EBCOT, for example [10|, [66] and [19]. Almost all of
them focus on the enhancement of the context formation phase by different ways. As
our goal is not to survey all the techniques suggested in the general domain of digital
imaging, we provide some research works that can be used to minimize the EBCOT power
consumption in VSN. For instance, two speedup methods called sample skipping and
group-of-column skipping were proposed to accelerate the encoding process of EBCOT
[66]. Another interesting architecture is proposed in [19[, where the authors merge the
three coding passes into a single pass in order to improve the overall system performance
as well as to reduce memory requirement. Further details on this subject can be found in
[66], [10| and [19].
Let us review imperative research works implementing EBCOT (or JPEG2000) as a compression tool within their codec in VSN context.
EBCOT-based schemes for VSN

In this section, we review the main schemes adopting EBCOT (or JPEG2000) for compression purpose in VSN. We start by the architecture suggested in [73] which releases
the visual sensors from the burden compression process, to prolong the network lifetime.
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Except the camera sensor, all data sensors are organized into clusters. The visual sensor
does not join the cluster nearby directly. Rather, it forms its own cluster and sends the target image to the cluster members. These members in the VS cluster, which belong to the
data sensor clusters, share the task of image compression and transmission to the cluster
head. Both computational and communication energy consumption are considered in this
architecture. For compression purposes, the authors of [73] use the standard JPEG2000,
which increases rapidly the energy dissipation. By Simulation, the authors show that this
architecture can prolong the lifetime of the network.
The authors in [143] propose an energy efficient JPEG2000 scheme for image processing
and transmission, given the expected end-to-end distortion constraint. In the suggested
scheme, called Joint Source Channel Coding and Power Control (JSCCPC), the input
image is first encoded as a scalable bitstream in an optimal number of layers. Based on
the three following factors : the estimated channel condition, the characteristics of the
image content, and the end-to-end distortion constraint, the suggested scheme determines
adaptively the number of transmitted layers. Moreover, the JSCCPC unit adjusts the
source coding rate, the source level error resilience scheme, the channel coding rate, and
the transmitter power level for each layer. This approach extensively explores the multi
resolution nature of bitstreains; however, the unequal importance between structure information and magnitude information is not fully identified. The authors show by simulations
that up to 45% less energy consumption could be achieved under relatively severe channel
conditions.
Another energy-aware scheme for efficient image compression for VSN is that one suggested in [138], where the authors formulate this challenging task as an optimization problem.
They use JPEG2000 standard on a StrongArm SA-1000 processor. For a given image quality requirement and network conditions, the authors investigate a heuristic algorithm
to select the optimal parameters of a wavelet based coder, while minimizing the total
energy dissipation. Results indicate that large fractions of the total energy are spent on
computation due to the high complexity of JPEG2000. From [138], we can conclude that
maximal compression before transmission may not always entail minimal energy consumption. However, their approaches mainly focus on power efficient techniques for individual
components and cannot provide a favorable energy performance trade-off in the case of
WSN.
Carrying out EBCOT or JPEG2000 in camera sensors may not always be the smart
choice, since its implementation complexity induces high power consumption where it is
implemented (e.g., in VS), and possibly shrinks the network connectivity. Moreover, when
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combined with DWT stage (as with JPEG2000), more power will be dissipated due to
the fact that DWT phase power consumption is significant, and represents the second
source consumption of an EBCOT-DWT compression scheme after Tier-l's EBCOT. An
eventual open research work should be the adaptation of EBCOT to VSN constraints,
taking advantage of some potential solutions to alleviate the workload and the complexity
of the EBCOT algorithm.

2.6.4

SPECK-Based Image Compression

SPECK background

SPECK is introduced in [98], where the authors suggest a compression algorithm that
makes use of sets of pixels in the form of block when spanning wavelet sub-bands, instead
of using trees as with EZW or SPIHT. SPECK algorithm starts by performing an appropriate sub-band transformation (usually, the DWT) on the input image, which allows its
decomposition into a series of coefficients. After that, two phases are repeated recursively
until the expected bit-rate is achieved ; sorting pass and refinement pass phase. Recall that
SPECK necessitates three phases : initialization, sorting pass and refinement pass phase.
Unlike EZW, SPECK maintains two-linked lists : list of insignificant sets (LIS) and list of
significant pixels (LSP).
During the initialization phase, a starting threshold T is chosen and the input image X is
partitioned into two types of sets : S and I, see Figure 2.8. The set S, which represents
the root of the pyramid, is added to LIS. The set I represents the rest of the image, i.e.,
I — X — S. In the second phase called sorting pass, a significance2 test against the current
threshold is performed to sort each block of type S in LIS. If an S block is significant,
it is divided by a quadtree partitioning process into four subsets as shown in Figure 2.9.
In turn, each of these four subsets is treated in the same way as a set of type 5 and
processed recursively until the pixel-level is reached. The insignificant sets are moved to
LIS for further processing.
Once the processing of sets S is achieved, a significance test against the same threshold is
performed for I blocks. Thus, if an I block is significant, it is divided by the octave band
partitioning scheme into four sets; one set having the same type I and three sets of type
S, see Figure 2.10. This new set I formed by this partitioning process is reduced in size.
2A

block is said significant if there is at least one coefficient in this block has its magnitude greater
than or equal to the threshold.
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Partitioning of the image X into sets 5 and I

Figure 2.9
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Partitioning scheme of set S
Si
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Figure 2.10

Partitioning scheme of set I

At the last phase, the refinement pass is started for LSP pixels, where the n-th most
significant bit (MSB) of pixels is output, at the exception of pixels which have been added
during the last sorting pass. Finally, the threshold is halved and the coding process (sorting
and refinement passes) is repeated until the expected bit-rate is achieved, or the set I will
be empty.
Many advantages of SPECK are. observed. It has efficient performance comparatively to
the other low-complexity algorithms available today. In fact, it gives higher compression
ratio; has relatively low dynamic memory requirements; employs progressive transmission;
and it has low computational complexity and fast encoding/decoding process, due to the
inherent characteristics of the quadtree partitioning scheme.
However, SPECK presents some minor disadvantages related mainly to the use of lists LIS
and LSP, which require efficient memory management plan. In general, those lists grow up
with the encoding process, which requires additional memory. This may be unattractive in
hardware implementations. As with EZW and SPIHT, SPECK suffers from the unreliable
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network state and, thus, is vulnerable against packets loss which requires the use of an
appropriate error correction scheme. Another shortcoming of SPECK is that it does not
support resolution scalability [141].
In the last few years, some attempts to overcome SPECK shortcomings have been suggested in the literature, for instance [61], [12] and [141]. In what follows are listed only
some works whose applications seem useful in case of VSN. More complex SPECK-based
algorithms such as Vector SPECK [12] are not reported. A listless variant of SPECK image
compression called LSK is suggested in [61]. LSK uses the block-partitioning policies of
SPECK and does an explicit breadth first search, without the need for lists as in [98] or in
[55]. State information is kept in an array of fixed size that corresponds to the array of coefficient values, with two bits per coefficient to enable fast scanning of the bit planes. The
authors in [141] suggest another variant of SPECK called Scalable SPECK (S-SPECK),
which extends the original SPECK to a highly scalable low-complexity scheme.
Adopting SPECK as a compression tool in power constrained devices, such as visual
sensors, might be a promising technique, since its high compression ratio and low computational complexity. Its advantages over JPEG and EZW in terms of high compression
ratio are less computational complexity, low power consumption, as well as less complex
implementation which make it possible to play an interesting task in image compression
for power-limited applications. Low-power image compression SPECK encoders are highly
encouraged in VSN application. To the best of our knowledge, the integration of SPECK
within a compression chain of a VSN has not yet been investigated. An open research work
may be the implementation of SPECK-based coders dedicated to the power-constrained
VSN. A listless version of SPECK, as in [61], could be an efficient scheme to be implemented in visual sensors.

2.6.5

Other wavelet-based compression schemes

Herein, we consider another category of compression schemes, where authors do not use
or modify an existing scheme, rather, they develop their own DWT-based method which
fits their circumstances.
Based on the fact that an image is generally constituted by a set of components (or
regions) with unequal importance, the authors in [134] explore this idea to build a semireliable scheme for VSN called Image Component Transmission (ICT). ICT scheme can be
performed in two phases. In the first phase, the identification of the important components
within the target image is performed after DWT process. After that, in the second phase,
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unequally important levels of transmissions are applied to different components in the
compressed image. Important parts within an image, such as the information for the
positions of significant wavelet coefficients, are transmitted reliably. While relatively less
important components (such as the information for the values of pixels) are transmitted
with lower importance, leading to energy efficiency. In fact, the suggested methodology
transmission is generic and independent of specific wavelet image compression algorithms.
In [63], the authors propose an adaptive energy-aware protocol for image transmission over
VSN. It is based on wavelet image decomposition using the Le Gall 5-tap/3-tap wavelet
filter, and semi-reliable transmission, using priority-based mechanism. The compression is
achieved through the combination of the Le Gall 5-tap/3-tap wavelet filter with LempelZiv-Welch (LZW) technique [110|. The target image is first decomposed using wavelet
filter, which provides multiple levels of resolution of the input image having different
priorities. After that, the semi-reliable policies are applied to the wavelet coefficients by
intermediate nodes. Based on their remaining energies, intermediate nodes decide whether
they drop or forward packets. As explained in [631, packet priority is defined either based
on the wavelet resolution level of the image or based on the wavelet coefficients magnitude.
This transmission scheme offers a trade-off in consumed energy versus reconstructed image
quality, and it shows the advantage of the magnitude based prioritization method over the
resolution level method. However, this mechanism sacrifices a certain amount of image
quality to prolong the VSN's lifetime.
The authors in [28] consider the slow activity scenario in clustered-VSN. For that reason
they suggest an adaptive and distributed wavelet compression algorithm. The key features
of the proposed scheme are described as follows. This algorithm exploits the spatial inherent correlations between sensor readings using a position estimation and compensation
method. For that purpose a compression method based on 5/3 wavelet filter is used (the
authors mention also the possibility to use EZW or SPIHT as a compression tool). They
also propose a change detection algorithm to mark active blocks within a target image, and
they only encode these blocks, which permits to reduce computation complexity without
sacrificing the quality of the image reconstruction.
After the survey of the main transform-based schemes, we review in Sections 2.7 and 2.8
another category of compression schemes, which is nori transform-based such as vector
quantization and fractals.
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Non-transform based Vector Quantization algorithm

Vector quantization (VQ) is a conventional method for performing data compression [39,
107]. VQ can be viewed as a mapping of a large set of vectors into a small subset of
code vectors called the code book. Formally, a vector quantizer Q, is a mapping from a
fc-dimensional Euclidean space Rk, into a finite subset C of Rk, called code-book. Thus,
Q : Rk —> C. We highlight that the most important step is the code-book construction.
The well known algorithm used to design the code-book is LBG [68].
The encoder assigns to each input vector x from R k an index which corresponds to a vector
in C, that in turn is mapped to a codeword c in the set C by a decoder. If a distortion
measure d(x,c) which represents the cost associated with reproducing vectors x by c is
defined, then the best mapping Q is the one which minimizes d(x, c).
In image compression, basic vector quantization consists in dividing the input image into
blocks of size I x m pixels, where each block is considered as a /c-dimensional vector
represented by a data vector x in the set Rk. Each vector is, then, compared with the
entries of an appropriate codebook C and the index i of the codebook entry Cj (most
similar to the source data vector) is sent to a destination. At the destination, the index
accesses to the corresponding entry from an identical codebook, and permits to reconstruct
approximately the original image (Figure 2.11). For more detail, the reader is referred to
[39, 94, 110].
The Encoder

The Decoctof

Input Vtdor

m •

Figure 2.11 Vector quantization : Encoder and Decoder
In this kind of compression (and in Fractal compression presented in Section 2.8), one
should note the absence of transformation block, such as DCT or DWT, and entropy
encoding block, which may reduce the computation complexity. The remaining task is to
compare between the gain, in terms of power-dissipation, of VQ (without transformation
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block), and a usual framework encoding scheme incorporating transformation block (such
as DCT or DWT) and entropy encoding block.
The advantage of image VQ over other types of quantizers is the simplicity of its decoder,
since it only consists of table look-ups. However, the basic disadvantage of VQ is its
complexity, which increases with the increase of vector dimensionality. This complexity
may decrease the coding speed and increase the power dissipation of the decoder especially
in power-constrained applications such as VSN. Another disadvantage of image VQ is
related to the design of a universal codebook for a large database of images, which requires
an important memory and huge number of memory accesses.
Several image coding schemes with vector quantization have been proposed in the imaging
literature. However, 110 VQ scheme has been proposed in VSN context. We find appealing
to supply this section by some attractive works which may help for the conception and
design of a new VQ-based compression method dedicated to VSN. Particularly, we roughly
present works which provide a VQ-based scheme exceeding the art-of-state compression
standards such as JPEG and JPEG2000 in terms of energy efficiency. The authors in [89]
have considered a method for the reduction of the power consumption of vector quantization image processing, by truncating the least significant bits of the image pixels and
the codeword elements during the nearest neighbor computation. In the same way, in [90],
an algorithm for low-power image coding and decoding is presented. The suggested algorithm reduces the memory requirements of vector quantization, i.e., the size of memory
required for the codebook and the number of memory accesses by using small codebooks,
which reduces the power consumption. The authors in [93] suggest a low power pyramid
vector quantization, which on average outperforms JPEG sometimes in excess of 2 dB.
Another work showing the possibility of designing an efficient image VQ encoder that exceeds the performance of JPEG, is that one suggested in [50]. The authors in [50] use the
pyramidal VQ, a variant of VQ, combined with some indexing techniques which require
roughly the same encoding and decoding hardware complexity. This scheme outperforms
JPEG implementations. The paper ]5] evaluates and compares JPEG 2000 with a new variant of VQ called Successive Approximation Multi-stage Vector Quantization (SAMVQ)
compression algorithms for hyperspectral imagery (e.g., satellite imaging). SAMQV was
developed by the Canadian Space Agency (CSA). It is observed in [5] that the SAMVQ
outperforms JPEG 2000 by 17 dB of PSNR at the same compression ratios. Unfortunately, since SAMVQ was patented by CSA, its main idea and its degree of complexity are
not clearly presented. The work in [74] combines two kinds of VQ, predictive VQ (PVQ)
and discrete cosine transform domain VQ (DCTVQ), to yield an efficient Hybrid Image
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Compression Scheme. Moreover, this scheme uses a simple classifier which employs only
three DCT coefficients within each block of 8 x 8 pixels. For each image block, the classifier switches to the DCTVQ coder if the block is not complex, and to the PVQ coder if
the block is relatively complex. The suggested algorithm can achieve higher PSNR values
than VQ, PVQ, JPEG, and JPEG2000 at the same bit-rate. This scheme may be a good
candidate for power-aware applications such as VSN.
Data compression using VQ could be an acceptable compression technique for VSN, because of their reasonably compression ratio and relatively simple structure. Since VQbased compression scheme could be implemented without any transformation (i.e., DCT
or DWT), which dissipate the highest percentage of energy within a compression scheme,
it is interesting to think about the design of VQ schemes dedicated to VSN. The encoder
within such scheme has to be light comparatively to DCT-based encoder or DWT-based
encoder. Low-power image VQ encoders are encouraged in VSN application. To the best
of our knowledge, the application of VQ compression method in VSN has not yet been
investigated.

2.8

Non-transform based Fractal compression

Fractal image compression is a lossy compression technique based on fractal theory, which
basically states that an image can be described by a set of fractals. Therefore, a compressed image using fractals contains a set of parameters allowing the decoder side to yield
approximately a mathematical representation of the input image. Like VQ, fractal image
compression is significantly different from conventional compression techniques such as
JPEG, as it is not based on frequency transformations such as DCT or DWT.
To the best understanding of the reader, let us introduce quickly fractal concept. Fractals
are an iterative reproduction of a basic pattern, or geometric form, according to some
mathematical transformations, including rotation, scaling and translation. As explained
in [35], let us imagine a copying machine which makes three reduced copies of the input
image, see Figure 2.12. Imagine now that we fed the output of this machine back as input,
the result will be an iteration of the input image. If we repeat this process many times on
several input images we obtain the Figure 2.13, where the process converge to the same
final image Figure 2.13 (c).
With fractal image compression, we exploit the self-similarity property between objects
within natural images, which is expressed as similar repeating patterns, to reduce the
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Figure 2.12 A photocopying machine which makes three reduced copies of the
input image [35]
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Figure 2.13 The first three copies generated by the photocopying machine of
Figure 2.12, [35]
image's file size. The well known image coding scheme based on fractals is summarized in
three steps as follows [11] :
1. Range block partition : partitioning the original image into non-overlapped blocks
Ri of size s x s, called ranges.
2. Domain block selection : For each Ri, search in the image to find a block A of size
2s x 2s (double size of range block) that is very similar to Ri.
3. Mapping : Select the mapping functions, which map the domain to the range by
an affine transformation Fi(Di) = Ri for each i. Usually, an affine transformation is
applied when a domain block is mapped to a range block. Such affine transformation
includes isometries (rotation, reflection, etc.), gray level scaling and shift operation.
In general, an affine transformation is given by :£?*—• a.Di + A; where a is the
scale factor and A is the luminance shift factor. The best estimate can be obtained
by minimizing the distance between Ri and Di (usually the distance is represented
by the Euclidean norm). The mapping relationships, which are called fractal codes,
are recorded as compressed data.
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Fractal encoding is used to convert an input image to fractal codes, while fractal decoding
is just the reverse, where a set of fractal codes are converted to reconstruct the input
image.
The main noticeable advantages of fractal image compression can be summarized as follows : high achievable compression ratio; good quality of the reconstructed image; simple
decoding process which is viewed as a simple interpretation of the fractal codes and their
translation into bitmap image; fractal images are stored or sent as mathematical formulas
instead of bitmaps, which minimize the sorting/sending cost; the possibility of image scaling without distortion comparatively to JPEG. Nevertheless, fractal image compression
presents a main drawback related to the encoding process which is extremely computationally intensive and time consuming. This is due to the hard tasks of finding all fractals
during the partition step, and the search for the best match of fractals.
After the first fractal-based image coder introduced by Jaquin in 1990, several variations
of fractal coders have been proposed. Most of them focus on the improvement of the
encoding process, especially on two main parts, partition [58]-[109] and mapping [144].
Furthermore, some attempts to improve fractal compression encoding have tried to join
fractal with some transforms, such as DCT, DWT. [36| is some early works trying to
combine fractal with DCT and wavelets. In [125], the authors suggest a fast encoding
algorithm for fractal image compression using the DCT inner product. [131] is one of
papers trying to join wavelet transform with fractal encoding. The main goal behind joining
fractal with certain transforms is to take advantage of identifying more self-similarities
within the frequency domain, in order to eliminate more redundant data and speed-up
the encoding process, which might reduce the computational complexity. Unfortunately,
despite these improvements, the encoding process is still yet complex, and its application
to VSN shortness the lifetime of the network.
To the best of our knowledge, no work has been suggested for the use of fractals within
the compression chain of VSN. The main justification could be the high computational
complexity of the encoding process. This complexity limits the usefulness of fractally
compressed data to power-constrained applications such VSN.
An open research issue might be the adaptation and the integration of fractal compression
within VSN codecs handling only natural images. This is due to the fact that fractal image
compression has proven its efficiency especially on this kind of images, and provides very
high compression ratios ]131]. Joining fractal with certain transform including DCT or
DWT is another key issue permitting the reduction of the encoding process complexity.
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Another open research issue concerns the introduction of parallelism while using fractals
in VSN. This technique allows circumventing the computational load of the encoding
fractal compression within a VS node. Various parallel implementations of a fractal image
compression are proposed in the literature [49, 1, 115]. A reader interested by this subject
is invited to consult [108) and [69].

2.9

ISC summary

A brief summary is introduced in this section to show the best compression algorithms that
possibly fit VSN .requirements. Of the aforementioned discussed standards and algorithms,
few of them could be a good candidate for VSN. The selection criterion is based mainly on
the low power dissipated by a VS running one of compression algorithms in question, while
having an adequate quality of the reconstructed image at the sink. The second criterion
may be the low memory usage. It is difficult to say that one algorithm is less-power
dissipation than another one without an evaluation on real testbed.
Let us start this discussion by the non-transform-based algorithms such as fractals and
VQ. The main drawback of fractal image compression is related to the encoding process
which is extremely computationally intensive and time consuming. This is due to the
hard tasks of finding all fractals during the partition step, and the search for the best
match of fractals. The authors in [88] compare fractals with other schemes and their
impact on fingerprint and face recognition. They found poorer PSNR results with fractals
comparatively to other methods such as JPEG, JPEG2000, SPIHT and VQ, specially with
low bit rate. More details can be found in [88[.
The basic disadvantage of VQ is its complexity, which increases with the increasing of
vector dimension. This complexity may decrease the coding speed and increase the power dissipation of the decoder especially in power-constrained applications such as VSN.
Another disadvantage of VQ is related to the design of a universal codebook for a large
database of images, which requires an important memory and huge number of memory
accesses.
From the above discussion and some experiments [88], DCT and DWT based methods
seem to be a relatively less energy dissipation than VQ and Fractals. Depending on the
compression ratio and the image quality, one shall select between DCT or DWT methods.
DCT exhibits an annoying blocking artifacts in low bit rate. For DWT-based methods,
SPECK has proven its efficiency in terms of both simplicity and image quality measure,
followed by SPIHT and EZW [106]. However, the EBCOT algorithm requires additional
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Figure 2.14 Image quality comparison between : VQ, SPIHT, fractals,
JPEG2000 and JPEG [88j
memory requirement, which increases the dissipated energy and the computational complexity. Precisely, EBCOT uses two tiers; Tier-1 and Tier-2 to code information, which
needs long time processing and high power consumption [119j. More precisely, it is reported in [48] that Tier-1 accounts for more than 70% of encoding time due to extensive
bit-level processing, followed by the DWT transformation stage. From the viewpoint of
hardware implementation, SPIHT is preferred over EBCOT coding [18].
After the examination of the main ISC compression schemes suggested in the litterature,
we present in the following section the distributed source coding (DSC) paradigm.

2.10

Distributed source coding paradigm

Distributed source coding paradigm, for VSN, refers to the compression of multiple statistically dependent sensor outputs that do not communicate with each other. Each sensor
sends, independently, its compressed output to a base station for joint decoding. The well
known conventional one-to-many coding framework used in most codec's, such as MPEG,
is reversed under DSC paradigm. In fact, within the one-to-many framework, the encoder
usually behaves complex, comparatively to the relatively simple decoder complexity. On
the other hand, the many-to-one coding paradigm, which is the intrinsic characteristic
of DSC, moves the encoder complexity at the decoder side. Therefore, encoders can be
designed simple, comparatively to the more complex decoders implemented at the sink.
Under DSC paradigm applied in VSN, the complexity of the coder side is then shifted to
the decoder at the sink, where enough power is available. Despite the inherent encoder
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simplicity characteristic of the DSC, their theoretical restrictions have not yet been closely achieved by practical applications. The theoretical aspects behind DSC schemes are
outside the scope of this paper. We refer our reader to [30] for more details.
The lossless Slepian-Wolf and lossy Wyner-Ziv coding schemes are an encouraging conceptual basis for DSC. In practice, lossy DSC is usually implemented using a quantizer followed by lossless DSC, while the decoder consists of the joint entropy decoder followed
by a joint dequantizer [142]. A brief description of Wyner-Ziv theorem is supplied since it
represents a promising solution for VSN and achieves a comparable performance to that
of MPEG. The Wyner-Ziv theorem extends the Slepian-Wolf work for lossy coding with a
distortion measure. Theoretically, a Wyner-Ziv encoder can be seen as a coarse quantizer
of the original signal, followed by a Slepian-Wolf encoder stage, which performs lossless
encoding of source data assuming that the decoder has access to some side information
which is not known to the encoder [140]. To reconstruct the received signal at the decoder
with minimum distortion, joint source-channel coding is performed using side information
(complete sensed data sent by one of the sources). Figure 2.15 shows a schematic diagram
of the Wyner-Ziv encoder/decoder. For more information about this subject the reader is
referred to ]142].

Wynar-Ziv Encoder
X
—»

Q

Quantizer —w

SlepianWolf
Encoder

Wyner-Ziv Decoder
Slepian- Q | MinimumDistortion
Wolf
Reconstruction
Decoder

Figure 2.15 Practical Wyner Ziv encoder obtained by cascading a quantizer
and a Slepian Wolf encoder
Recall that our interest in this section is to review the interesting DSC schemes of still
images in VSN context, including distributed JPEG2000, distributed coding of overlapped
images taken by different cameras, etc.
We start by the work presented in [23], where the authors use JPEG as a compression
method to reduce the size of images without any special considerations to energy factor
during compression stage. Rather, they consider a scenario where sensors, sharing the same
field of view, can process and combine overlapping regions to reduce the energy spent on
image transmission. For that reason, a distributed protocol was proposed and evaluated.
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The simulations show that the distributed protocol, when compared to sending images
individually, can achieve some reductions in energy consumption.
The authors in [126| present a method for distributed coding technique of images in VSN
by exploring correlation between overlapped sensor field of views. To do that, overlapped
images are first registered via a method involving the extraction of image feature points
and feature points analysis. After that, the region of overlap is identified, and each sensor
sends a low-resolution version of the overlapped area toward the receiver. At the reception,
the base station uses the super-resolution methods allowing the high-resolution version of
the overlapped region.
The work in [72] is inspired by the concept of parallel distributed computing theory. A
distributed Lapped Biorthogonal Transform (LBT) based image compression scheme is
proposed for VSN. It uses LBT transform, which is very suitable for distributed implementation in the sensor network, compared to DCT or DWT. Moreover, to further reduce
the computational complexity, Golomb and multiple quantization coders are used in image
compression instead of Huffman or arithmetic coding. For routing purposes, the proposed scheme is designed based on the well known LEACH protocol, which is designed for
clusters sensor networks [47]. This scheme prolongs the lifetime of the network under a
specific image quality requirement. Compared to DCT, LBT improves coding efficiency
by solving the problem of blocking artifacts and taking into consideration interblock spatial correlation. Weighted against DWT, LBT may lower considerably the complexity of
computation and reduces the required memory.
In resource-constrained VSNs, the authors of [139] notice the high energy consumption of
JPEG2000 first. To make it light, they distribute the workload of wavelet transform to
several groups of nodes along the path between the source and the destination using the
concept of parallel distributed computing theory. That is, they propose two data exchange
schemes with respect to image quality and energy consumption. In the first scheme, the
target image is partitioned into a set of blocks along the rows to perform 1-D wavelet.
Similarly, the target image is divided into a set of blocks to perform 1 D wavelet on
columns. This data exchange scheme does not result in any image quality loss. In the next
scheme, the image is partitioned into tiles, and each tile is sent to a node to do 2-D wavelet
transform independently. The authors of [139] show, by simulation, that the distributed
scheme improves significantly the network lifetime compared to a centralized approach.
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Other scheme : Compressive sensing

Compressive Sensing (CS), called also compressive sampling, is a new paradigm that combines both signal acquisition and compression. Originally, CS is based on the work of
Candes, Romberg, and Tao [8] and Donoho [29]. Under CS, the sensed signal (e.g., image)
is acquired using much less measurements than the ones required by the conventional
Nyquist/Shannon criterion3, provided that it is sparse in some transform domain, such
as wavelet or DCT domains. If a signal is sparse in a certain basis, CS computes inner
products with a set of basis functions instead of uniformly sampling. By doing so, CS
can accelerate data acquisition and compression which may minimize drastically the overall computational energy. We notice that CS is the unique theory that handles jointly
acquisition and compression. This section is by no means an exhaustive overview of the
literature on CS nor a mathematical description of CS theory, rather, it presents some
works related to the integration of CS within a VSN. Data sensor networks based on CS
are not considered. Issues, such as formulating the problem of sparse event detection in
sensor networks as a CS problem [91], or the look for a suitable transformation that makes
the signal sparse, are not considered. We refer our reader to [8] and [29] for the theoretical
concepts behind CS paradigm.
The CS paradigm combines acquisition and compression in one step, which is totally
different than conventional compression paradigms mentioned in this paper. This allows
the reduction in power computation, which is very required in liinited-power applications
such as VSN. The theory of CS seeks to recover a sparse signal from a small set of linear
and non-adaptive measurements. The tremendous advantage of CS is to exhibit recovery
methods that are computationally feasible, numerically stable, and robust against noise
and packet loss over communication channels. Despite the aforementioned CS benefits,
there still exists a huge gap between theory and imaging applications. In particular, it
is unknown how to construct an efficient sensing operator and reduce the number of
random measurements needed at the acquisition stage, particularly when the measurement
is performed in spatial domain.
The authors in [4] study the performance of CS for VSN images in terms of complexity and
quality of reconstruction. In order to assess the performance of CS, the authors implement
the block diagram shown in Figure 2.16, where x is the input image of N x N pixels,
and M is the number of measurements. The projection is performed onto a measurement
matrix whose elements are generated by gathering 256 samples of the Fourier coefficients
3 Nyquist/Shannon

theorem states that the sampling rate must be at least twice the maximum frequency
present in the original signal
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of the input image x along each of r radial lines in the frequency plane as explained in
[4].The authors show that it is possible to operate at very low data rates with reduced
complexity and still achieving good image quality at the reception.
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Figure 2.16 Simulated System Block Diagram [4]

Based on CS, an image representation scheme for VSN is proposed in [45|. The target
image is firstly divided into two components through a wavelet transform; dense and
sparse components. The former is encoded using JPEG or JPEG 2000, while the latter is
encoded using CS. In order to improve the rate distortion performance, the authors suggest
leveraging the strong correlation between dense and sparse components using a piecewise
autoregressive model. Given the measurements and the prediction of the sparse component
as initial guess, they use projection onto convex set algorithm to reconstruct the sparse
component. In general, the proposed work reduces the number of random measurements
needed for CS reconstruction and the decoding computational complexity, compared to
some CS methods.
In f 128], the authors suggest algorithms and hardware implementation to support CS. In
fact, they use a qarnera architecture, called single pixel camera (which is detailed in [31]),
which employs a digital micromirror device to carry out optical calculations of linear projections of an image onto pseudo-random binary patterns. Its main characteristic is the
ability to acquire an image with a single detection element. This can significantly reduce
the computation and the power required for video acquisition and compression. In [27], the
authors propose a sparse and fast sampling operator based on the block Hadamard transform. Despite its simplicity, the proposed measurement operator requires a near-optimal
number of samples for perfect reconstruction. From the practical standpoint, the block
Hadamard transform is easily implemented in the optical domain (e.g, using the singlepixel camera [31]), and offers fast computation as well as small memory requirement. The
suggested algorithm seems very efficient to be applied in power-constrained applications
such as VSN. The unique work adopting CS paradigm in the context of VSN is that one
developed in [16], where both CS and JPEG are used for compression purpose. No detail
about the CS scheme is furnished in [16].
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Guidelines for designing a compression scheme
for VSN

In general, the design of a power-efficient transformed based compression algorithm depends on all compression stages of the compression chain 4. In other words, it depends
on the selected transform, such as DCT, LT or DWT; the selection of an appropriate
quantization matrix; the entropy encoder, such Huffman or Golomb-Rice encoder; and
the interconnection between those stages. Moreover, depending on the application domain,
either lossy or lossless schemes have to be selected, knowing the fact that lossy scheme is
generally preferred over lossless one, in terms of energy efficiency. We have to mention also
that, it is mandatory to deal with the acquisition phase before compression. In fact, at the
exception of CS (Section 2.11), all compression methods do not consider image acquisition
while its encoding. Joining acquisition phase while compressing the input image, helps to
reduce drastically the overall energy of a visual sensor. Another related point is to know
whether or not intermediate nodes within the established path between the source and
the destination are required to encode and decode images. Decoding and encoding images
by intermediate nodes requires extra-energy related to decoding process, comparatively
to nodes relaying packets without further decoding stage. In such a case (encoding and
decoding tasks), the decoding process has to be light in terms of energy computation.
In general, a dedicated compression algorithm for VSN has to exhibit the following properties :
- Acceptable compression rate.
- Low power consumption.
- Low computational complexity.
- Low dynamic memory usage.
- Embedded encoding.

2.13

Conclusion

In this survey paper, we provided an overview about the current state of the art in VSN
compression algorithms, and pointed out new classification of the currently proposed com4 Recall that the transformed based algorithms are preferred over the non-transform based algorithm
(Section 2.9).
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pression schemes along with their advantages, shortcomings and open research issues. Two
main coding paradigms for VSN are discussed; individual source coding (ISC), also known
as one-to-many coding such as JPEG, and distributed source coding (DSC), which is related to the compression of multiple statistically dependent sensor outputs.
For ISC paradigm, we have considered two types of compression algorithms, transform
based (DCT and DWT) and non-transform based algorithms (fractals and VQ). Throughout the literature review, we have observed that transform based algorithms are generally preferred over non-transform based ones. This is due the fact that the encoder is
less complex, which justify its usefulness for power-constrained applications. Moreover,
for transform based algorithms, we found that SPECK followed by EZW and SPIHT are
excellent candidates for image compression for VSN. Light versions of these algorithms
are requested to compress efficiently images over VSN.
Of the considered paradigms, DSC fits well the nature of the distributed VSN. Hence,
distributed schemes are preferred over ISC algorithms, which may reduce in the consumed
energy. Even the existence of a considerable number of distributed algorithms for VSN,
most of them are theoretical (such as Wyner-Ziv), simulation-based, or considered only
for a small-scale VSN. That is, new DSC solutions are highly encouraged for VSN.
The compressive sensing is the last theory considered in this paper. It represents the
unique paradigm that combines acquisition and compression, which allows a considerable
reduction in energy consumption. That is, CS-based schemes for VSN are highly requested.
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3.1

Introduction

Visual Sensor Network (VSN) is an ad-hoc wireless sensor network made of visual sensors
(VS) incorporating image retrieving, processing and communication functionalities. VSN
is gaining attention in a wide range of applications such as video-surveillance, object detection/tracking and environmental monitoring [96|. One of the biggest challenges facing
VSN is a huge amount of visual information processed and sent by each VS. This information requires important resources in memory, processing and communication energy.
Typically, visual information needs to be compressed using one of the well known compression standards such as JPEG or JPEG2000 to save energy and prolong the network
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lifetime. Unfortunately, these standards are energy consuming and generate compressed
information that still contains highly correlated data, which might be compressed further.

We believe that the adaptation of these standards to the requirements of VSN is an
attractive idea. This idea deserves to be studied in depth, to ensure an efficient compression
in terms of energy minimization and system lifetime maximization, while maintaining an
adequate image quality at the sink. In this work, we focus on the adaptation of JPEG to
the requirements of VSN networks, even if JPEG 2000 performs better than JPEG. This
adaptation is made in such a way to minimize the processing energy inside one VS, and
maximize the system lifetime. In VSN, the energy constraint problem that faces JPEG
can be alleviated by exploring the characteristics of the energy compaction property of the
Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) for highly correlated image. We exploit this property
to reduce both the redundant data within an image and the energy dissipated by each VS.
For transmission reasons, a simplified routing protocol is developed which considers only
the energy of neighboring nodes when making next-hop routing decisions.

Image transmission over VSN has been the subject of many works, for example [20, 38).
The authors of [20] studied the energy consumption and the image quality in wireless
video-surveillance networks, when retransmission of corrupted packets is performed. They
used JPEG with integer DCT kernel as compression algorithm, instead of the commonly
used floating point DCT to minimize delays and transmission costs. The authors do not
really adapt JPEG to the energy requirement of VSN. The authors in [38] showed only
the feasibility of transmission of JPEG images over ZigBee nodes, without further details.
The exploitation of the 2D DCT energy compaction property was previously used in [120]
and [6[. The authors in [120] investigated this idea in centralized wireless multimedia
networks which differ from VSN requirements. This property was also used in [6] to design
an energy-aware VLSI system for portable devices to compress an image.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The network model and the radio transcei-.
ver energy model are presented in section 3.2. In Section 3.3, we introduce S-JPEG. In
Sections 3.4 and 3.5, we present the model of energy consumption of JPEG and S-JPEG,
respectively. We introduce the routing module, in Section 3.6. In Section 3.7, we validate
our results by a set of simulations. We summarize and present future directions in Section
3.8.
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System model

A clustered two-tiered VSN is considered. The network is divided into several clusters,
where each cluster contains some VS nodes and a single cluster head (CH) distributed
around strategic areas. Each VS from the network is assumed to consist of a low-power
imaging sensor such as Cyclops [101] connected to an embedded sensor such as Mica2
motes. Each VS is responsible for image retrieving, processing and transmitting from areas
of interest to its CH. Two assumptions are used in our network model. The first one is
that the VS nodes are suitably distributed in a strategic area to ensure that the network is
fully connected. Each node communicates with its neighbors within its transmission range
d. All nodes are immobile and energy constrained. The second assumption is that each VS
node knows its location through a localization algorithm as in [9], and keeps information
about its neighbors such as ID number and the battery remaining energy.
The power consumption model for the radio is similar to the one proposed in [43). The
energy dissipated by a given VS for sending a single bit is en = ee + eada, and the
consumed energy in reception per bit is ERX = ee. Where ea is the energy consumed by
the transmit amplifier per bit over a distance of 1 meter, ee is the energy dissipated by
the transmitter electronics per bit, 2 < a < 4 is the path loss exponent and d is the
distance between the sender and the receiver [102]. Therefore, the total energy consumed
for transmitting a bit between two nodes is
= erx' + £rx- In our work, we consider
the linear multihop scenario as in [43]. For n hops between the source and the sink, the
multihop energy per bit is :
e b = ne T x + {n - 1 )e Rx
(3.1)

3.3

Principle of S-JPEG

Herein, we present the DCT energy compaction property exploited by Squared JPEG
(S-JPEG), which is defined by the fact that the signal energy is unevenly distributed in
the DCT domain. The DC coefficient and some low to middle frequencies AC coefficients
monopolize most of the signal energy. Thus, many AC coefficients in the range of highfrequencies can be discarded without much loss of information. This property is exploited
to reduce the number of basic operations needed at each stage of the compression scheme,
and hence minimizing the energy dissipated by each node. We use the notion of Reduced Block Size (RBS), which consists in processing only the upper-left squared portion
(whose side's length is p) of each block of k x k DCT coefficients of a given image (i.e.,
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low frequencies), see Figure 3.2. The other coefficients are not considered, and hence not
computed, which minimizes the energy dissipated by the source node.
Split into
k x k blocs

2D DCT
Transformation

Original
image

Compressed
image

Uniform
Quantization

Entropy
encoding

Zigzagging

RLE
encoding

Figure 3.1 Lossy JPEG compression scheme
S-JPEG is the "adaptation version" of JPEG which incorporates the RBS notion. This
adaptation is made so that the number of operations at each stage of the compression
scheme shown on Figure 3.1 is minimized, which reduces the consumed energy at each
sensor while preserving an adequate image quality at the sink. So, with S-JPEG, we are
interested only by the upper-left squared portion of the DCT block, whose number of
coefficients is p2, with p < k, where k is the block size and it is set 8 in case of JPEG
(Figure 3.2). We note that, if p increases, both the quality of the received image and the
energy consumed by one node increase. In the following sections, given p, we present the
energy model of JPEG and S-JPEG.
p=3

p=5

a.

b.

Figure 3.2 Squared selection of AC coefficients ((a) p = 3, (b) p = 5)

3.4

Energy model of JPEG

A new energy consumption model for JPEG compression chain is developed. The energy
dissipated in compressing the image at the source node is expressed in a number of operations needed at all stages of the compression scheme of Figure 3.1. Let Ep be the required
energy to process the image data for JPEG stages. Ep can be formulated as follows :

Ep — Edct + Eg + E z + Erie

(3.2)
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Where Eda, E q , E z and E rie represent the energies consumed at 2D DCT, quantizing, zigzagging and RLE stages, respectively. The energy consumed for image splitting is neglected
for simplification reasons, whereas the energy of entropy encoding will be considered in
our futur work.

3.4.1

2D DCT Energy model

We develop an energy consumption model for 2D DCT transformation based on the 2D
DCT equation given by : [130]
„

,

,

C(u)Ctv)

(2x + l)uir
(2j+ 1)™,
—2 k —cos~s—1

(3'3)

Where u, v are the discrete frequency variables such that 0 < u, v < k — 1, k is the
block size; f(x,y) is the grey level of one pixel at (x, y) in the N x N image, where
0 < x,y < k — 1; F(u,v) is the coefficient of the point (u,v). C(u) =
if u = 0 and
C(u) = 1 otherwise. And similarly for C(v). Based on Eq. 3.3, the 2D DCT can be modeled
as two k x k matrix multiplications :
F(kxk) = j4(/txfc)-P(fcxfc)-4(fcxfc)

(3-4)

Where the index (k x k ) indicates a size of matrix, F is the k x k matrix whose coefficients
are F(u,v), P is the matrix of pixels of the original image and A T is the transpose of A
whose coefficients are :

A(u,v) = <

if

( " = 0)

cos!2^,

if(Ku<k-l)

(3 5)

Each matrix product k x k of Eq. 3.4 consists in computing k 2 coefficients, each coefficient
necessitating k multiplications and (k— 1) additions1. Therefore, the energy dissipated for
the two matrix products is 2k2(kemuit + {k — 1)e(Mid), where emuit and
represent the
energy consumption for mult and add instructions, respectively. The Equations 3.6-3.11
of this section will be presented in forms which will make easy the comparisons of energy
consumption of JPEG with that of S-JPEG. For an image of size N x N having (^)2
•Our goal is to implement our energy model, and do not develop a new fast DCT algorithm.
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blocks, the total energy dissipated in this stage is :
Edct =

3.4.2

fedct = (j^) 2 2k 2 (ke muU + {k - l)c««)

(3.6)

Quantization energy model

The energy consumption by the quantization stage can be expressed as a function of
F(u,v) and Q(u,v), where F(u,v) is defined by Eq. 3.3 and Q(u,v) is a coefficient of the
luminance quantization matrix Q defined as in [130] for k = 8. For each block, quantization
consists in computing the coefficients F®(u,v) = IntegerRound(^^), for 0 < u, v <
k — 1. Therefore, there are k2 divisions and k2 round operations per block and the energy
dissipated is eq = k2(e,nv + er), where edlv and er are the energy consumed for div and
round instructions, respectively. For one image N x N, the total energy dissipated in this
stage is :
Eq =

3.4.3

^Jc^ 6 "

=

+ er)

(3'7)

Zigzagging energy model

This stage can be interpreted as a simple rearrangement of the (k 2 — 1) AC coefficients
ordered in a zigzagging way, from lower to higher frequencies. Each AC coefficient is then
moved (shifted) to its new position. The zigzagging energy consumption on each block can
be calculated as : ez = (k2 — 1 )esh, where esh represents the energy consumption of the
shift process. For one input image of size N x N, the total energy consumption related to
the zigzagging stage is :
E z = (j) 2 e z = (j) 2 (k 2 - l)e s h

3.4.4

(3.8)

RLE energy model

Run length encoding of the (k2 — 1) AC coefficients can be interpreted mainly as a rearrangement of the zigzagged sequence as follows, where 0seq denotes a sequence of zeros :
1. If the zigzagged sequence terminates by a 0seq, the latter is replaced by (0,0), meaning End Of Block (EOB). For the other 0seqs, we proceed as explained in the
following points 2-4.
2. Each 0seq of length L is decomposed into (L div 16) 0seqs of length 16 and a last
0seq of length (L mod 16). Note that after this decomposition, each 0seq of length
< 16 is followed by a non-zero coefficient.
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3. Each Oseq of length 16 is replaced by (15,0), meaning that a zero is preceded by 15
zeros.
4. Each Oseq of length r < 16 and the non-zero value X that follows are replaced by
(r,X), meaning that X is preceded by r zeros.

To compute the energy dissipated by one block, we consider the following parameters. e z
is the consumed energy for checking whether an AC coefficient is null. eWT is the dissipated
energy for writing one (r, X) value (see above Points 3-4). einc is the dissipated energy for
incrementing the counter of the number of 0 in each Oseq. eres is the consumed energy for
resetting the counter. Noseq is the number of Osegs inside one k x k block. Let us denote
these 0seqs by 0seq[l], 0seq[2], • • •, Ose<?[iV0se(J], and let length(i) be the number of zeros
in 0seg[i]. Therefore, the total number of zeros inside one block is No =
length(i).
The total energy can be estimated as follows. The values of the (k2 — 1) AC coefficients are
checked, dissipating the energy (k2 — l)ez, and ((k2 — 1) — (No+Noseq)) is the number of nonzero AC coefficients which are not preceded by Oseq. Each coefficient X of this category
necessitates to write (0, X), dissipating in total the energy (( k 2 — 1) — (N 0 + N 0seq ))e wr .
For each non-zero value and the 0seq[i\ that precedes it, we consider pt = length(i) div 16
and qi = length(i) mod 16. After decomposition, we obtain (pi + 1) Oseq*. Each of these
Oseq necessitates to reset the counter and to write (r, X), dissipating in total the energy
(Pi + l)(eres + ewr). Each of the first pl x Oseq (whose length is 16) necessitates to increment
the counter 15 times, and the last Oseq (whose length is qi) necessitates to increment the
counter qi — 1 times, dissipating in total the energy (15 Pi + qt — l )ej n c r . The energy eo geq (i)
is then :

(Pi

^0seq{i) —

i

+ l)(eWT 6res ) "I" (15pi ~l" qi l)6tnc,
if(i < No seq ) V (Last_component ^ 0)

^ t'wr i

(3.9)

else

The total energy dissipated inside one block of A: x k is :
er[e =

(k 2

— \)e z

+ ((fc 2

Noacq
— 1) — (No + No se q))e wr + ^ " eoseq (i)

(3.10)

i=1

For one image having N x N dimensions, the total energy dissipated by RLE stage is :
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k
Erle "

Crie,

(3-11)

i=i

Where er;ej is the energy consumed by the j t h block computed using Eq. 3.10. The energy
consumption model of S-JPEG is considered in the next Section.

3.5

Energy consumption of S-JPEG

The energy consumption model of S-JPEG is based on the energy model of JPEG developed in Section 4. We have seen that with JPEG, for each k x k DCT block, k2 coefficients
are processed and transmitted. The gain in energy using S-JPEG, is basically due to the
fact that p 2 ( < k 2 ) are processed and transmitted. It is therefore clear that the energy E °
dissipated by S-JPEG is lower than Ep dissipated by JPEG. Let us compute the energy
consumed for each stage of the compression scheme as we have done with JPEG, and
quantify the gain resulting for the passage from JPEG to S-JPEG. E£ is defined as follows :

E% = E°dcl + E* + EZ + EZle

(3.12)

Where JE^, E ° , E \ and E°le are the energies consumed at 2D DCT, quantizing, zigzagging
and RLE stages, respectively. Let us develop the energy model of S-JPEG, being inspired
from the model of all stages of JPEG. In the DCT stage, if we consider the matrix product
of Eq. 3.4, we are then interested only by the upper-left squared portion of size p of F^xk)For this reason, it is sufficient to consider only the matrix product of Eq. 3.13, where the
expression U(ax.b) means the upper-left squared (o lines; b rows) portion of a matrix U(kxk)-

E{pxp)

=

A(pXk)P(kxk)A(kxp)

(3.13)

The first product A(pXk)P(kxk) consists in computing k p coefficients. Each coefficient necessitating k multiplications and (k — 1) additions. Let R(pXk) be the result of this first
product. For the second product R(Pxk)Ajkxp), we need to compute only p2 coefficients,
each of them necessitating k multiplications and (k — 1) additions. Therefore, the total
energy dissipated per block is :
= (kp + p2)(kemult + (k — l)e„wA where emuit and
eadd represent the energy consumption of mult and add instructions, respectively. The
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Equations 3.14-3.19 of this section will be presented in forms which will make easy , the
comparisons of energy consumption of JPEG with that of S-JPEG.
For a given image of size N x N, the 2D DCT energy consumption E^ t is therfore :

Edct

N

= ("fc

+ P2)(kemuit + ( k -

ljeodd)

(3.14)

From Eqs. 3.6 and 3.14, the gain in energy for the DCT stage is Edct = *^22+1^ < 1, where
<t>=*
fc'

For the following stages (quantization, zigzagging, RLE), we consider p 2 coefficients instead
of all k2 coefficients of a DCT block, and hence, only p2 operations. We obtain Eqs. 3.153.19.
In Quantization stage, the energy E q (Eq. 3.7) obtained with JPEG becomes
with S-JPEG :

Eq

IV

— {-j^)2p2{ediv +

er)

(Eq. 3.15)

(3.15)

o
From Eqs. 3.7 and 3.15, the gain in energy for the quantization stage is j*- = 0 , where
0=£.
In Zigzagging stage, the energy E z (Eq. 3.8) obtained with JPEG becomes E° (Eq. 3.16)
with S-JPEG :
El = (f)V - l)e„

(3.16)

£»0
The gain in energy for zigzagging stage is computed from Eqs. 3.8 and 3.16 and is jf- =
k2-1-

In RLE stage, the energy er/e (Eq. 3.10) obtained with JPEG becomes e°le (Eq. 3.17) with
S-JPEG.
N°

e r/e

= (P

2-

l)e, + { { p 2 - 1) - ( K p +

p
iV 09eq

+ £ eose q { i )
i=1

(3.17)

Where, N^eq is the number of 0s e q s inside the reduced block of size p x p , N q P is the
number of zeros inside the reduced block of size p x p, and
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(Pi

eoseq(i) =

1)(^»r ~f~ ®res)
9« l)^inci
i/(i < N^seq) V (Last _component / 0)

&WT 5

(3.18)

else

Since p 2 <k 2 , Nq 3 < N 0 and N^ e q < N 0seq we obtain e^ rle < e r t e . If we consider one image
of dimension N x N, the energy Erie (Eq. 3.11) obtained with JPEG becomes E?le (Eq.
3.19) with S-JPEG, where e°rU. is the energy consumed by the jth block computed using
Eq. 3.17.

(3.19)
From Eqs. 3.14-3.19, we deduce that E° < E p .

3.6

Routing module

We used a simple routing scenario summarized as follows. First, after receiving the image
query Iq, the source node S takes an image /, and compresses it by JPEG or S-JPEG.
After that, S sends their packets to its cluster head CH\. Then, based on the energy
of neighboring nodes, CH\ selects from its neighboring table, the set of nodes Snj (in
its cluster) that are able to forward the received packets. If Snf is empty, i.e., there is
no "eligible" nodes, CHi forwards the received packets directly to the CH of the next
cluster, thus consuming more energy (Figure 3.3). After that, each node n / from S n f
sends the received packets to a node Unext belonging to the neighbor cluster. In its turn,
nnext forwards the received packets to its cluster head CHi. If there is no node of the
neighbor cluster inside the range of transmission of nj, the packets will be sent directly to
CH2 (cluster head of the neighboring cluster), thus consuming more energy. This process
will continue, until the reception of all packets by the base station.

3.7

Simulations

We perform several simulations using Matlab. We study the effects of varying p on both the
consumed energy by a source node and the quality of the received image at the sink. After
that, we compare JPEG with S-JPEG in a simple routing scenario (Figure 3.3) according
to the following performance metrics. 1) The Cluster lifetime which means that the cluster
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Figure 3.3 Routing module

is in life if there is at least one active sensor inside the cluster. The cluster lifetime is closely
related to p. If p is high, the source node consumes more energy, which reduces the cluster
lifetime, and vice versa. 2) The Energy consumption during communication and processing
tasks. 3) The Image quality measured by the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) expressed,
in decibels, as follows, where a is number of bits per pixel (bpp), / and fT are the original
and the reconstructed images.

PSNR = -10log lo W ^ x ~ 1 ^ y ~ 1 ^ X ' ^
2
(2° - l)

We consider a scenario in which a clustered VSN is deployed around strategic locations.
The visual sensor network, formed by 300 nodes (e.g. Mica2 motes), is placed in a square
region of size 50 x 50 m2. We suppose that the number of sensors per cluster varies between
6 and 20 nodes, and each node has an initial energy of 10 Joules. A node is considered nonfunctional if its energy level Ei reaches 0, and cannot take an image if Ei < Ep for JPEG, or
Ei < Epo for S-JPEG. The node communication range d is fixed at 10 m. The values of the
parameters e a , e e and a of the radio transceiver model are e a = 100.10 ~ u Joule/bit/m 2 ,
ee = 50.10~9Joule/bit and a = 2.5 as in [112].
To evaluate the energy consumed by JPEG (Eq. 3.2) and S-JPEG (Eq. 3.12), we adopted
the parameters of Mica2 motes as in [25], for example,
= 3.3 nj. For space limitation, we do not present the numerical computations. The reader is invited to consult the
references cited in this section.
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3.7. SIMULATIONS

3.7.1

Effects of p

In this simulation, we show the two effects (Energy-effect/Quality-effect) of varying p on
the source node energy and the image quality. The energy-effect means that the energy
consumed by one source node for processing an image increases with p. This is explained by
the fact that the number of AC coefficients processed increases with p, which necessitates
more processing energy (See Figure 3.4 for Lena image having 512 x 512 pixels and 8 bpp).

10 •

>•

Reduced block size

Figure 3.4

Processing energy as a function of the reduced block size p

The quality-effect means that the received image quality at the sink raises with p. To show
these effects, several images are tested, on which we have confirmed how p influences the
VS energy and image quality. For space limitation, we show only the example of Lena
image. Both effects discussed bellow are illustrated in Figures 3.4 and 3.5, where we see
that the energy dissipated increases with p (Figure 3.4), while the image quality (measured
by PSNR) is significantly improved when p increases (Figure 3.5).
For this example, and for an acceptable quality of the received image at the sink fixed by a
minimal requested PSNR, for instance 30 < PSNR < 35 dB, we can set p to 4, instead of
8. By doing this, we dissipate only 3.74 mj with p = 4 for processing Lena image, instead
of consuming 10.47 mj when p = 8 (i.e., the whole block size), while obtaining a relatively
acceptable image quality , i.e., PSNR = 34.01 dB.

3.7.2

Effect of p on the performance metrics

In this section, we simulate the effect of varying p on the following performance metrics,
while maintaining an adequate image quality at the sink; 1) the energy dissipated through
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Figure 3.5 Quality of the received image as a function of p
the path between the source and the sink computed using (Eq. 3.1 and Eq. 3.2) for JPEG,
and (Eq. 3.1 and Eq. 3.12) for S-JPEG, and 2) the cluster lifetime. That is, in S-JPEG we
replace p by different values between 1 and 8, and analyze the effect of this replacement
on these performance metrics. We use the notation S-JPEG(p) to mean that S-JPEG is
used for a given value p, for example S-JPEG(5) means that S-JPEG is used for p = 5.
We suppose that the distance between the source and the sink takes several hops, from 1
to 30. In our simulations, we focus on a unicast traffic pattern (Figure 3.3).
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Figure 3.6 Consumed energy (for different p) as a function of the number of
hops between the source and the sink, for JPEG, S-JPEG(6), S-JPEG(4) and
S-JPEG(2)
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We consider the same example of Lena image, and we compute the energy dissipated
through the path used during a whole cycle2 to send this image using S-JPEG for each
value of p = 1 to 8. We consider different numbers of hops between the source and the
destination. For a given number of hops, we use the same path for all values of p, in
order to evaluate clearly the influence of p. Our results are represented in Figure 3.6 which
shows that the total energy dissipated by JPEG in the whole path is high compared to
the energy dissipated with S-JPEG for each p equal to 2, 4, and 6, which confirms that
S-JPEG consumes less energy compared to JPEG, especially when p is relatively small.
To show the effect of p on the cluster lifetime, we consider the following scenario. The
same node from one cluster is taking, processing and sending iteratively the same image
using one selected p until the total depletion of its energy. After that, a second node from
the same cluster does the same task (i.e., for the same image and with the same p) until no
node inside this cluster has enough energy to process and send the image. If we consider
the same example as before (Lena image), we obtain Figure 3.7 which confirms that the
cluster lifetime decreases when p increases. We ?an also deduce, from Figure 3.7, that
if the selected p is high for many cycles, the source node dies quickly, and the cluster
lifetime becomes shorter as the number of nodes inside this cluster decreases. It is clear
from Figure 3.7 that S-JPEG performs better than JPEG for various value of p. Starting
with 15 nodes inside one cluster, with JPEG (i.e., p = 8) the cluster lifetime is limited
to 34 cycles, while with S-JPEG, for p = 6 and 4, the cluster lifetime is prolqnged to 66
and 101 cycles, respectively. And for p — 1, there remain 10 nodes after 120 cycles. This
simulation confirms again that S-JPEG improves JPEG energetically, for an image of an
adequate quality (2 < p < 8).

3.8

Conclusion

The problem of compressing, using JPEG, while transmitting images over VSN is considered. An Energy-aware adapted version of JPEG, called S-JPEG, was discussed. To adapt
JPEG to the requirements of multihop VSN, we investigated the concept of Reduced Block
Size (RBS), which consists in processing only the upper-left squared portion (whose side's
length is p) of each block of k x k DCT coefficients of a given image. Moreover, we presented a new energy model for JPEG and S-JPEG. We used a simplified routing protocol
to validate our theory. Our simulations show how S-JPEG improves JPEG energetically,
while maintaining an adequate image quality at the sink. We would like to emphasize that
2The

cycle starts by image capturing and ends at the reception of the image by the sink.
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Figure 3.7 Number of remaining nodes as a function of number of elapsed
cycles, for JPEG, S-JPEG(6), S-JPEG(4) and S-JPEG(l)
the proposed method is useful and easy to implement. One direction for our future work
is to implement it on a VSN testbed. We also plan to study the effects of the reduced
block size concept on other performance metrics like the processing time, the bandwidth
and the network state.
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4.1

Introduction

Visual Sensor Networks (VSN) are a special type of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN)
that contain Visual Sensors (VS) incorporating image retrieving, processing and communication capabilities. VSN are involved in many domains such as video-surveillance and
object detection/tracking. One of the biggest challenges that face VSN is the huge amount
of information processed and sent by each VS, which requires important resources. Typically, visual information needs to be compressed using some standards such as JPEG or
JPEG2000 to save energy. Unfortunately, these standards are energy consuming in data
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processing and generate compressed information that still contains redundant data which
might be compressed further.
Motivated by the node resource constraints in VSN, in this work, we address the problem
of modeling and adapting JPEG to the energy requirements of such networks. First, to
evaluate the consumed energy by one VS, we develop an energy model for JPEG-like
scheme. To the best of our knowledge, no such energy model has been previously proposed.
This model is quite high-level and is based on the basic operations needed at each stage
of JPEG, and it does not take into account the complexity of implementation. Our model
can serve as a mean to simulate and to roughly evaluate the energy dissipated by one
VS when executing JPEG or its adapted version. Finally, the adaptation of JPEG is
made with respect to the following metrics : the image quality, the consumed energy and
the cluster lifetime. The adapted version of JPEG, which we call Triangular JPEG (TJPEG), is performed by exploring the characteristics of the energy compaction property
of the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT). Indeed with JPEG, the bulk energy after DCT
transformation is concentrated in the first few low frequencies coefficients of DCT blocks.
We will select only these coefficients from each DCT block, in order to minimize the
number of operations at each stage of the compression scheme. The aim of T-JPEG is the
minimization of the energy consumed at each VS while keeping a relatively good image
quality, which is acceptable for some VSN applications that face severe energy constraints.
For transmission purposes, a simplified routing module is considered.
The concept of reducing the number of 8 x 8 DCT coefficients within each block of the
decomposed image was previously used in [120| and |6|. The authors in [120| investigated
the minimization of such operations by choosing a squared reduced portion of the block
of 8 x 8 DCT coefficients. Their idea was used in centralized wireless multimedia networks
which differ from VSN requirements. This concept was also used in [6| to design an energyaware VLSI system for portable devices to compress an image. As in [ 120], the authors of
[6| do not use an adequate selection of AC coefficients, nor present any analytical analysis
of the energy gain.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The network model and the radio transceiver
energy model are presented in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3, we present the energy model
of JPEG. We introduce in Section 4.4, T-JPEG and its energy model. In Section 4.5, we
present the routing module. In Section 4.6, we validate our results by a set of simulations.
We summarize and present future directions in Section 4.7.
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System model

We consider a two-tiered VSN divided into several clusters, where each cluster contains
several VS nodes and a single cluster head (CH) distributed around strategic locations.
Each node in the network is assumed to consist of a low-power imaging sensor connected to
an embedded sensor (e.g., Mica2). Within a cluster, each VS is responsible for capturing,
encoding and transmitting relevant images from areas of interest to the CH of the cluster.
The following assumptions are used in our network model. All VS nodes are suitably
distributed in a strategic area to ensure that the network is fully connected. Each node
communicates with its neighbours within its transmission range d. All nodes are immobile
and energy constrained. Moreover, each VS node knows its location through a localization
algorithm as in [9] or some related GPS techniques, and keeps information about its
neighbors such as ID number and the remaining energy.
The power consumption model for the radio is similar to the one proposed in [43]. The
energy dissipated by a given VS for sending a single bit is erx = ee+eada, arid the consumed
energy in reception per bit is
= ee. Where ea is the energy consumed by the transmit
amplifier per bit over a distance of 1 meter, ee is the energy dissipated by the transmitter
electronics per bit, a € [2,4] is the path loss exponent and d is the distance between the
sender and the receiver [102]. Therefore, the total energy consumed for transmitting a bit
between two nodes is et, = erx + c-iix- In our work, we consider the linear multihop scenario
as in [43]. For n hops between the source and the sink, the multihop energy per bit can
be stated as :
e b = ne T x + (n - l)^
(4.1)

4.3

Energy consumption model of JPEG

We develop a high-level power consumption model for JPEG [117] stages, which can be
used to roughly evaluate the energy Ep dissipated by a given VS when executing JPEG.
The following assumptions are used to estimate this energy. The suggested model is quite
high-level, and is only based on the basic operations needed at each stage of the compression scheme, and does not take into account the complexity of implementation (where
several optimization techniques can be found in the literature). Moreover, some parameters
like memory access are not considered.
E p can be formulated as follows, where E^, E q , E z , E rte and E hu f represent the ener-

gies consumed at 2D DCT, quantizing, zigzagging, RLE and Huffman (entropy) encoding
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stages, respectively.
Ep — Edct ~f~ Eq ~l~ Ez ~l~ Erie

4.3.1

Ehuf

(4.2)

2D DCT Energy model

We develop an energy consumption model for 2D DCT transformation based on the 2D
DCT equation given by : [117]

=

*££[/(.,,)cosM^cos*?!^]

(4.3)

Where u, v are the discrete frequency variables such that 0 < u,v < k — 1, k is the
block size; f(x, y) is the grey level of one pixel at (x, y) in the NxN image, where
0 < x,y < k — 1; F(u,v) is the coefficient of the point (u, v). C(u) =
if u = 0 and
C{u) = 1 otherwise. And similarly for C(v). Based on Eq. 4.3, the 2D DCT can be modeled
as two k x k matrix multiplications :
F ( k x k ) — -^(fcxfc)-f(fexfc)-4(fcxfe)

(4-4)

Where the index (k x k) indicates a size of matrix, F is the k x k matrix whose coefficients
are F(u, v), P is the matrix of pixels of the original image and A T is the transpose of A
whose coefficients are : A(u, v) = ^ if u = 0 and A(u, v) = ^/| cos
if 1 < u < A;—1.
Each matrix product k x k of Eq. 4.4 consists in computing k 2 coefficients. Each coefficient
necessitates k multiplications and (k — 1) additions. Therefore, the energy dissipated for
the two matrix products is 2k2(kemuit + (k — l)ea^), where emuu and eadd represent the
energy consumption for mult and add instructions, respectively. For an image of size N x N
having (y)2 blocks, the total energy dissipated in this stage is :
= (jfetct = (j) 2 2k 2 (ke m u l t + (k - l)e««)

4.3.2

(4.5)

Quantization energy model

The energy consumption by the quantization stage can be expressed as a function of
F(u, v) and Q(u, v). Where F(u,v) is defined by Eq. 4.3 and Q(u,v) is a coefficient of the
luminance quantization matrix Q defined as in [117] for k = 8. For each block, quantization
consists in computing the coefficients F Q (u, v) = IntegerRound(^f^) , for 0 < u, v <
k— 1. Therefore, there are k2 divisions and k2 round operations per block and the dissipated
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energy is thus e q = k 2 (e<n v + e r ), where e ,nv and e r are the energy consumption for div
and round instructions, respectively. For one image N x N having (j)2 blocks, the total
energy consumption related to the quantization stage is :

Eq = ( f )2e? = ( f )2A;2(ediv + 6r)

4.3.3

(4'6)

Zigzagging energy model

This stage can be interpreted as a simple rearrangement of the (k2 - 1) AC coefficients
in zigzagging way, from low to high frequencies. Each AC coefficient is then shifted to its
new position. The zigzagging energy consumption on each block can be calculated as :
ez = (k2 — 1 )esh, where es/, represents the energy consumption of shift process. For one
input image of size N x N, the total energy consumption related to the zigzagging stage
is :
E , = ( j f e , = ( j f ( k 2 - l)e„,
(4.7)

4.3.4

RLE energy model

Run length encoding of the (k2 — 1) AC coefficients can be interpreted mainly as a rearrangement of the zigzagged sequence as follows, where 0seq denotes a sequence of zeros.
1. If the zigzagged sequence terminates by a 0seq, the latter is replaced by (0, 0),
meaning End Of Block (EOB). For the other 0seqs, we proceed as explained in the
following points 2-4.
2. Each Oseq of length L is decomposed into (L div 16) 0seqs of length 16 and a last
0seq of length (L mod 16). Note that after this decomposition, each Oseq of length
< 16 is followed by a non-zero coefficient.
3. Each Oseq of length 16 is replaced by (15,0), meaning that a zero is preceded by 15
zeros.
4. Each 0seq of length r < 16 and the non-zero value X that follows are replaced by
(r, X), meaning that X is preceded by r zeros.
To compute the energy dissipated by one block, we consider the following parameters. e z
is the consumed energy for checking whether an AC coefficient is null. emr is the dissipated
energy for writing one (r,X) value (see above Points 3-4). einc is the dissipated energy for
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incrementing the counter of the number of 0 in each Oseq. e Tes is the consumed energy for
resetting the counter. Noaeq is the number of Oseqs inside one k x k block. Let us denote
these Oseqs by Oseg[l], 0seg[2], • • •, Oseg[AT0se9], and let length(i) be the number of zeros
in Oseg[i]. Therefore, the total number of zeros inside one block is N 0 =
length(i).
The total energy can be estimated as follows. The values of the (k 2 — 1) AC coefficients
are checked, dissipating the energy (k2 — l)ez. The value ((k2 — 1) — (No + Noseq)) is the
number of non-zero AC coefficients which are not preceded by a Oseq, and each coefficient
X of this category necessitates to write (0, X ) , dissipating in total the energy ((k2 — 1) —
(iVo + Noseq))ewr. For each non-zero value and the 0seq[i] that precedes it, we consider
Pi = length(i) div 16 and qt = length(i) mod 16. After decomposition (see above Point
2), we obtain (pt + 1) Oseq. Each of these Oseq necessitates to reset the counter and to
write (r, X), dissipating in total the energy (p, + l)(e res + e w r ). Each of the first pi x Oseq
(whose length is 16) necessitates to increment the counter 15 times, and the last Oseq
(whose length is <&) necessitates to increment the counter g, — 1 times, dissipating in total
the energy (15pi + qi — l)eincr. Therefore, the energy eoaeq(i) for processing the decomposed
0seq[i] can be formulated as follows :
(j^i "I" 1)(G uj r "I" Cres)

&0seq(i)

—

(1 ^Pi "I" Qi

1 ^&inc;

i f ( i < N o S e q ) V (Last_component ± 0)

*

WTl

-

(4.8)

else

The total energy dissipated inside one block of k x k is :
Noseq

e-rie = (k2 ~ l)ez + ((k 2 — 1) — (A?o + A^oseg))etur + ^ eoseq(i)

(4.9)

i—\

For one image having N x N pixels, the energy dissipated by RLE stage is :
JV2

k

Erie = y grie,

(4-10)

j=1

Where e r i ej is the energy consumed by the j t h block computed using Eq. 4.9.

4.3.5

Huffman encoding energy model

For Huffman encoding, we use the same Huffman tables as in [117|. With JPEG, AC and
DC coefficients are encoded separately as follows.
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AC coefficients Huffman encoding of AC coefficients can be summarized in two steps.
In the first step, the m,- pairs (r^, X ) computed in RLE stage for the jth block are put
into categories, where i = 1...rrij and j = 1... (jr)2 (number of blocks). In JPEG,
for each (ri,Xi) we encode only the right value X , except the pairs that are special
markers like (0,0) or (15,0). Let Cat(Xi) be the category value of X , and Bin(Xi) is
its bit-coded representation (both extracted from the category table (117)). In JPEG,
th block
Xi is encoded as (Cat(Xi), Bin(Xi)). Hence, the found string pairs for the j
are : (n, Cat(X\)), Bin(Xi); (r2, Cat(X )), Bin(X ); ...{rm,Cat(X )), Bin(X ). The
second step consists in Huffman encoding the byte {riy Cat(Xi)) by looking in AC Huffman
table for its correspondent code, which we note H u f f i . After these two steps and for the j t h
block having mj pairs, we obtain the following stream of AC coefficients which is written
in the JPG file : [Huffl Bin(Xj) Huff2 Bin(Xs)... Huff^ Bin(X )}.
t

t

t

2

2

mj

mj

m]

DC coefficients In JPEG, DC coefficients are Huffman encoded differently than AC
coefficients. Huffman encoding of DC coefficients can be summarized in two steps. In the
first step, the computed difference Diffj = DCj — DCj-i is put into a category, where
j = 1... (y) 2 , and DC Q = 0. Let Cat(Diffj) be the category value of Diffj, and Bin(Diffj)
is its bit-coded representation, both extracted from the category table [117]. In JPEG, Diffj.
is encoded as (Cat(Diffj), Bin(Diffj)). The second step consists in Huffman encoding the
value Cat(Diffj) by looking in DC Huffman table for its correspondent code, which we note
Huff(Cat(Diffj)). From these steps, Diffj will be coded as [Huff (Cat(Diffj)) Bin(Diffj)].
Therefore, the final bit stream of DC and AC coefficients written in the JPG file for the
jth block is given by :
[Huff(Cat(Diffj)) Bin(Diffj) Huff, Bin(X } ) Huff 2 Bin(X s )... Huff^BiniX^)}.
Following the two steps cited previously for Huffman encoding of AC coefficients, the
energy dissipated for the jth block is e Ac = mj(ef h + efetch + ws), where rrij is the
number of pairs (r,,Xj) within the jth block, except the pairs that are special markers
like (0,0) or (15,0); ews is the energy required to write a stream of bits in the JPG file;
the first ef h in the equation e Ac is dissipated when we look in the category table for
the representation of Xwhereas the second ejetch is consumed when we look in the final
step of Huffman encoding of the byte (rifXi). The energy dissipated per image (for AC
huf

etc

etc

e

huf

coefficients) is E fAc = Ylj=i huf - While for DC coefficients, the energy dissipated by
the jth block is ehufpc = (ejetch + ef h + e<t + ews). Where ed is the energy required to
compute the difference Diffj ; the first efetch in equation ehujoc is consumed when we look
in the category table for the representation of Diffj, whereas the second ef h is dissipated
hu

e

AC

etc

etc
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when we look in DC Huffman table for the representation of Huff (cat(Diffj)). The energy
dissipated per image for DC coefficients is EhufDc =

(—)2

ehufDc.

Finally, the total energy dissipated per image for both DC and AC coefficients is the sum
oiE h u f ac and E ^ JAC .

> N \2
E hu f - y^,(e huf Dc + e huf Ac)

(4.11)

3= 1

4.4

T-JPEG and its energy model

Triangular JPEG (T-JPEG) means the adaptation version of JPEG incorporating the
Reduced Block Size notion, which consists in processing only the upper-left triangular
portion (whose side's length is p) of each block of k x k DCT coefficients (Figure 4.1). The
number of processed coefficients is the result Cp = p^l\< k2) of the arithmetic series
Ef=1?, where p < k. For example, the portion corresponding to p = 4 is represented in
Figure 4.1, where C4 = 10. The selection of DCT coefficients is performed with respect to
their rearrangement in a zigzagged way from low to high frequencies, and hence selecting
only low frequencies, without much loss of information. By doing this, we reduce the
number of basic operations needed at each compression stage and the dissipated energy,
while keeping an acceptable image quality at the sink. We note that, if p increases, both
the quality of the received image and the energy consumed by one node increase. In the
following paragraphs, given p, we present the energy model of T-JPEG.
p =4
dc
2

1
4

3
8^,
9,

5

1,

Figure 4.1 Triangular selection of AC coefficients (p = 4)
We have seen that with JPEG, for each k x k DCT block, k 2 coefficients are processed
and transmitted. The gain in energy using T-JPEG, is basically due to the fact that
Cp = P^P2I"1^(< k2, assuming k > 1 ) are processed and transmitted. It is therefore clear
that the energy ££ dissipated by T-JPEG is lower than Ep dissipated by JPEG. Let us
now evaluate the energy consumed for each stage of the compression scheme as we have
done with JPEG, and quantify the gain resulting from the passage from JPEG to T-JPEG.
£p is defined as follows :
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= E%ct +

K + E% + EZie + E*huf

(4.12)

Where iS^, E%, E%, E% le , and E^ u j are the energies consumed at 2D DCT, quantizing,
zigzagging, RLE and Huffman stages, respectively. Let us develop the energy model of TJPEG, being inspired from the model of all stages of JPEG. In DCT stage, if we consider
the matrix product of Eq. 4.4, we are then interested only by the upper-left triangular
portion of size p of F^xk), that is, by the coefficients F(u,v) such that u + v < p + 1.
For this reason, it is sufficient to consider only the matrix product of Eq. 4.13, where the
expression C/(ax6) means the upper-left rectangular (a lines; b rows) portion of a matrix
CW).

F (p x p) — A ( p x k ) P { k x k ) A i k x p )

(4.13)

The first product A(pXk)P(kxk) consists in computing kp coefficients, each coefficient necessitating k multiplications and (k — 1) additions. Let R(pXk) be the result of this first
product. For the second product R(pxk)Ajkxpy we need to compute only Cp coefficients,
each of them necessitating k multiplications and (A: — 1) additions. Therefore, the total
dissipated energy is : (kp+ Cp)(kemuit + (k — l)eadd)- For a given image of size N x N, the
2D DCT energy consumption EJ%,t is therefore :
- ( j ) 2 ( k p+ C p ) ( k e m u l t + ( k - l ) e a d d )

(4.14)

From Eqs. 4.5 and 4.14, the gain in energy for DCT stage is
= 0.250(2 + 0 +
where 0 = f • We see that Eq. 4.14 is obtained from Eq. 4.5 by replacing 2k2 by
kp + Cp. For the following three stages (quantization, zigzagging, RLE), we simply replace
k2 by Cp in Eqs. 4.6-4.10, since we consider Cp coefficients instead of all k2 coefficients of
a DCT block. We obtain Eqs. 4.15-4.19.
In Quantization stage, the energy E q (Eq. 4.6) obtained with JPEG becomes
with T-JPEG :

at

E? q = (j) 2 C p (e d i v + e r )

From Eqs. 4.6 and 4.15, the gain in energy for the quantization stage is ^
1.

(Eq. 4.15)
(4.15)
= p^k^

<

In Zigzagging stage, the energy E z (Eq. 4.7) obtained with JPEG becomes E^ (Eq. 4.16)
with T-JPEG :
„
E> z = ( j ) 2 ( c „ - l ) e s h
(4.16)
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The gain in energy for zigzagging stage is computed from Eqs. 4.7 and 4.16 and is -g*- =
Cp2— l — (p—l)(p+2) / 1n
k -1
2(fc+l)(/fc-l) ^ ~
In RLE stage, the energy er/e (Eq. 4.9) obtained with JPEG becomes e^e (Eq. 4.17) with
T-JPEG.

e rie

= (C P ~ l)e z + {(C p - 1) - (N» p + N% eq ))e WT + £ <Wf)
!=1

Where,

A
eoseqi'i)

={

(4.17)

(Pi "I" l)(^iur "I" fires) (1§Pi "I~ Qi l)Cmci
*/(* < Noseq) v (Last _component ^ 0)
°wr 1
else

(4.18)

Since C p < k 2 , Nq P < N 0 and N^ e q < N 0seq we obtain e£ie < e T i e , where N% p is the
total number of zeros, and N^ e q is the number of 0 seqs, inside one triangle having C p
coefficients. If we consider one image of iV x N pixels, the energy Erie (Eq. 4.10) obtained
with JPEG becomes E*le (Eq. 4.19) with T-JPEG, where e*le. is the energy consumed by
the jth block computed using Eq. 4.17.

(£)2

=E
j= i

<E

<

4

1

9

>

For Huffman stage, it is obvious to note that the number of pairs (ri; Xi) resulting from
RLE stage with T-JPEG are smaller or equal to those obtained with JPEG. Hence, E%uj
dissipated with T-JPEG during Huffman stage is smaller or equal to Ehuf (Eq. 4.11)
obtained with JPEG, i.e.,

Ehuf ^ Ehuf

(4.20)

From Eqs. 4.14-4.20, we deduce that the total energy ££ dissipated with T-JPEG is therefore given by the following equation, and is strictly smaller than the energy Ep consumed
by JPEG, i.e., ££ =
+ E% + E% le + E^ uf < E p .
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4.5

Routing module

We used a simple routing scenario illustrated in Figure 4.2 and summarized as follows.
First, after receiving the image query Iq, the source node S takes an image I, and compresses it using JPEG or T-JPEG. After that, S sends its packets to its cluster head CH\.
Then, based on the energy of neighboring nodes, CHi selects from its neighboring table,
the set of nodes 5„/ (in its cluster) that are able to forward the received packets. If Snf is
empty, i.e., there is no eligible node, CHi forwards the received packets directly to the CH
of the next cluster, thus consuming more energy. After that, each node n/ from Snj sends
the received packets to a node nnext belonging to the neighbor cluster. In its turn, n^t
forwards the received packets to its cluster head CHi- If there is no node of the neighbor
cluster inside the range of transmission of rif, the packets will be sent directly to CH2
(cluster head of the neighboring cluster), thus consuming more energy. This process will
continue, until the reception of all packets by the base station.
•*

til

Sink

49 •^••

• Visual sensor

Figure 4.2

4.6

Routing module

Simulations

Several simulations are conducted using Matlab. We study the effects of varying p on
both the energy consumed by a VS node and the quality of the received image at the
sink. After that, we compare JPEG with T-JPEG in VSN according to the following
performance metrics :
- The communication and compression energy ,
- The image quality measured by the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR). For image
quality requirements for VSN, we use the same quality levels suggested in [117], which
may serve only as a guideline, since the quality can vary significantly according to
image characteristics. These quality levels are : 0.25-0.50 bit/pixel : moderate to
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good quality; 0.50-0.75 bit/pixel : good to very good quality; 0.75-1.50 bit/pixel :
excellent quality; Over 1.50 bit/pixel : usually indistinguishable from original.
- The notion Cluster lifetime is introduced instead of the commonly used network
lifetime. The cluster is alive if there is at least one active sensor inside the cluster.
The cluster lifetime is closely related to p. If p is high, the source node consumes
more energy, which reduces the cluster lifetime.
We consider the network model as described in Section 4.2. The sensor network, formed
by 300 nodes, is placed in a square region of size 50 x 50 m2. We suppose that the
number of sensors per cluster varies between 6 and 20 nodes, and each node has an
initial energy E 0 = 10 joules. A node is considered non-functional if its energy level Ei
reaches 0, and cannot take an image if Ei < Ep (Eq. 4.2). The node communication
range d is fixed at 10 TO. The values of ea, ee and a of the radio transceiver model are
ea = 100.10~12 Joule/bit/m2, ee = 50.10-9 Joule/bit and a — 2.5 [112]. The size of data
packets is 250 bytes.
To evaluate the processing energy consumed by JPEG and T-JPEG, we adopt the parameters of Mica2. From Equations 4.1, 4.2 and 4.12, technical documentation [25] and
some experiences [62], we compute the total energy dissipated by JPEG and T-JPEG. For
space limitation, we do not present the numerical computations. The reader is invited to
consult the references cited in this section.

4.6.1

Effect of varying p on VS energy and image quality

In this simulation, several images are tested to show the two effects (Energy-effect/Qualityeffect) of varying p on the source node energy and the image quality. The energy-effect
means that the energy consumed by one source node for processing an image increases
with p. This is explained by the fact that the number of DCT coefficients processed
increases with p, which necessitates more processing energy. The quality-effect means that
the received image quality at the sink raises with p. For image quality levels, we use those
presented in Section 4.6, where the user at the sink selects which value of p can be used.
For example, for image Lena and for moderate-good image quality (0.25-0.50 bit/pixel),
the value of p can be set to 2, 3 or 4, and hence we process only
= 3,
=
or
= 10 coefficients, respectively, instead of processing the whole block. And we
dissipate only 1.19mJ (0.26 bpp, PSNR = 27.33), 2.21mJ (0.39 bpp, PSNR = 29.85)
or 3.02mJ (0.48 bpp, PSNR = 31.92) for 2, 3 or 4 coefficients respectively, instead of
dissipating 11.98m J for the whole block.
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4.6.2

Effect of varying p on the performance metrics

In this section, we simulate and study the effect of varying p on : 1) the energy dissipated
through the path between the source and the sink computed using Eqs. 4.1 and 4.2 for
JPEG, and Eq. 4.1 and 4.12 for T-JPEG, and 2) the cluster lifetime. That is, in T-JPEG
we replace p by different values between 1 and 8, and analyze the effect of this replacement
on these performance metrics. We use the notation T-JPEG(p) to mean that T-JPEG is
used for a given value p, for example T-JPEG(5) means that T-JPEG is used for p = 5. We
suppose that the distance between the source and the sink takes several hops, from 1 to
30. In our simulations, we focus on unicast traffic pattern. We consider the same example
of Lena image, and we compute the energy dissipated through the path used during a
whole cycle1 to send this image using JPEG and T-JPEG for each value of p = 1 to 8.
We note that for p = 8, the number of processed coefficients is 36 and not 64 coefficients,
i.e. T-JPEG (8)^ JPEG. We consider different numbers of hops between the source and
the destination. For a given number of hops, we use the same path for all values of p,
in order to evaluate clearly the influence of p. Our results are represented in Figure 4.3,
which shows that the total energy dissipated by JPEG in the whole path is high compared
to the energy dissipated with T-JPEG for each p equal to 2, 4, and 6, which confirms that
T-JPEG consumes less energy compared to JPEG, especially when p is relatively small.
To show the effect of p on the cluster lifetime, we consider the following scenario. The
same node from one cluster is taking, processing and sending iteratively the same image
using one selected p until the total depletion of its energy. After that, a second node from
the same cluster does the same task (i.e., for the same image and with the same p) until no
node inside this cluster has enough energy to process and send the image. If we consider
the same example as before (Lena), we obtain Figure 4.4 which confirms that if the selected
p increases for many cycles, the source node die quickly, and the cluster lifetime becomes
shorter as the number of nodes inside this cluster decreases. It is clear from Figure 4.4 that
T-JPEG performs better than JPEG for various value of p. Starting with 15 nodes inside
one cluster, with JPEG the cluster lifetime is limited to 34 cycles, while with T-JPEG,
for p = 6 and 4, the cluster lifetime is prolonged to 78 and 112 cycles, respectively. And
for p = 1, there remains 10 nodes after 120 cycles. This simulation confirms again, that
T-JPEG improves energetically JPEG.

'The cycle starts by image capturing and ends at the reception of the image by the sink.
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Figure 4.3 Consumed energy (processing + communication) for different p as
a function of the number of hops between the source and the sink, for JPEG,
T-JPEG(6), T-JPEG(4) and T-JPEG(2)

JPEG
0— T-JPEG(6)
T-JPEG(4)
T-JPEG(1)

40
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80
Number of elapsed cycles

Figure 4.4 Number of remaining nodes as a function of number of elapsed
cycles, for JPEG, T-JPEG(6), T-JPEG(4) and T-JPEG(l)
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4.7

Conclusion

We studied the problem of modeling and adapting JPEG to the energy requirements of
VSN. First, we introduced a new energy model for JPEG compression stages. This model
is very simple since it is based only on the basic operations needed at each stage of JPEG,
and it does not take into account the complexity of implementation. This model may serve
as a mean to simulate and evaluate the energy consumed by a given visual sensor when
executing JPEG. Finally, we suggested an adapted version of JPEG, called T-JPEG. With
T-JPEG we processed only the upper-left triangular portion of each block of k x k DCT
coefficients of a given image. Our simulations show how T-JPEG improves energetically
JPEG, while maintaining an adequate image quality at the sink. One direction for our
future work is to study the effects of varying p on other performance metrics like the
processing time, the bandwidth and the network state.
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la limitation de leurs ressources. Cela rend l'application des normes de compression, telles
que JPEG, non benefique pour les RCISF. Notre approche pour resoudre ce probleme
consiste a adapter JPEG en exploitant la propriete de compactage de l'energie de la
Transformee en Cosinus Discrete (TCD). Cette exploitation est effectuee par le traitement
d'une partie de chaque bloc de 8 x 8 coefficients de l'image capturee. Cette approche
ne permet malheureusement pas d'atteindre un bon compromis : energie dissipee versus
qualite de l'image reconstruite. En effet, la reduction de la taille du bloc DCT presente
l'avantage de diminuer l'energie de traitement et de transmission de l'image, mais elle
presente egalement l'inconvenient d'alterer la qualite de l'image regue a la station de base.
Afin de remedier a cette situation malencontreuse, nous proposons deux methodes : une
methode globale et une methode locale. Dans le cas de la methode globale, une taille
optimale est calculee pour toutes les parties des blocs DCT de l'image capturee.
Avec la methode locale, l'image est divisee en sous-images de deux categories : regions
d'interet (RI) et tiles. Les RIs sont des regions pour lesquelles une bonne qualite de l'image
est necessaire a la reception, tandis que pour les tiles une qualite d'image moderee est
toleree. Chaque RI est traitee coinme une image entiere pour laquelle une taille (locale)
optimale est calculee. Alors que pour les tiles, la taille est choisie en fonction de l'interet
de l'utilisateur et de l'energie disponible d'un capteur. Apres leur compression, les RIs et
les tiles sont traites puis envoyes differemment.
Une autre contribution de ce travail est le traitement inegal des RIs et tiles base sur le
critere de la fiabilite de transmission. Plus precisenient, nous proposons un inecanisme
serni-fiable qui garantit que les RIs sont transmises avant et de maniere plus liable que les
tiles. Pour cela, nous utilisons un modele de priorisation base sur les files d'attentes. La
performance de nos resultats est validee et illustree par plusieurs simulations.
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Abstract With Visual Sensor Networks (VSN), designers must respect strict constraints
on energy consumption, which make compression standards, such as JPEG, not energybeneficial to VSN. Our approach for tackling this constraint problem consists in adapting
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JPEG by exploiting the DCT energy compaction property. This exploitation is performed
by processing only a portion of each block of 8 x 8 DCT coefficients of the captured image.
This approach induces two conflicting effects. Indeed, reducing the size of the portion of
DCT block presents the advantage of reducing the energy consumed for processing and
transmitting an image, but it also presents the drawback of reducing the quality of the
image received at the sink. We propose two methods to solve this conflict: a global method
and a local method. In the global method, an optimal size is computed for all portions of
DCT blocks of a whole image.
In the local method, the image is partitioned into sub-images of two categories : regions
of interests (ROI) and tiles. ROIs are regions for which a good image quality is required
at the sink, whereas tiles are regions for which a poor image quality is tolerated. Each
ROI is processed as a whole image for which a (local) optimal size is computed for its
portions of DCT blocks. While for tiles, the size is selected in respect to the user interest
and the residual energy of a visual sensor, and is in general smaller than the optimal size
attributed to ROIs. ROIs and tiles are processed and sent differently, in the sense that the
above mentioned conflict does not exist in tiles since, by definition, a poor image quality
of tiles is tolerated.
Another contribution of this paper is to process ROIs and tiles differently using the criterion of transmission reliability. More precisely, we propose a semi-reliable mechanism
which guarantees that ROIs are transmitted before and more reliably than tiles. For this
purpose, we use a model of priority queuing system. Our results are illustrated by several
simulations.
Keywords : Region of interest, tile, local method, global method, priority queuing model, JPEG, image compression and transmission.

5.1

Introduction

Visual Sensor Networks (VSN) are a special type of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN)
that contain Visual Sensors (VS) incorporating image retrieving, processing and communication capabilities. VSN are involved in many domains such as video-surveillance and
object detection/tracking. One of the biggest challenges that face VSN is the huge amount
of information processed and sent by each VS, which requires important resources. Typically, visual information needs to be compressed using some standards such as JPEG or
JPEG2000 to save energy. Unfortunately, these standards are energy consuming in data
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processing and generate compressed information that still contains redundant data which
might be compressed further.
Motivated by the node resource constraints in VSN, in this work, we address the problem
of modeling and adapting JPEG to the energy requirements of such networks. First, to
evaluate the consumed energy by one VS, we develop an energy model for JPEG-like
scheme. To the best of our knowledge, no such energy model has been previously proposed.
This model is quite high-level and is based on the basic operations needed at each stage
of JPEG, and it does not take into account the complexity of implementation. Our model
can serve as a mean to simulate and to roughly evaluate the energy dissipated by one
VS when executing JPEG or its adapted version. Finally, the adaptation of JPEG is
made with respect to the following metrics : the image quality, the consumed energy and
the cluster lifetime. The adapted version of JPEG, which we call Triangular JPEG (TJPEG), is performed by exploring the characteristics of the energy compaction property
of the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT). Indeed with JPEG, the bulk energy after DCT
transformation is concentrated in the first few low frequencies coefficients of DCT blocks.
We will select only these coefficients from each DCT block, in order to minimize the
number of operations at each stage of the compression scheme. The aim of T-JPEG is the
minimization of the energy consumed at each VS while keeping a relatively good image
quality, which is acceptable for some VSN applications that face severe energy constraints.
For transmission purposes, a simplified routing module is considered.
The concept of reducing the number of 8 x 8 DCT coefficients within each block of the
decomposed image was previously used in [120] and [6|. The authors in [120| investigated
the minimization of such operations by choosing a squared reduced portion of the block
of 8 x 8 DCT coefficients. Their idea was used in centralized wireless multimedia networks
which differ from VSN requirements. This concept was also used in [6] to design an energyaware VLSI system for portable devices to compress an image. As in [120], the authors of
[6| do not use an adequate selection of AC coefficients, nor present any analytical analysis
of the energy gain.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The network model and the radio transceiver
energy model are presented in Section 5.2. In Section 5.3, we present the energy model
of JPEG. We introduce in Section 5.4, T-JPEG and its energy model. In Section 5.5, we
present the routing module. In Section 5.6, we validate our results by a set of simulations.
We summarize and present future directions in Section 5.7.
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System model

We consider a two-tiered VSN divided into several clusters, where each cluster contains
several VS nodes and a single cluster head (CH) distributed around strategic locations.
Each node in the network is assumed to consist of a low-power imaging sensor connected to
an embedded sensor (e.g., Mica2). Within a cluster, each VS is responsible for capturing,
encoding and transmitting relevant images from areas of interest to the CH of the cluster.
The following assumptions are used in our network model. All VS nodes are suitably
distributed in a strategic area to ensure that the network is fully connected. Each node
communicates with its neighbours within its transmission range d. All nodes are immobile
and energy constrained. Moreover, each VS node knows its location through a localization
algorithm as in [9| or some related GPS techniques, and keeps information about its
neighbors such as ID number and the remaining energy.
The power consumption model for the radio is similar to the one proposed in [43]. The
energy dissipated by a given VS for sending a single bit is erx — ee+eada, and the consumed
energy in reception per bit is
= ee. Where ea is the energy consumed by the transmit
amplifier per bit over a distance of 1 meter, ee is the energy dissipated by the transmitter
electronics per bit, a € [2,4] is the path loss exponent and d is the distance between the
sender and the receiver [102]. Therefore, the total energy consumed for transmitting a bit
between two nodes is eb — erx + £rx- In our work, we consider the linear multihop scenario
as in [43]. For n hops between the source and the sink, the multihop energy per bit can
be stated as :
e b = ne T x + {n - Vjenx
(5.1)

5.3

Energy consumption model of JPEG

We develop a high-level power consumption model for JPEG [117] stages, which can be
used to roughly evaluate the energy Ep dissipated by a given VS when executing JPEG.
The following assumptions are used to estimate this energy. The suggested model is quite
high-level, and is only based on the basic operations needed at each stage of the compression scheme, and does not take into account the complexity of implementation (where
several optimization techniques can be found in the literature). Moreover, some parameters
like memory access are not considered.
E p can be formulated as follows, where E^, E q , E z , E r i e and E hu f represent the ener-

gies consumed at 2D DCT, quantizing, zigzagging, RLE and Huffman (entropy) encoding
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stages, respectively.

5.3.1

E p = Edct + E q + E z + E r l e + Ehuf

(5-2)

2D DCT Energy model

We develop an energy consumption model for 2D DCT transformation based on the 2D
DCT equation given by : [117]

,

F{u v) =

9^xkf^[f{x,y)^QE^cos(2y^]

(5.3)

Where u, v are the discrete frequency variables such that 0 < u, v < k — 1, A: is the
block size; f(x, y) is the grey level of one pixel at (re, y) in the N x N image, where
0<x, y < k — 1; F(u,v) is the coefficient of the point (u, v). C(u) =
if u = 0 and
C{u) = 1 otherwise. And similarly for C(v). Based on Eq. 5.3, the 2D DCT can be modeled
as two k x k matrix multiplications :
F(kxk) = A{kxk)Pikxk)Afkxk)

(5.4)

Where the index (k x k ) indicates a size of matrix, F is the k x k matrix whose coefficients
are F(u,v), P is the matrix of pixels of the original image and A T is the transpose of A
whose coefficients are : A(u,v) —
if u = 0 and A(u, v) = yj\ cos
if 1 < u < k—1.
Each matrix product k x k o f Eq. 5.4 consists in computing k 2 coefficients. Each coefficient
necessitates k multiplications and (k — 1) additions. Therefore, the energy dissipated for
the two matrix products is 2k2(kemuit + (k — 1 )eadd), where emuit and eadd represent the
energy consumption for mult and add instructions, respectively. For an image of size N x N
having (j)2 blocks, the total energy dissipated in this stage is :
Edct =

5.3.2

= (J") 2 2 k 2 (ke mu it + (k - l)eadd)

(5.5)

Quantization energy model

The energy consumption by the quantization stage can be expressed as a function of
F(u, v) and Q(u, v). Where F(u, v) is defined by Eq. 5.3 and Q(u, v) is a coefficient of the
luminance quantization matrix Q defined as in [117| for k = 8. For each block, quantization
consists in computing the coefficients F Q (u,v) = IntegerRound(
)> for 0 < u, v <
k— 1. Therefore, there are k2 divisions and k2 round operations per block and the dissipated
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energy is thus e q = k 2 (e<n v + er), where e d i v and e r are the energy consumption for d i v
and round instructions, respectively. For one image N x N having (^)2 blocks, the total
energy consumption related to the quantization stage is :
Eq =

5.3.3

)2eq = (^)2k2(ediv + er)

(5.6)

Zigzagging energy model

This stage can be interpreted as a simple rearrangement of the (k 2 — 1) AC coefficients
in zigzagging way, from low to high frequencies. Each AC coefficient is then shifted to its
new position. The zigzagging energy consumption on each block can be calculated as :
ez = (k2 — 1)^, where eah represents the energy consumption of shift process. For one
input image of size N x N, the total energy consumption related to the zigzagging stage
is :
E , = ( j f e ,=
- l)esh
(5.7)

5.3.4

RLE energy model

Run length encoding of the (k2 — 1) AC coefficients can be interpreted mainly as a rearrangement of the zigzagged sequence as follows, where 0seq denotes a sequence of zeros.
1. If the zigzagged sequence terminates by a 0seq, the latter is replaced by (0, 0),
meaning End Of Block (EOB). For the other Oseqs, we proceed as explained in the
following points 2-4.
2. Each 0seq of length L is decomposed into (L div 16) Oseqs of length 16 and a last
0seq of length (L mod 16). Note that after this decomposition, each 0seq of length
< 16 is followed by a non-zero coefficient.
3. Each 0seq of length 16 is replaced by (15,0), meaning that a zero is preceded by 15
zeros.
4. Each 0seq of length r < 16 and the non-zero value X that follows are replaced by
(r, X), meaning that X is preceded by r zeros.
To compute the energy dissipated by one block, we consider the following parameters. e z
is the consumed energy for checking whether an AC coefficient is null,
is the dissipated
energy for writing one (r, X) value (see above Points 3-4). einc is the dissipated energy for
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incrementing the counter of the number of 0 in each 0seq. e r e s is the consumed energy for
resetting the counter. Noseg is the number of Oseqs inside one k x k block. Let us denote
these Osegs by Oseg[l], 0seq[2], • • •, Oseq[Noseq], and let length(i) be the number of zeros
in 0 seq[i]. Therefore, the total number of zeros inside one block is No —
length(i).
The total energy can be estimated as follows. The values of the (k2 — 1) AC coefficients
are checked, dissipating the energy (k2 — l)ez. The value ((k2 — 1) - (No + Noseq)) is the
number of non-zero AC coefficients which are not preceded by a 0seq, and each coefficient
X of this category necessitates to write (0, X ) , dissipating in total the energy ((k2 — 1) —
(N0 + Noseq))e^. For each non-zero value and the 0seq[i) that precedes it, we consider
Pi = length(i) div 16 and qi — length(i) mod 16. After decomposition (see above Point
2), we obtain (pi + 1) 0seq. Each of these Oseq necessitates to reset the counter and to
write (r, X ) , dissipating in total the energy (pi + l)(e r e s + e W T ). Each of the first Pi x 0 seq
(whose length is 16) necessitates to increment the counter 15 times, and the last 0 seq
(whose length is qt) necessitates to increment the counter ql — 1 times, dissipating in total
the energy (15Pi + qi — l)eincr. Therefore, the energy eoseq(i) for processing the decomposed
Qseq[i] can be formulated as follows :
(Pi +

t-oseq(i)

*

l)(e

i f ( i < N o s e q ) V (Last_component ^ 0)
ewr,

(5.8)

else

The total energy dissipated inside one block of k x k is :
•Noseq
&rle — (k

l ) e z + ((k

1)

(No + Noseq))&wr ~t~ ^ ^ e 0seg(^)
i=l

(®-9)

For one image having N x N pixels, the energy dissipated by RLE stage is :
Erie —

2
K
k

j=1

('viej

(5.10)

Where e r i e j is the energy consumed by the j t h block computed using Eq. 5.9.

5.3.5

HufTman encoding energy model

For Huffman encoding, we use the same Huffman tables as in [117|. With JPEG, AC and
DC coefficients are encoded separately as follows.
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AC coefficients Huffman encoding of AC coefficients can be summarized in two steps.
In the first step, the rrij pairs (r^, Xi) computed in RLE stage for the jth block are put
into categories, where i = 1 ...rrij and j = l...(^)2 (number of blocks). In JPEG,
for each (ritXi) we encode only the right value Xi, except the pairs that are special
markers like (0,0) or (15,0). Let Cat(Xi) be the category value of X , and Bin(Xi) is
its bit-coded representation (both extracted from the category table [117]). In JPEG,
Xi is encoded as (Cat(Xi), Bin(Xi)). Hence, the found string pairs for the jth block
are : (ru Cai(Xi)), Bin(X ); (r2, Cat(X )), Bin(X ); .. .(rm, Cat(X )), Bin(X ). The
second step consists in Huffman encoding the byte (r», Cat(Xi)) by looking in AC Huffman
table for its correspondent code, which we note Huff t . After these two steps and for the j t h
block having rrij pairs, we obtain the following stream of AC coefficients which is written
in the JPG file : [Huff, B i n ( X , ) Huffs B i n ( X ) . . . Huff^ Bin(X^)].
t

x

2

2

mj

mj

s

DC coefficients In JPEG, DC coefficients are Huffman encoded differently than AC
coefficients. Huffman encoding of DC coefficients can be summarized in two steps. In the
first step, the computed difference Diffj = DCj - DCj-j is put into a category, where
j = 1... (x) 2 ' a n ( l DCo = 0. Let Cat(Diffj) be the category value of Diffj, and Bin(Diffj)
is its bit-coded representation, both extracted from the category table [117]. In JPEG, Diffj
is encoded as (Cat(Diffj), Bin(Diffj)). The second step consists in Huffman encoding the
value Cat(Diffj) by looking in DC Huffman table for its correspondent code, which we note
Huff(Cat(Diffj)). From these steps, Diffj will be coded as [Huff(Cat(Diffj)) Bin(Diffj)].
Therefore, the final bit stream of DC and AC coefficients written in the JPG file for the
jth block is given by :
[Huff(Cat(Diff } )) Bin(Diffj) Huffj B i n ( X t ) Huff g B i n ( X 2 ) . . . Huff„ h

Following the two steps cited previously for Huffman encoding of AC coefficients, the
energy dissipated for the jth block is ehujAc — mj(efetch + efetch + ews), where rrij is the
number of pairs (r^, Xi) within the jth block, except the pairs that are special markers
like (0,0) or (15,0); ews is the energy required to write a stream of bits in the JPG file;
the first efetch in the equation ehufAc is dissipated when we look in the category table for
the representation of Xi, whereas the second efetch is consumed when we look in the final
step of Huffman encoding of the byte (ri,Xi). The energy dissipated per image (for AC
( — )2

coefficients) is E h u j A c = Y l j = i e h u f A C - While for DC coefficients, the energy dissipated by
the jth block is ehufpc = (efetch + efetch + ed + ews). Where ed is the energy required to
compute the difference Diffj ; the first efetch i" equation ehujDc is consumed when we look
in the category table for the representation of Diffj, whereas the second ejetch is dissipated
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when we look in DC Huffman table for the representation of Huff {cat(Diffj)). The energy
/ N \2
dissipated per image for DC coefficients is Ehufoc —
ehujDc.
Finally, the total energy dissipated per image for both DC and AC coefficients is the sum
of Efmfoc and E^JAC

^
E h uf =

{e- h u fDc + e h u f Ac)

(5-11)

3-1

5.4

T-JPEG and its energy model

Triangular JPEG (T-JPEG) means the adaptation version of JPEG incorporating the
Reduced Block Size notion, which consists in processing only the upper-left triangular
portion (whose side's length is p) of each block of k x k DCT coefficients (Figure 5.1). The
number of processed coefficients is the result Cp = p^^(< k2) of the arithmetic series
Ef=1z, where p < k. For example, the portion corresponding to p = 4 is represented in
Figure 5.1, where C4 = 10. The selection of DCT coefficients is performed with respect to
their rearrangement in a zigzagged way from low to high frequencies, and hence selecting
only low frequencies, without much loss of information. By doing this, we reduce the
number of basic operations needed at each compression stage and the dissipated energy,
while keeping an acceptable image quality at the sink. We note that, if p increases, both
the quality of the received image and the energy consumed by one node increase. In the
following paragraphs, given p, we present the energy model of T-JPEG.
p =4
dc 1 5 6/>
2 4 If
3 8^
9j

Figure 5.1 Triangular selection of AC coefficients (p = 4)
We have seen that with JPEG, for each k x k DCT block, k 2 coefficients are processed
and transmitted. The gain in energy using T-JPEG, is basically due to the fact that
Cp =
k2, assuming k > 1 ) are processed and transmitted. It is therefore clear
that the energy E* dissipated by T-JPEG is lower than E p dissipated by JPEG. Let us
now evaluate the energy consumed for each stage of the compression scheme as we have
done with JPEG, and quantify the gain resulting from the passage from JPEG to T-JPEG.
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£p is defined as follows :
E; = E^ + E>q+e>z + E^le + E^uf

(5.12)

Where £^ct, ££, ££, £yie, and £^u/ are the energies consumed at 2D DCT, quantizing,
zigzagging, RLE and Huffman stages, respectively. Let us develop the energy model of TJPEG, being inspired from the model of all stages of JPEG. In DCT stage, if we consider
the matrix product of Eq. 5.4, we are then interested only by the upper-left triangular
portion of size p of F(kxk), that is, by the coefficients F ( u , v ) such that u + v < p + 1.
For this reason, it is sufficient to consider only the matrix product of Eq. 5.13, where the
expression U(axb) means the upper-left rectangular (a lines; b rows) portion of a matrix
CW).

F(pxp)

=

A(pxk)P(kxk)A(kxp}

(5.13)

The first product A(py,k)P(kxk) consists in computing kp coefficients, each coefficient necessitating k multiplications and (k — 1) additions. Let i?(pXfc) be the result of this first
product. For the second product R(pxk)Ajkxpy we need to compute only Cp coefficients,
each of them necessitating k multiplications and (k — 1) additions. Therefore, the total
dissipated energy is : {kp + Cp)(kemuit + (k — 1 )eadd)- For a given image of size N x N, the
2D DCT energy consumption E%,t is therefore :
= ( j ? ( k p + C p )(ke m u l t + (k - 1 )e a d d )

(5.14)

From Eqs. 5.5 and 5.14, the gain in energy for DCT stage is
= 0.250(2 + <p +
£) < 1, where'<f> = |. We see that Eq. 5.14 is obtained from Eq. 5.5 by replacing 2k2 by
kp + Cp. For the following three stages (quantization, zigzagging, RLE), we simply replace
k2 by Cp in Eqs. 5.6-5.10, since we consider Cp coefficients instead of all k2 coefficients of
a DCT block. We obtain Eqs. 5.15-5.19.
In Quantization stage, the energy E q (Eq. 5.6) obtained with JPEG becomes
with T-JPEG :

jy

E$ = ( j ) 2 C p ( e d i v + e r )

From Eqs. 5.6 and 5.15, the gain in energy for the quantization stage is
1.

(Eq. 5.15)
(5.15)
<

In Zigzagging stage, the energy E z (Eq. 5.7) obtained with JPEG becomes E* (Eq. 5.16)
with T-JPEG :

^
P, = (p2(C„ -

l)es/,

(5.16)
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The gain in energy for zigzagging stage is computed from Eqs. 5.7 and 5.16 and is
O'p-l _ iP-D(P+2)

=

Ttt ~ 2(fc+l)(fc—i) ^ A1

In RLE stage, the energy erjc (Eq. 5.9) obtained with JPEG becomes e*le (Eq. 5.17) with
T-JPEG.
t>p
/vOseq

erU = {Cp - l)e,

Where,

r
e (L>e

9W

+ ((Cp - 1) - W + AK„))<W + Y . "UW
i=l

&res ) + ( 1 5 p i + Q i - l)ei

{pi + l)(eVJT

= {

if{i <

vr 1

Noseq) v

( Last_ c o m p o n e n t ± 0)

(5.17)

(5.18)

else

Since C p < k 2 , N QP < N 0 and N^ e q < N q we obtain e^e < er|e, where N% p is the
total number of zeros, and N^ e q is the number of 0 seqs, inside one triangle having C p
coefficients. If we consider one image of N x N pixels, the energy Er[e (Eq. 5.10) obtained
with JPEG becomes E*le (Eq. 5.19) with T-JPEG, where &Tle. is the energy consumed by
the jth block computed using Eq. 5.17.
0se

(*)a
3=1

(5-19)

For Huffman stage, it is obvious to note that the number of pairs (Ti,Xi) resulting from
RLE stage with T-JPEG are smaller or equal to those obtained with JPEG. Hence, E%uf
dissipated with T-JPEG during Huffman stage is smaller or equal to Ehuf (Eq. 5.11)
obtained with JPEG, i.e.,

Kuf < EhuS

(5.20)

From Eqs. 5.14-5.20, we deduce that the total energy ££ dissipated with T-JPEG is therefore given by the following equation, and is strictly smaller than the energy Ep consumed
by JPEG, i.e., E> p =
+ E> q + E> z + E> r l e + E» h u f < E p .
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Routing module

We used a simple routing scenario illustrated in Figure 5.2 and summarized as follows.
First, after receiving the image query Iq, the source node S takes an image I, and compresses it using JPEG or T-JPEG. After that, S sends its packets to its cluster head CH\.
Then, based on the energy of neighboring nodes, CH\ selects from its neighboring table,
the set of nodes SNF (in its cluster) that are able to forward the received packets. If S„F is
empty, i.e., there is no eligible node, CHI forwards the received packets directly to the CH
of the next cluster, thus consuming more energy. After that, each node NJ from SNJ sends
the received packets to a node n„eit belonging to the neighbor cluster. In its turn,
forwards the received packets to its cluster head CH<I. If there is no node of the neighbor
cluster inside the range of transmission of n/, the packets will be sent directly to CH?
(cluster head of the neighboring cluster), thus consuming more energy. This process will
continue, until the reception of all packets by the base station.
* ' . m ~ . \

?• • ••

• • • • • •

#

••*••%•<*•••••
4 •
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• Visual sensor

Figure 5.2

5.6

• i

Routing module

Simulations

Several simulations are conducted using Matlab. We study the effects of varying p on
both the energy consumed by a VS node and the quality of the received image at the
sink. After that, we compare JPEG with T-JPEG in VSN according to the following
performance metrics :
- The communication and compression energy ,
- The image quality measured by the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR). For image
quality requirements for VSN, we use the same quality levels suggested in [117], which
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may serve only as a guideline, since the quality can vary significantly according to
image characteristics. These quality levels are : 0.25-0.50 bit/pixel : moderate to
good quality; 0.50-0.75 bit/pixel : good to very good quality; 0.75-1.50 bit/pixel :
excellent quality; Over 1.50 bit/pixel : usually indistinguishable from original.
- The notion Cluster lifetime is introduced instead of the commonly used network
lifetime. The cluster is alive if there is at least one active sensor inside the cluster.
The cluster lifetime is closely related to p. If p is high, the source node consumes
more energy, which reduces the cluster lifetime.
We consider the network model as described in Section 5.2. The sensor network, formed
by 300 nodes, is placed in a square region of size 50 x 50 m2. We suppose that the
number of sensors per cluster varies between 6 and 20 nodes, and each node has an
initial energy EQ = 10joules. A node is considered non-functional if its energy level EI
reaches 0, and cannot take an image if EI < EP (Eq. 5.2). The node communication
range d is fixed at 10 rn. The values of ea, ee and a of the radio transceiver model are
ea = 100.10-12Joule/bit/m2, ee = 50.10~gJoule/bit and a = 2.5 [112]. The size of data
packets is 250 bytes.
To evaluate the processing energy consumed by JPEG and T-JPEG, we adopt the parameters of Mica2. From Equations 5.1, 5.2 and 5.12, technical documentation [25] and
some experiences [62], we compute the total energy dissipated by JPEG and T-JPEG. For
space limitation, we do not present the numerical computations. The reader is invited to
consult the references cited in this section.

5.6.1

Effect of varying p on VS energy and image quality

In this simulation, several images are tested to show the two effects (Energy-effect/Qualityeffect) of varying p on the source node energy and the image quality. The energy-effect
means that the energy consumed by one source node for processing an image increases
with p. This is explained by the fact that the number of DCT coefficients processed
increases with p, which necessitates more processing energy. The quality-effect means that
the received image quality at the sink raises with p. For image quality levels, we use those
presented in Section 5.6, where the user at the sink selects which value of p can be used.
For example, for image Lena and for moderate-good image quality (0.25-0.50 bit/pixel),
the value of p can be set to 2, 3 or 4, and hence we process only ^±11 = 3;
or iltill — io coefficients, respectively, instead of processing the whole block. And we
dissipate only 1.19mJ (0.26 bpp, PSNR = 27.33), 2.21mJ (0.39 bpp, PSNR = 29.85)
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or 3.02mJ (0.48 bpp, PSNR = 31.92) for 2, 3 or 4 coefficients respectively, instead of
dissipating 11.98mJ for the whole block.

5.6.2

Effect of varying p on the performance metrics

In this section, we simulate and study the effect of varying p on : 1) the energy dissipated
through the path between the source and the sink computed using Eqs. 5.1 and 5.2 for
JPEG, and Eq. 5.1 and 5.12 for T-JPEG, and 2) the cluster lifetime. That is, in T-JPEG
we replace p by different values between 1 and 8, and analyze the effect of this replacement
on these performance metrics. We use the notation T-JPEG(p) to mean that T-JPEG is
used for a given value p, for example T-JPEG(5) means that T-JPEG is used for p = 5.
We suppose that the distance between the source and the sink takes several hops, from
1 to 30. In our simulations, we focus on unicast traffic pattern (Figure 5.2). We consider
the same example of Lena image, and we compute the energy dissipated through the path
used during a whole cycle1 to send this image using JPEG and T-JPEG for each value
of p = 1 to 8. We note that for p = 8, the number of processed coefficients is 36 and not
64 coefficients, i.e. T-JPEG(8)^ JPEG. We consider different numbers of hops between
the source and the destination. For a given number of hops, we use the same path for
all values of p, in order to evaluate clearly the influence of p. Our results are represented
in Figure 5.3, which shows that the total energy dissipated by JPEG in the whole path
is high compared to the energy dissipated with T-JPEG for each p equal to 2, 4, and 6,
which confirms that T-JPEG consumes less energy compared to JPEG, especially when p
is relatively small.
To show the effect of p on the cluster lifetime, we consider the following scenario. The
same node from one cluster is taking, processing and sending iteratively the same image
using one selected p until the total depletion of its energy. After that, a second node from
the same cluster does the same task (i.e., for the same image and with the same p) until no
node inside this cluster has enough energy to process and send the image. If we consider
the same example as before (Lena), we obtain Figure 5.4 which confirms that if the selected
p increases for many cycles, the source node die quickly, and the cluster lifetime becomes
shorter as the number of nodes inside this cluster decreases. It is clear from Figure 5.4 that
T-JPEG performs better than JPEG for various value of p. Starting with 15 nodes inside
one cluster, with JPEG the cluster lifetime is limited to 34 cycles, while with T-JPEG,
for p = 6 and 4, the cluster lifetime is prolonged to 78 and 112 cycles, respectively. And
'The cycle starts by image capturing and ends at the reception of the image by the sink.
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for p = 1, there remains 10 nodes after 120 cycles. This simulation confirms again, that
T-JPEG improves energetically JPEG.

5.7

Conclusion

We studied the problem of modeling and adapting JPEG to the energy requirements of
VSN. First, we introduced a new energy model for JPEG compression stages. This model
is very simple since it is based only on the basic operations needed at each stage of JPEG,
and it does not take into account the complexity of implementation. This model may serve
as a mean to simulate and evaluate the energy consumed by a given visual sensor when
executing JPEG. Finally, we suggested an adapted version of JPEG, called T-JPEG. With
T-JPEG we processed only the upper-left triangular portion of each block of k x k DCT
coefficients of a given image. Our simulations show how T-JPEG improves energetically
JPEG, while maintaining an adequate image quality at the sink. One direction for our
future work is to study the effects of varying p on other performance metrics like the
processing time, the bandwidth and the network state.
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de quelques coefficients de basses frequences, d'une approximation acceptable de l'image
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Abstract

We show that Progressive Image Compression and Transmission (PICT) is an

efficient candidate for tackling the constrained energy problem of visual sensor networks.
We propose a semi-reliable PICT scheme driven by energy efficiency considerations. For
that purpose, a progressive JPEG-like scheme is investigated. The advantage of using a
progressive scheme is that we obtain, after sending only few low frequency coefficients, a
rough approximation of a whole image having low quality and low energy consumption.
With gradual transmission of other coefficients, the image quality and the consumed energy
will be increased as scans arrive successively. Our scheme is semi-reliable in the sense that
low frequency coefficients are transmitted before and more reliably than high frequency
coefficients. These high frequency coefficients are forwarded only if node's residual energy
level is above a given threshold. For that purpose, we need a mechanism for attributing
different priorities to the different levels of resolution reflected by low and high frequency
coefficients.
Moreover, instead of transmitting the whole scans of each block of 8 x 8 coefficients, we
exploit the DCT energy compaction property and we process and send only a portion of
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each block of 8 x 8 coefficients of the captured image. By simulations, we show the energy
efficiency of our work.
Keywords : Image compression and transmission, discrete cosine transform, energycompaction property, JPEG, visual sensor network.

6.1

Introduction

Visual Sensor networks (VSN) are distributed ad hoc networks made up of small sensing
devices equipped with low-power CMOS imaging sensors such as Cyclops. They differ
from their predecessor's scalar data sensor networks mainly in the fact that they have a
restricted directional sensing field of view, and they handle a plethora of visual redundant
flows, which may cause several problems.
To be handled efficiently in the context of VSN, visual flows require important resources
in memory, and processing/communication energy, which is generally not available on
energy-constrained visual sensors. One issue to manipulate these visual flows is image
compression, which can significantly reduce an image's file size using lossy coding scheme,
example lossy JPEG [117]. Historically, it is well known from the literature of classical centralized networks that progressive image compression and transmission plays an efficient
role for lighting the network workload and making effective use of some network parameters like communication bandwidth and transmission delays [132, 133, 103]. Almost all of
these research works do not take the energy consumption factor into consideration. Moreover, they have investigated Progressive Image Compression and Transmission (PICT)
technique in the context of classical centralized networks, which differ from decentralized
VSN requirements.
Our main contribution is the investigation of PICT technique in the context of visual sensor
networks in order to minimize the consumed energy (while obtaining an acceptable image
quality at the sink). Moreover, the suggested PICT scheme is based on a semi-reliable
mechanism which handles low frequency coefficients more reliably than high frequency coefficients. With PICT we obtain, after sending only few low frequency coefficients, a rough
approximation of a whole image having low quality and small processing/communication
energy. With gradual transmission of other coefficients, the image quality and the consumed energy will be increased as scans arrive successively at the sink. The user at the sink
can interrupt the transmission when the quality level is acceptable, or the VS energy (of
a given node within the path between the source and the sink) is insufficient. The disad-
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vantage of such progressive scheme is the slow decoding speed at the sink, where, in case
of block based progressive JPEG, the Inverse discrete cosine transform (IDCT) for each
block of the reconstructed image has to be repeated each time the block is uploaded. This
disadvantage can be omitted in our context, since no energy-constraints are considered at
the sink side.
Our work can be summarized as follows. Firstly, a reduced part of each block of 8 x 8 DCT
coefficients is selected using one of the two methods presented in [83, 84] and summarized
in Section 6.4. With this selection, we process and send only a small part of each block
instead of processing and sending all the 64 coefficients of each block of the captured
image. Secondly, the reduced blocks of the captured image are decomposed into one or
more spectral vectors (set of scans) having different frequency range. Finally, a semireliable scheme is used to send low frequency scans before and more reliably than other
scans.
This paper is structured as follows. In Section 6.2, we analyze PICT scheme in the context
of VSN. The progressive DCT-based mode of JPEG and the DCT energy-compaction
property are introduced in Section 6.3. In Section 6.4, the methods of DCT coefficients
selection are presented. After that, in Section 6.5, we present the semi-reliable encoding
and transmitting scheme. The used network model is then introduced in Section 6.6. In
Section 6.7, we illustrate our results by a set of simulations. We summarize and present
future directions in Section 6.8.

6.2

Analyzing PICT in the context of VSN

Progressive image transmission and compression (PICT) consists in compressing and transmitting progressively the original image in order to meet some classical network/applications requirements, such as low bandwidth and real-time delays. It is widely used in
conventional centralized networks. JPEG, SPHIT and JPEG2000 are examples of Codec software using progressive compression mode. Some classical applications of PICT
technique include telemedicine and teleconferencing. Many research works related to the
application of PICT in the centralized networks have been reported in the literature
[132, 133, 103]. For more details on PICT subject, the reader is invited to consult [14].
In this work, we show by simulation, another possible application of PICT in visual sensor networks (VSN). Developed initially to alleviate the network workload, progressive
image compression can be an efficient tool for tackling the energy constraints problem of
VSN. Indeed, when progressive compression of the target image is applied, this later is
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compressed progressively on-demand into several packets, starting by those having lower

frequencies. After .that, the compressed packets are sent progressively towards the sink.
At the reception, as the packets arrives successively, the user receives an image with an
increasing quality. Progressive transmission thus allows the user to 1) halt the image transfer when the residual energy of a given sensor (within the path between the sender and
the receiver) reaches a minimal threshold; 2) control the final quality of the reconstructed
image; 3) manage the storage space of each visual sensor within the networks. Progressive
transmission also leads to an effective use of the low bit rate channel, and avoids a possible
congestion.
One of the the disadvantages of such progressive scheme, is the slow decoding speed
at the sink, where, in case of block based progressive system, the IDCT for each block
of the reconstructed image has to be repeated each time the block is uploaded. This
disadvantage can be omitted in our context, since no energy-constraints are considered
at the sink side. Another disadvantage is the blocking artefact appearing at low bit rates
of the reconstructed image. Moreover, when PICT packets travel over many nodes before
reaching their final destination (i.e., the sink), the incurred overhead will increase as the
number of sensors between the source node and the destination increases.

6.3

Applying PICT in the context of VSN

For clarity purpose, in Sections 6.3.1 and 6.3.2 we define successively, the progressive mode
of JPEG, and the DCT energy-compaction property, and how they are combined to give an
energy efficient scheme to compress an image. In order to minimize the consumed energy,
we present in Section 6.4 the technique used for that purpose.

6.3.1

Progressive JPEG

The JPEG specification [117] defines a minimal subset of the standard Baseline JPEG,
which all JPEG-aware applications are required to support. The process of Baseline JPEG
compression consists on the following stages. First, the target image is divided into fixed
size 8x8 blocks; and then the DCT is applied to each block to separate the high- and
low-frequency information. In order to compress an image, the DCT-blocks are quantized.
After that, DCT coefficients are entropy coded using the run-length/Huffman codes [117].
Unlike the Baseline JPEG where the image file is stored or sent as one scan (i.e., 64
coefficients) of all DCT-blocks of a given image, Progressive JPEG splits each DCT-block
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of the image into several scans having different levels of resolutions. Each scan corresponds
to a diagonal line containing one or more DCT coefficient [117] (See Figure 6.1). More
precisely, scan 1 contains only the DC coefficient, scan 2 contains the AC coefficients 1
and 2, and so on, scan p, (where p > 2) contains the AC coefficients sLe=H tG
forp = 3 to 15, see Figure 6.1 (15 is the total number of diagonal lines from the first
coefficient,i.e. DC, until the last coefficient AC inside each block of 8 x 8 coefficients).
Scan 1 contains a bad quality approximation of the image, and therefore it necessitates
low processing energy and takes little storage space. The image quality, the storage space
and the processing energy are increased progressively if we add successively scans 2, 3,
..., 15. The advantage of using progressive JPEG-like scheme is that we obtain, after
sending the first scan, a rough approximation of a whole image having low quality and
low processing energy. With gradual transmission of other scans, the image quality will
be improved as scans arrive successively. This idea is currently in use by Web browsers
running over slow links to display big images [14|. The disadvantage of this approach is
that each scan of the progressive JPEG takes about the same amount of computation
compared to the Baseline JPEG, which is energy consuming in the context of VSN.
The image decomposition into a series of scans is exploited in this work to build our
energy-efficient scheme. The first scan composed by DC coefficient reflecting the lowest
frequency, represents the elementary scan, which is mandatory to the image reconstruction
at the sink. Therefore, this first scan, together with Scan 2 are reliably transmitted to the
sink. The rest of scans 3 to 15 have different levels of frequential-contribution; scan p+ 1
has lower importance than scan p, for p = 1 to 15. Scans 3 to 15 (AC) are sent only if
node's residual energy level is above a given threshold. This idea is used in order to save
energy while obtaining an adequate image quality at the sink.

6.3.2

DCT energy-compaction property

Besides the progressive mode of JPEG, we exploit the 2-DCT energy-compaction property
as in [83, 85] to choose the number of scans to send, instead of sending all 15 scans.
This is performed in order to reduce the number of basic operations at each stage of the
compression scheme, and therefore minimize the processing and communication energy.
Recall that the 2-DCT has an excellent energy-compaction property, that is, most of the
signal information is concentrated in a few low to medium frequency DCT components,
while other higher frequency DCT components have negligible contribution to the image
quality [85]. Progressive JPEG send all 15 scans even if a small number p(< 15) of scans
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Figure 6.1 Example of Scans and Spectral Vectors inside a given zigzagged
block of 8 x 8 DCT coefficients. One spectral vector may contain one or more
scans, where each scan represents the diagonal line having one or more DCT
coefficient
are sufficient to reconstruct an adequate image. The rest of scans (p+1 to 15) have a minor
contribution to the final image quality, and can be omitted without losing in quality.
Based on the 2-DCT energy-compaction property, in our work, we propose to send a
restrictive p(< 15) of scans 1 to p, while the rest of scans (p + 1 to 15) are not computed
and hence not transmitted. By doing this, we minimize the processing and communication
energy. The number of sent scans is selected using one of the following methods; manual
or optimal selection. The optimal method is based on the AIC model which is developed in
[84]. Both methods are introduced briefly in Section 6.4. Moreover, in order to ensure an
acceptable quality of the target image, we propose to send the low frequency scans reliably
using a NACK mechanism. Whereas the other scans, are sent in unreliable way. Another
possibility is to use progressive reliability, that is, scan p is sent more reliably than scan
p + 1. This possibility is complex and energy consuming, and hence is not considered in
our work.

6.4

DCT coefficients selection

This section provides short descriptions of the selection methods used in [85, 84] to select
the processed/sent DCT coefficients. The idea behind these methods is summarized as
follows. Instead of processing the whole 8x8 coefficients inside each block of the target
image, we select the number p(< 15) of scans (1 to p) to process, which correspond to
the triangular upper-left corner of each block whose side's length is p. The approach of
selecting this reduced number p of scans, has two conflicting effects : on the one hand,
it presents the desirable effect of minimizing the energy dissipated for processing and
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transmitting an image; and on the other hand, it has the undesirable effect of reducing
the quality of the image received by the sink. This makes the selection of p not trivial.
More precisely, decreasing p will decrease the number of scans and improves the energy
consumption but deteriorates the image quality at the sink. On the contrary, increasing
p augments the number of scans and therefore the processing and transmission energy at
a given VS node, and in the other hand improves the image quality. In [84], the authors
find p that solves the trade-off between "minimizing the number of scans" (and thus the
consumed energy) and "maximizing the quality of the image received at the sink". As
said previously, the number of processed/sent scans is selected using one of the following
methods; manual or optimal selection.
With manual selection [85], the user at the sink selects its desirable image quality. Then p is
selected so that this desired image quality is guaranteed. For image quality requirements for
VSN, we use the same quality levels suggested in [117], which may serve only as a guideline,
since the quality can vary significantly according to image characteristics. These quality
levels are : 0.25-0.50 bit/pixel : moderate to good quality; 0.50-0.75 bit/pixel : good to
very good quality; 0.75-1.50 bit/pixel : excellent quality; Over 1.50 bit/pixel : usually
indistinguishable from original.
In [841, the authors propose an optimal selection method which solves the above mentioned
trade-off by computing an optimal number pQ of scans for all DCT blocks of a given image.
This method is based on AIC model [7], that automatically estimates the optimal number
p0 that solves the trade-off discussed before. They adapt the general AIC form, and they
find the following equation :

AIC(p)

= 2C„ + (^)2log[(^)2Z?)

(6.1)

Where D is the difference between the original image f ( x , y) and the reconstructed image
and is given by, D = £x=o
2/) - fr(x,y)]2, where x, y are pixel coordinates. C p is the number of processed and transmitted coefficients DCT, and is equal to
. (^) 2 is the number of blocks of 8 x 8 pixels inside a given image of size N x N .
fr(x,y),

The value p a to be selected for p is the one that minimizes Eq. 6.1, and is computed as
follows. For each p, we compute Cp and D from which we deduce AIC(p) by using Eq.
6.1. After that, we select the value pa that minimizes the AIC(p) value, which we note
p0 = ArgminpAIC(p). For more details, the reader is invited to consult [84].
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Furthermore, to give more sense to our scheme, low frequency scans (carrying the interesting information) are transmitted reliably, while the rest of scans are sent unreliably. This
"semi-reliable" scheme is introduced in Section 6.5.

6.5
6.5.1

Semi-reliable scheme
Spectral vectors

To facilitate the reader understanding, we refer to spectral vector (SV) as a set of one or
more successive scans (Figure 6.1). Each SV contributes frequencially to the image quality
at the sink. Hence, the image quality is increased by increasing the number of spectral
vectors.
The first SV inside each block contains scan 1 represented by the coefficient DC. This
spectral vector DC is mandatory for image reconstruction at the sink. SV's following the
first one (i.e., DC) may contain one or more successive scans having increasing frequency
range, from low to high value. In our work, the selected number of scans per SV depends
on the residual energy of a given sensor, the required image quality at the base station
and the RLE encoding step. To implement our semi-reliable scheme, we suggest that each
block of a target image contains at least two SV's : DC SV (containing scan 1) and one
SV containing at least scan 2 (AC coefficients 1 and 2) in order to obtain an adequate
image quality.
We highlight that missing an intermediate spectral vector affects the image quality at the
sink (Figure 6.2), therefore for a correct reconstruction of the image, we need to receive
successive SV's even if we loose some packets.

6.5.2

Progressive image compression scheme

Once a source node receives, from the user at the sink, the query carrying information
related to the image to be captured, such as the number of scans p, we start compression
using JPEG-like scheme. Hence, the target image is divided into several blocks of 8 x 8
pixels; and then the 2D DCT is applied and the result is quantized and zigzagged for
constructing SV's.
After this stage of image compression (coefficients zigzagging), we construct Z DCT spectral vectors : VDC and V^c, for j = 1 to Z — 1, such that 1 < Z < p, as follows. We consider
the (^)2 DCT blocks of the N x N image, which are identified by index z = 1... (j)2. For
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Figure 6.2

Reconstructed image with some missed spectral vectors

each DCT block i, we consider its scan 1 (i.e., DC coefficient denoted DCi) and the next
p — 1 scans (2 to p) which are grouped into Z — 1 sets V(, j = 1 to Z — 1. The spectral
vector VDC is formed by scans 1 (DC coefficients) of the (^)2 DCT blocks of the N x N
image : VDC — [DC1DC2 • • • DC^Ny]. Each of the spectral vectors V]AC, j = 1...{Z — 1)
is defined by : V3AC = [V/V^... V?n.2]. This procedure is similar to that one used by the
'8)
progressive mode of JPEG.
As already mentioned, the spectral vector VDC has each of its components DCI formed by
a single scan consisting of a DC coefficient, while each of the following spectral vectors V3AC
has each of its components VI consisting of a number Ns of scans, such that 1 < iVs < p— 1.
For instance, if p = 4 the number of spectral vectors Z is 1 < Z < 4, while the number of
scans is 4. As said in Section 6.5.1, the choice of the number of scans inside a given AC
spectral vector has to take into account three parameters : RLE encoding, image quality
and energy consuming. We provide an intuitive explanation for the selection of N„. It is
obvious to note that RLE encoding of a sequence of scans (or spectral vector) separately
consumes more energy than encoding the same sequence of scans (or spectral vector) all
together. This is due to the fact that applying RLE many times inside one 8x8 DCT
block consumes more energy than when it is applied only once. In fact, RLE encoding
is efficient when it is applied to a long series of O's inside one block, otherwise its effect
seems useless. On the other hand, to ensure a semi-reliable transmission of spectral vectors
having different priorities, we need to send each of them separately.
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After spectral vectors construction, the DC coefficients of V D c are encoded using a Differential Pulse Code Modulation (DPCM ) as with JPEG, i.e., DQ = DCi — DCi+1, and
Huffman encoded. While the V? spectral vectors of each block are RLE and Huffman
encoded, successively. The data packets will be attributed different priorities before their
transmission.
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Figure 6.3 General Scheme. In this example, Vpc contains its one scan, V*
contains two scans ACl-2 and AC3-5, and V? contains also two scans AC9-6
and AC10-14

6.5.3

Priorities attribution

Before transmitting the compressed data packets to the next hop, a priority queuing system is used by the source and intermediate nodes to send low frequency packets (i.e., VDC
and its successor SV V^1 of all blocks) before and more reliably than other Vf packets,
where j > 1 (which are denoted V?>1 in the rest of this paper). Both VDc and V,1 packets
are attributed highest priority, and are therefore transmitted before and more reliably
than the other packets. V?>1 are transmitted in unreliable way in the order Vt2, V^3, etc.
We can imagine another scenario where the reliability decreases with the exponent of Vl.
This scenario is complex and energy consuming and is not investigated. Our approach to
transmit the packets used in this paper is semi-reliable in the sense that only VDC packets
are handled reliably (using NACK-based scheme), whereas V/>1 packets are handled unreliably. This choice is motivated by the scarce resources in the context of VSN, which
allow to save more energy with less important packets.
The explanation for priority attribution is as follows. Spectral vectors VDC are attributed
highest priority, since they represent the basic low frequency, which is mandatory to the
image reconstruction at the sink. It is well known that image reconstruction using VDC
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alone gives a vague unclear quality of the captured image, which is not sufficient for the
user to understand the reconstructed image (Figure 6.4). Hence, some low frequency AC
coefficients (neighbours to the DC coefficient inside each block) are also necessary for
an acceptable image quality. That is why we have attributed the same priority level to
Vdc and to V\c, which are transmitted reliably. While the other Vj^1 are transmitted
unreliably.
We can also consider the following less simple semi-reliable scheme : VDC is attributed
the highest priority, and the V3AC are attributed priorities which decrease with j. This
multi-priorities scheme is more complex and energy consuming, and hence not presented.

Figure 6.4 The reconstructed Lena with only DC scans
To implement our semi-reliable scheme, two steps are involved. First, we need a mechanism for attributing different priorities to the different levels of resolution, which will be
explained bellow (Figure 6.5). And the second step consists of the insertion of three fields
within (JPEG) packet header. These fields are :
- P : this field is used by all packets for priority purpose. It is checked by the Differentiator at each node entry to distinguish between packets priority. For VDC and
V/ packets , we set P to 0, and for the rest of spectral vectors V/>x, P is equal to 1.
- N, Nt : these numbers are used only by VDC and V/ packets for reliability purpose.
Nt is the total number of packets within a spectral vector VDC or K1- While N
is the packet sequence number, since each packet is labeled for counting purpose.
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For reliability considerations, N and Nt are used by a Checker to verify the non
received packets for re-submission.
The priority queuing system is implemented on each node and is designed for the case of
coexistence of reliable and unreliable traffic. It is inspired from class-based queuing model
[37]. Two queues are used for both reliable (VDC and V/ packets) and unreliable (VTJ>1)
traffic. The suggested queuing system is illustrated in Figure 6.5 and explained as follows.
When an incoming packet arrives at a relaying node, the Differentiator checks the field
packet P. If P = 0 (VDC or V^1 packet), the packet is put in Queue HP (High Priority),
otherwise (P=l) the packet is redirected to Queue LP (Low Priority). Just before its
transmission to the next hop, each packet in the Queue HP goes through the Checker,
which records the packet number N. This is performed in order to notify the VS sender
(by sending a NACK message) for a possible missed/lost packets after a fixed timeout,
and forward the packet to the next hop. Vj>l packets do not go through the Checker,
because they follow an unreliable scheme, and are not acknowledged.

Differieotiator (R)
OAI packets
eue

J

ROHl packets
queue

CRTL/D^ta packets
Checker |N)

Data packets

Figure 6.5 Priority queuing model

6.5.4

Decision forwarding function

Our scheme is receiver-driven, in the sense that data recovery is made by the sensor
using a Decision Forwarding function. An intermediate node decides to drop or to put
an incoming packet into its appropriate queue, according to a decision function which is
defined in respect to the following parameters : residual energy ER of the forwarding node,
priority of the current spectral vector, and QoS specific requirements of the application.
1. Residual energy of the forwarding node : before forwarding a given packet, each node
has to make sure that it has enough energy, i.e., packets are forwarded only if node's
residual energy level ER is above a given threshold EB, in other words, EF > E^,
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where Eb is the minimum energy required to process a given image using JPEG and
is explained in [85]. We do not consider other types of energy, such buffering energy.

2. Priority of the spectral vector of the packet : VDC and V* packets having low frequency are processed before and more reliably than other packets. The field P reflects
directly the spectral vector priority. In case of congestion, the concerning node drops
only V^J>1 packets since they follow unreliable scheme.
3. QoS specific requirements of the application : depending on the application, QoS
requirements such as delay and congestion minimization, or bandwidth maximization
may be studied in the context of the Decision function. Such QoS metrics are out of
scope of our paper, and hence are not considered.

6.6

Network model

To show the efficiency of our work, a simplified multihop.VSN (Figure 6.6) is developed.
Each node in the network is assumed to consist of a visual sensor such as Cyclops [101]
connected to an embedded sensor such as Mica2 motes [122]. Once a source node receives
the query carrying information related to the image to be captured, it processes and then
transmits relevant images from areas of interest to the sink. The following assumptions are
made in our network model. All VS nodes are suitably distributed in a strategic area to
ensure that the network is fully connected. Each node communicates with its neighbours
within its transmission range d. All nodes are immobile and energy constrained, except
the sink which is assumed to have unlimited energy.

O:

nodes

# : Sink

Figure 6.6 A simplified routing scenario
The power consumption model for the radio is similar to that one proposed in [43]. The
energy dissipated by a given VS for sending a single bit is en = e e + e a d a , and the consumed
energy in reception per bit is
= ee. Where e a is the energy consumed by the transmit
amplifier per bit over a distance of 1 meter, ee is the energy dissipated by the transmitter
electronics per bit, a € [2,4] is the path loss exponent and d is the distance between the
sender and the receiver [102]. Therefore, the total energy consumed for transmitting a bit
between two nodes is eb — ejx + eRx- In our work, we consider the linear multihop scenario
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as in [43]. For n hops between the source and the sink, the multihop energy per bit can
be stated as :
e b = ne T x + { n - l)e/&;
(6.2)
Remark : It is easy to show that the energy consumed with the progressive scheme is
strictly smaller than that one consumed with the full JPEG. This is due to the fact that our
progressive scheme handles smaller SVs separately comparatively to JPEG which handles
once a time the whole block of 8 x 8 pixels. For that reason, we use the high-level power
consumption model developed in [85] to roughly evaluate the processing energy consumed
by one VS node while executing JPEG or the progressive model.

6.7

Simulations

To show the energy efficiency of the progressive PICT scheme, we conduct some simulations
using Matlab. We show the effects of varying the number of scans on the energy dissipated
by a given visual sensor, when executing the suggested progressive scheme. After that,
we compare energetically the suggested progressive scheme with JPEG. To do that, we
consider the sensor network model described in Section 6.6. The sensor network, formed by
a hundred of nodes, is placed in a square region of size 50 x 50 m2. The node communication
range d is fixed at 10 m. The values of ea, ee and a of the radio transceiver model are
ea = 100.10~u Joule/bit/m2, ee = 50.10-9 Joule/bit and a = 2.5 [112]. The size of data
packets is 250 bytes.
To evaluate the processing energy consumed by both JPEG and the progressive scheme,
we adopt the parameters of Mica2 [25] , and the energy model parameters as is in [83, 85].
In our simulations, we consider the example of Lena image having 8 bpp.
In [83|, the authors have shown the effects of varying the number of transmitted coefficients
on the energy dissipated by JPEG, which is very similar to the effects of varying p on the
energy dissipated by the suggested progressive scheme. In Figure 6.7, we show that the
energy consumed by one source node for processing an image increases with the number of
scans. This is explained by the fact that the number of AC coefficients processed increases
with the number of scans, which necessitates more processing energy.
In this paragraph, we simulate and study the effects of using the suggested progressive
scheme on the energy dissipated through the path between the source and the sink, compared to the use of JPEG. To facilitate the reader understanding, we suppose that each
spectral vector is containing only one scan. Also, we use the notation PICT (p) to mean
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Number erf scans

Figure 6.7 Processing energy as a function of the number of scans
that the progressive scheme is applied using p scans. For instance, PICT (4) means that
4 scans are used to compress a captured image. Recall that the processing energy consumed through the path between the source and the sink is calculated using the energy
model suggested in [85]. In our simulations, we focus on unicast traffic pattern between
nodes, and we suppose that the distance between the source node and the sink may take
several hops, from 1 to 20. By considering the example of Lena image, we compute the
energy consumed through the path between the source and the sink, by using JPEG and
PICT(p). We consider different numbers of hops between the source and the sink. For a
given number of hops, we use the same path for both methods (JPEG and PICT(p)), in
order to evaluate clearly the energy effect. Our results represented in Figure 6.8 shows that
the energy dissipated when applying the progressive scheme in the whole path between
the source and the sink is low compared to the energy dissipated with JPEG.

6.8

Conclusion

We showed how Progressive linage Compression and Transmission (PICT) can be used
efficiently to tackle the energy problem of visual sensor networks. In fact, the advantage
of using such progressive scheme is that we obtain, after sending only few Low frequency
coefficients, a rough approximation of a whole image having low quality and low energy
consumption. With gradual transmission of other coefficients, the image quality and the
consumed energy will be increased as scans arrive successively. For that reason, a semireliable PICT scheme based on JPEG is investigated. Our scheme is semi-reliable in the
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Figure 6.8 Consumed energy (for different number of scans) as a function of the
number of hops between the source and the sink, for JPEG, PICT(6), PICT(4)
and PICT(2)
sense that low frequency coefficients are transmitted before and more reliably than high
frequency coefficients. These high frequency coefficients are forwarded only if node's residual energy level is above a given threshold. Moreover, instead of transmitting the whole
scans of each block of 8 x 8 pixels, we exploit the DCT energy compaction property and
we process and send only a portion of each block of 8 x 8 DCT coefficients of the captured
image. One possible direction of our future work is to integrate our scheme with a routing
protocol to study the efficiency of the Progressive Image Compression and Transmission
in the network state. We plane also to implement our scheme in a real test-bed, such as
Mica2 motes.
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Abstract While designing a JPEG-like compression scheme for Visual Sensor Networks
(VSN), engineers and designers must respect their strict constraints on power consumption. In this work, a Semi-Reliable encoding and transmission scheme based on JPEG
is investigated. It is driven by its energy efficiency and reliability considerations. Our approach for tackling the energy-constraint problem consists in adapting JPEG by exploiting
the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) energy compaction property. This exploitation is
performed by processing only a small portion of each block of 8 x 8 DCT coefficients of the
target image. For reliability considerations, the target image is partitioned into sub-images
of three categories : Region of High Interest (RHI), Region of Average Interest (RAI), and
Region of Non Interest (RNI). Depending on its relevance to the user, each region is processed and sent differently, except RNI where no compression or transmission procedures
are made. For that reason, a priority queuing model is used, where RHIs are granted higher
priority than RAI. For computational complexity, we have developed a power dissipation
model for JPEG based on the number of times basic operations are performed at each
stage of the compression scheme.
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Introduction

Visual Sensor networks (VSN) are distributed ad hoc networks made up of small sensors
equipped with tiny cameras. VSN are deployed around strategic areas of interest to collect
and reconstruct, in multihop fashion, a monitored scene. Inside a VSN, each visual sensor
(VS) takes, processes, and transmits images to the sink through its neighbors located
inside its range of transmission. One of the challenging problems of VSN is the plethora of
visual redundant flows, which may cause several problems, such as short battery lifetime.
The fundamental solution to handle these visual flows is through image compression, which
by definition, might reduce drastically the image size using lossy or lossless coding scheme.
Very attractive and popular standards to achieve image compression are based on discrete
cosine transform (DCT), such as JPEG, and discrete wavelet transform (DWT), such as
JPEG2000. Unfortunately, these standards are energy consuming and generate compressed
information that still contains correlated and redundant data, which might be compressed
further. Moreover, these standards are not tailored to the requirements of VSN, such as
the ad-hoc mode of their deployment. Even if JPEG2000 outperforms JPEG in terms of
achievable compression ratio, we concentrate this study on JPEG since it is still widely
used in compression.
Motivated by the node resource constraints in VSN, in this work, an energy-aware SemiReliable encoding and transmitting scheme for VSN is suggested. That is, an efficient
compression is performed by exploring the characteristics of the energy compaction property of the 2D DCT. It is well known that with JPEG, the bulk signal energy after the
DCT transformation is concentrated in the first few low frequencies coefficients of the
DCT blocks. In this work, only these coefficients are selected from each DCT block, in
order to minimize the number of operations at each stage of the compression scheme. The
rest of coefficients are not selected and, thus, not computed. We exploit this property to
reduce both the redundant data within an image and the energy dissipated by each VS,
while keeping an adequate image quality at the reception by the sink.
For reliability considerations, the target image is partitioned by a VS source into subimages of three categories : Region of High Interest (RHI), Region of Average Interest
(RAI), and Region of Non Interest (RNI). RHIs reflect the user interest for which a good
image quality is required at the sink. RAI are regions for which a poor image quality is
tolerated, whereas RNI are irrelevant regions, and thus, are not considered for compression
or transmission. Depending on its relevance to the user, each region is processed and sent
differently. Thus, a semi-reliable mechanism which guarantees that RHIs are transmitted
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before and more reliably than RAIs is implemented on each VS. Because it is more acceptable for a RAI than for a RHI to be received with a delay or never received. That is,
we use a priority queuing model where RHIs are granted higher priority than RAIs. For
transmission purposes, a simplified routing module is considered. It is used to illustrate
the efficiency of our work. An adequate size is selected for RHI blocks with the objective to realize a trade-off between minimizing the consumed energy and maximizing the
quality of the reconstructed image at the sink. Such a trade-off will be called (Maximize
Energy/Minimize Image Quality). For RAIs, the size is selected in respect to the residual
energy of a VS, and is strictly smaller than the size attributed to RHIs. While for RNIs
110 processing is performed, since they are not relevant to the user.
Furthermore, to evaluate the consumed energy by a given VS while executing JPEG, we
develop an instruction-level energy model of an MCU as it executes a given program.
This model is quite high-level and is based on the basic operations needed at each stage
of JPEG, and it does not take into account the complexity of implementation, where
several optimization techniques can be found in the literature. Moreover, some parameters
like memory access are not considered. Our model can serve as a mean to simulate and
to roughly evaluate the energy dissipated by a VS when executing JPEG or JPEG-like
scheme. And last but not least, our results are validated by simulations.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 7.2 contains a brief state of the
art on optimizing energy consumption in image processing. The network model and the
radio transceiver energy model are presented in Section 7.3. The DCT energy compaction
property is exaplained in Section 7.4. In Section 7.5, we present the energy model of JPEG.
We introduce in Sections 7.6 and 7.7 the adapted JPEG and its energy gain, successively.
The Semi-Reliable scheme is presented in Section 7.8. In Section 7.9, we present the routing
module. In Section 7.10, we validate our results by a set of simulations. We summarize
and present future directions in Section 7.11.

7.2

State of the Art

The concept of reducing the number of 8 x 8 DCT coefficients within each block of the
decomposed image was previously used in [120] and [6|. The authors in [120] investigated
the minimization of such operations by choosing a squared reduced portion of the block
of 8 x 8 DCT coefficients. Their idea was used in centralized wireless multimedia networks
which differ from VSN requirements. This concept was also used in [6] to design an energyaware VLSI system for portable devices to compress an image. As in [120], the authors of
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[6] do not use an adequate selection of AC coefficients, nor present any analytical analysis
of the energy gain.

7.3

System model

We consider a densely deployed multihop VSN in which the nodes (i.e., VS) are distributed
around strategic locations. Every VS in the network is assumed to consist of a low-power
imaging sensor connected to an embedded sensor. Our sensors are supposed to be equipped
with the microcontroler ATMEL ATmegal28 low-power CMOS 8-bit, which is the most
widely used in sensor node. Each VS source can respond to an image query, sent by
a user at the sink, by capturing, encoding and transmitting the requested image to the
destination (i.e., the sink), through the neighboring nodes. When sending an image request,
the user can specify some parameters like, its desired image quality, and the coordinates of
the different sub-images (which are explained in Section 7.8). The following assumptions
are used in our network model. All VSs are suitably distributed in a strategic area to
ensure that the network is fully connected. Each VS communicates with its neighbors
within its transmission range d. All VS are immobile and energy constrained. Moreover,
each VS knows its location through a localization algorithm as in [9] or some related
GPS techniques, and keeps information about its neighbors such as ID number and the
remaining energy.
The power consumption model for the radio used in our study, is similar to the one
proposed in (43). The energy dissipated by a given VS for sending a single bit is :

&Tx — e e + e a d a

(7.1)

While the energy consumed in the reception per bit is :
&Rx

(7.2)

Where e a is the energy consumed by the transmit amplifier per bit over a distance of
1 meter, ee is the energy dissipated by the transmitter electronics per bit, a G [2,4] is
the path loss exponent and d is the distance between the sender and the receiver [102].
Therefore, the total energy consumed for transmitting a bit between two nodes is
&B = £TX + e/tt

(7.3)
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In our work, we consider the linear multihop scenario as in [43]. For n hops between the
source and the sink, the multihop energy per bit can be stated as :
e b = ne Tx + (n - l)e/k,

(7.4)

The energy model of JPEG is presented and discussed in details in Section 7.5.

7.4

Exploiting the DGT energy compaction property

We introduce this section by a brief reminder about JPEG compression. The JPEG specification [117] defines a minimal subset of the standard Baseline JPEG, which all JPEGaware applications are required to support. The lossy process of Baseline JPEG compression consists on the following stages. First, the target image is divided into small blocks
of size 8x8 pixels; and then the discrete cosine transform (DCT) is applied to each block
to represent the information in the frequency domain. In order to compress an image, the
uniform quantization is performed on the transformed coefficients. After that, the quantized coefficients are zigzagged, and then, the runlength encoding (RLE) is applied to reduce
the length of the generated sequences. And at the last stage, the (Huffman or arithmetic)
entropy coding is applied [117].
It is important to note that JPEG compression itself generates redundant data that might
be compressed further, by exploring the DCT energy compaction property. This property
is defined by the fact that, in general, the signal energy is unevenly distributed in the
DCT domain. The DC coefficient and some low to middle frequencies AC coefficients tend
to monopolize most of the signal energy. Thus, many high-frequencies AC coefficients can
be eliminated without much loss of information. We exploit this property to reduce the
number of basic operations needed at each stage of the compression scheme, and hence
minimizing the energy dissipated by each node. We use the notion of Reduced Block Size,
which consists in processing only the upper-left triangular or squared portion (whose side's
length is p < k) of each block of k x k DCT coefficients of a given image (Fig. 7.1). We
note that the triangular selection of DCT coefficients is performed with respect to their
rearrangement in zigzagged order from low to high frequencies. Note that the standard
JPEG processes the whole 8x8 DCT block consisting of 64 coefficients.
We have developed adaptations of JPEG, called S-JPEG and T-JPEG, which are based on
the squared and triangular approaches, respectively. S-JPEG and T-JPEG are presented
in [83] and [85], respectively.
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Figure 7.1 Squared and Triangular selection of DCT coefficients (p = 5)

7.5

Energy consumption model of JPEG

In VSN, analyzing energy consumption before their actual deployment is crucial for battery's VS lifetime. We develop a high-level power consumption model for JPEG [117] stages,
which can be used to roughly evaluate the energy Ep dissipated by a given VS when
executing JPEG. It is independent on the operating system and the used architecture.
To validate by simulation this model, we adopted the parameters of the microcontroler
ATMEL ATmegal28 low-power CMOS 8-bit, which is the most widely used in sensor
node. The following assumptions are used to estimate the energy consumed by a VS. The
suggested model is based on the basic operations needed at each stage of the compression
scheme, and does not take into account the complexity of implementation (where several
optimization techniques can be found in the literature). In spite of its limitations, the
suggested energy model can be used to simulate the energy dissipated by a VS executing
JPEG.
can be formulated as follows, where E,^ , E q , E z , E r i e and £/,,,/ represent the energies consumed at 2D DCT, quantizing, zigzagging, RLE and Huffman (entropy) encoding
stages, respectively.
Ep

E p = Edct + E q + E z + E r i e + Ehuf

7.5.1

(7-5)

2D DCT Energy model

We develop an energy consumption model for 2D DCT transformation based on the 2D
DCT equation given by : [117]
,
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Where u , v are the discrete frequency variables such that 0 < u , v < k — 1, k is the
block size ; f{x,y) is the grey level of one pixel at (x, y) in the N x N image, where
0 < x , y < k — 1; F ( u , v ) is the coefficient of the point ( u , v ) . The coefficient C ( u ) = ^
if u = 0 and C(u) = lifl<u<fc — 1. And similarly for C{v). Based on Eq. 7.6, the 2D
DCT can be modeled as two kxk matrix multiplications :

F(kxk) = A(kxk)P(kxk)Aj k x k )

(7.7)

Where the index (k x k ) indicates the size of matrix, F is the k x k matrix whose coefficients
are F ( u , v ) , P is the matrix of pixels of the original image and A T is t h e transpose of A
whose coefficients are : A(u, v) =
if (u, v) — (0,0) and A(u, v) =
cos ^2v1^)uw if
1 < u , v < k — 1.
Each matrix product k x k of Eq. 7.7 consists in computing k 2 coefficients. Each coefficient
necessitates k multiplications and (k — 1) additions. Therefore, the energy dissipated for
the two matrix products is 2k2(kemuit + (k — l)eadfi), where ernult and eadd represent the
energy consumption for the multiplication and addition instructions, respectively. For an
image of size N x N having (y)2 blocks, the total energy dissipated in this stage is :

Edct = ( j f e d c t = ( f ) 2 2k \ k e m u l t + ( k - l ) e a d d )

7.5.2

(7.8)

Quantization energy model

The energy consumption by the quantization stage can be expressed as a function of
F(u, v) and Q(u, v). Where F{u, v) is defined by Eq. 7.6 and Q(u, v) is a coefficient of the
luminance quantization matrix Q defined as in [117] for k = 8. For each block, quantization
consists in computing the coefficients FQ(u,v) = IntegerRound(^uv^), for 0 < u, v <
k—1. Therefore, there are k2 divisions and k2 round operations per block and the dissipated
energy is thus eq = k2(ediv + er), where ediV and er are the energy consumption for the
division and round instructions, respectively. For one image N x N having (^)2 blocks,
the total energy consumption related to the quantization stage is :
Eq = (y)2eg = (~£)2k2{ediv + er)

(7.9)
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Zigzagging energy model

This stage can be interpreted as a simple rearrangement of the (k 2 — 1) AC coefficients
in zigzagging way, from low to high frequencies. Each AC coefficient is then shifted to its
new position. The zigzagging energy consumption on each block can be calculated as :
ez = (k2 — l)esh, where eah represents the energy consumption of shift process. For one
input image of size N x N, the total energy consumption related to the zigzagging stage
is :
E z = ( j ) 2 e z = ( j ) 2 ( k 2 - l )e sh
(7.10)

7.5.4

RLE energy model

Run length encoding of the (k2 — 1) AC coefficients can be interpreted mainly as a rearrangement of the zigzagged sequence as follows, where 0seq denotes a sequence of zeros.
1. If the zigzagged sequence terminates by a 0seq, the latter is replaced by (0, 0),
meaning End Of Block (EOB). For the other Qseqs, we proceed as explained in the
following points 2-4.
2. Each 0seq of length L is decomposed into (L div 16) Qseqs of length 16 and a last
0seq of length (L mod 16). Note that after this decomposition, each 0seq of length
< 16 is followed by a non-zero coefficient.
3. Each 0seq of length 16 is replaced by (15,0), meaning that a zero is preceded by 15
zeros.
4. Each 0seq of length r < 16 and the non-zero value X that follows are replaced by
(r,X), meaning that X is preceded by r zeros.
To compute the energy dissipated by one block, we consider the following parameters. ec
is the consumed energy for checking whether an AC coefficient is null. ewr is the dissipated
energy for writing one (r, X) value (see above Points 3-4). emc is the dissipated energy for
incrementing the counter of the number of 0 in each 0seq. eres is the consumed energy for
resetting the counter. N0aeq is the number of Oseqs inside one k x k block. Let us denote
these Oseqs by 0seg[l], 0seq{2\, • • •, 0seq[Noseq], and let length(i) be the number of zeros
in Qseq[i\. Therefore, the total number of zeros inside one block is N 0 =
length{i).
The total energy can be estimated as follows. The values of the ( k 2 — 1) AC coefficients
are checked, dissipating the energy (k2 — l)ec. The value ((k2 — 1) - (No + N0seq)) is the
number of non-zero AC coefficients which are not preceded by a 0seq, and each coefficient
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of this category necessitates to write (0, X ) , dissipating in total the energy ((k 2 — 1) —
(N0 + N0seq))ewr. For each non-zero value and the 0seg[i] that precedes it, we consider
Pi = length(i) div 16 and
= length(i) mod 16. After decomposition (see above Point
2), we obtain (pi +1) 0seq. Each of these 0seq necessitates to reset the counter and to write
(r, X), dissipating in total the energy (pi H- l)(eres + ewr). Each of the Pi x 0seq (before the
last one whose their length is 16) necessitates to increment the counter 15 times, and the
last 0seq (whose length is q,) necessitates to increment the counter -1 times, dissipating
in total the energy (15Pi + qi — l)efncr. Therefore, the energy eoaeq(i) for processing the
decomposed 0seq\i] can be formulated as follows :
X

&res ) + (15pi + q{ - l)einci
i f ( i < N 0 s e q ) V ( Last_component ^ 0)

(Pi + l)(e wr

^0seqii) — *
€-\UT J

(7.11)

else

The total energy dissipated inside one block of k x k is :
^0 seq

e r le = (k 2 — l)ec + ((k 2 — 1) —

(No + Noseq

))^wr +

i=l

Cqseq{i)

(7-12)

For one image having N x N pixels, the energy dissipated by RLE stage is :
JV2
k
Erie - ^ erje.
j=l

(7.13)

Where e T [ e j is the energy consumed by the j t h block computed using Eq. 7.12.

7.5.5

Huffman encoding energy model

For Huffman encoding, we use the same Huffman tables as in [117]. With JPEG, AC and
DC coefficients are encoded separately as follows.
AC coefficients

Huffman encoding of AC coefficients can be summarized in two steps.

In the first step, the rrij pairs (ri; Xi) computed in RLE stage for the jth block are put
into categories, where i = 1.. .rrij and j = 1... (^)2 (number of blocks). In JPEG, for
each (rj,Aj) we encode only the right value Xi, except the pairs that are special markers like (0,0) or (15,0). Let Cat(Xi) be the category value of Xi} and Bin(Xi) be its
bit-coded representation (both extracted from the category table [117]). In JPEG, Xi
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is encoded as (Cat ( X i ) , Bin ( X i ) ) . Hence, the found string pairs for the j t h block are :
(rj, Cat{X\)), Bin(Xi); (r2,Cat(X2)),Bin(X2); .. .(rmj,Cat(Xmj)), Bin(Xmj). The second step consists in Huffman encoding the byte (r\, Cat(Xi)) by looking in AC Huffman
table for its correspondent code, which we note H u f f i . After these two steps and for the j t h
block having rrij pairs, we obtain the following stream of AC coefficients which is written
in the JPG file : [Huff } B i n ( X t ) Huffs B i n ( X s ) . . . H u f f . B i n ( X ^ ) ] .

DC coefficients In JPEG, DC coefficients are Huffman encoded differently than AC
coefficients. Huffman encoding of DC coefficients can be summarized in two steps. In
the first step, for each j = l...(^)2, the computed Diffj = DC} — DCj-i is encoded
(Cat(Diffj), Bin(Diffj)), where Cat(Diffj) is the category value of Diffj, and Bin(Diffj)
is its bit-coded representation, both extracted from the category table [117]. The second
step consists in Huffman encoding the value Cat(Diffj) by looking in DC Huffman table
for its correspondent code, which we note Huff {Cat (Diffj)). From these steps, Diffj will
be coded as [Huff (Cat(Diffj)) Bin(Diffj)]. Therefore, the final bit stream of DC and AC
coefficients written in the JPG file for the jth block is given by :
[Huff(Cat(Diffj)) Bin(Diffj) Huffi £ » « ( * , ) Huff 2 B i n ( X s ) . . . Huff n b B m ( X n i ] ) \ .

Following the two steps cited previously for Huffman encoding of AC coefficients, the
energy dissipated for the jth block is ehufA.c = mj(efetch + efetch + ews), where rrij is the
number of pairs (r,,Xj) within the jth block, except the pairs that are special markers
like (0, 0) or (15,0); ews is the energy required to write a stream of bits in the JPG file;
the first efetch in the equation ehufAc is dissipated when we look in the category table for
the representation of Xi, whereas the second efetch is consumed when we look in the final
step of Huffman encoding of the byte (r ^ X i ). The energy dissipated per image (for AC
(~)2
e h u f f c • While for DC coefficients, the energy dissipated by
coefficients) is E h u jAc —
the j t h block is e h u f p c - (ef e t c h + e f e t ch + e d + e w s ) . Where e d is the energy required to
compute the difference Diffj; the first e/etch in equation ehufpc is consumed when we look
in the category table for the representation of Diffj, whereas the second efetch is dissipated
when we look in DC Huffman table for the representation of Huff(cat(Diffj)). The energy
dissipated per image for DC coefficients is E h u j o c — YLj= l e huf j D C Finally, the total energy dissipated per image for both DC and AC coefficients is the sum
of

/DC and E^uJAC .
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(£)2

Ehuf

^ ] { e huf P c

^huf* c )

(7-14)

3=1

7.6

Adapted Triangular JPEG : T-JPEG

In Section IV, we have introduced a squared and a triangular adaptations of JPEG, called S-JPEG and T-JPEG, which are presented in detail in [83] and [85], respectively. We
consider here uniquely T-JPEG, since the AC coefficients are selected following their rearrangement in zigzagging order from low to high frequency. T-JPEG consists in processing
only the upper-left triangular portion (whose side's length is p ) of each block of k x k
DCT coefficients (Figure 7.1). Thus, the number of processed coefficients is the result
Cp = p^^(< A;2) of the arithmetic series Sf=1z, where p < k. For instance, the portion
corresponding to p = 5 is represented in Figure 7.2, where C5 = 15.
DC
2
3
9
10

1
4
S
11

5
7
12

6
13

14

Figure 7.2 Triangular selection of AC coefficients (p = 5); 15 coefficients (1
DC coefficient -f 14 AC coefficients)
With T-JPEG, the AC coefficients are numbered in a zigzagged order, from low to high
frequencies. Thus, selecting an upper-left triangle means rejecting coefficients associated
to frequencies higher than a threshold. By keeping only a part of the DCT block, our aim
is to reduce the number of basic operations needed at each compression stage, and thus
the dissipated energy, while still having an adequate image quality at the sink. We note
that, if p increases, both the quality of the received image and the energy consumed by
one VS node increase. In Section 7.7, given p, we present formally the energy model of
T-JPEG.
With JPEG, we have seen that for each k x k DCT block, k 2 coefficients are processed
and transmitted. The gain in energy using T-JPEG, is mainly due to the fact that C p —
^(< fc2, assuming k > 1 ) are processed and transmitted. It is therefore clear that the
energy Ej dissipated by a given VS while executing T-JPEG is lower than Ep dissipated
by the same VS while executing JPEG.
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Energy gain of T-JPEG

Hereby, we evaluate the energy consumed by each stage of the compression scheme of
T-JPEG as we have done with JPEG in Section 7.5. We also quantify the energy gain of
T-JPEG over JPEG. The energy
dissipated by a given VS while executing T-JPEG,
is defined as follows :
ETp = E L + ETq + E j + Ejle + EThuf

(7.15)

Where E^. t , E%, E j , E? l e , and E j iuj are the energies consumed at 2D DCT, quantizing,
zigzagging, RLE and Huffman stages, respectively. Being inspired from the model of all
stages of JPEG, the energy model of T-JPEG is developed as follows.
In DCT stage, if we consider the matrix product of Eq. 7.7, we are then interested only
by the upper-left triangular portion of size p of F^xk), that is, by the coefficients F ( u , v )
such that u + v < p+1. For this reason, it is sufficient to consider only the matrix product
of Eq. 7.16, where the expression U(aXb) means the upper-left rectangular (a lines; b rows)
portion of a matrix U^xk)-

F( p x p )

=

-^(pXfc)-P(fexfe)-^(fexp)

(7*16)

The first product A^pXk)P(kxk) consists in computing k p coefficients, each coefficient necessitating k multiplications and (k — 1) additions. Let R(pXk) be the result of this first
product. For the second product R(pxk)A^kypy we need to compute only Cp coefficients,
each of them necessitating k multiplications and (k — 1) additions. Therefore, the total
dissipated energy is : (kp + Cp)(kemuit + {k- l)eadd). For a given image of size N x N, the
2D DCT energy consumption E^.t is therefore :

E l t = ( j ) 2 ( k P + C P )(ke m u l t + (k — l ) e a d d )

The gain in energy from JPEG to T-JPEG in DCT stage is due to the fact that

(7.17)
< 1.

Indeed From Eqs. 7.8 and 7.17, we have
= kp££p = 0.25</>(2 + <£+£) < 1, where
<j> =
We see that Eq. 7.17 is obtained from Eq. 7.8 by replacing 2k2 by kp + Cp. For the
following three stages (quantization, zigzagging, RLE), we simply replace k2 by Cp in Eqs.
7.9-7.13, since we consider Cp coefficients instead of all k2 coefficients of a DCT block. We
thus obtain Eqs. 7.18-7.22.
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In Quantization stage, the energy E q (Eq. 7.9) obtained with JPEG becomes E% (Eq.
7.18) with T-JPEG :

(7.18)

Ej = (j)2Cp(ediv + er)

The gain in energy from JPEG to T-JPEG in Quantization stage is due to the fact that
< 1. Indeed From Eqs. 7.9a n d 7.18, w ehave 7^" = f # = P % <1In Zigzagging stage, the energy E z (Eq. 7.10) obtained with JPEG becomes E j (Eq. 7.19)
with T-JPEG :
(7.19)

Ej = (j)2(Cp - l)e9h

The gain in energy from JPEG to T-JPEG in Zigzagging stage is due to the fact that
^ < 1. Indeed From Eqs.7.10 and 7.19, we have ^

= 2(k+i)(k-i)

<

In RLE stage, the energy e T i e (Eq. 7.12) obtained with JPEG becomes ej l e (Eq. 7.20) with
T-JPEG.
Tf>
iV
N0aeq

eJie = ( C p - l ) e z + ( ( C p -

1) - ( < " + Nl p e q ))e w r + £ e T Q s e q (i)

(7.20)

i—1

Where,

^res ) 4- (15pi + qi — 1)einc,
i f ( i < NQapeq) V (Last_component ^ 0)
else

{Pi + l)(ewr

«L,(0

(7.21)

Since C p < k 2 , N Q P < N 0 and Nof e q < N 0 s e q we obtain ej l e < erJe, where N Q P is the
total number of zeros, and Nj s p q is the number of 0 seqs inside one triangle having C p
coefficients. If we consider one image of N x N pixels, the energy Erie (Eq. 7.13) obtained
with JPEG becomes Ejle (Eq. 7.22) with T-JPEG, where ejle. is the energy consumed by
the jth block computed using Eq. 7.20.
(£) 2

Ej„ = E

j=1

< Erlc

(7.22)
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For Huffman stage, it is obvious to note that tlue number of pairs (r^, Xi) resulting from
RLE stage with T-JPEG are smaller than or equal to those obtained with JPEG. Hence,
E%uf dissipated with T-JPEG during Huffman stage is smaller than or equal to •£/,„/ (Eq.
7.14) obtained with JPEG, i.e.,

E huf

< Ehuf

(7.23)

From Eqs. 7.17-7.23, we deduce that the total energy Ej dissipated with T-JPEG is therefore given by the following equation, and is strictly smaller than the energy Ep consumed
by JPEG, i.e., E% = E^ +
+ E[ + Ej le + E% uf < E p .

7.8

Semi-reliable encoding and transmitting scheme

We propose, in this section, a seini-reliable scheme for encoding and transmitting subimages. To understand this section, let us consider the following scenario. Imagine that
the user at the sink has a first global image of the monitored scene. In general, the user
interest is some parts of the target image instead of the whole scene. Our idea behind
the efficient compression and transmission is based on the discrimination between the
important, average-important and iiou-important parts within a target image, which, in
fact, reflects the real-life scenario. For that reason, the target image is partitioned into
sub-images of three categories : Region of High Interest (RHI), Region of Average Interest
(RAI), and Region of Non Interest (RNI). RHIs reflect the user interest for which a good
image quality is required at the sink. RAIs are regions for which a poor image quality is
tolerated, whereas RNIs are irrelevant regions, and thus, are not considered for compression
or transmission. For instance in Figure 7.3, these three categories are shown, one RHI
(man), three RAIs (each of them corresponds to a window), and the rest of the image
which corresponds to the RNI. Depending on its relevance to the user, each region is
processed and sent differently, instead of processing and sending the whole target image,
which represents a waste of battery's VS energy. Thus, we propose to implement in each
VS a semi-reliable mechanism which guarantees that RHIs are transmitted before and
more reliably than RAIs. Indeed, we use a priority queuing model where RHIs are granted
higher priority than RAI. Recall that RNIs are not transmitted at all.
Once a user at the sink has determined the different categories within the original image
(i.e., RHIs, RAIs and RNIs), he sends a query to the VS source which, after taking a
photo, divides the original image into a set of sub-images based onto the informations
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Figure 7.3 Example of image partitioned into sub-images of three categories :
ROHI (man), ROAIs (3 windows), and RONI (the rest of the image)
carried out by the sink query's, and finally sends RHIs in a reliable manner, RAIs in an
unreliable way, while the RNIs are not sent.
We note that each sub-image is processed and packetized locally by a VS in the same way
as with the original image, i.e., the same JPEG processing policies are applied for each
sub-image separately.
Each RHI or RAI is encoded and packetized into different priorities. More precisely, a
high priority is granted to RHI packets and a low priority to RAI packets. Then a priority
queuing system is used by the source and intermediate nodes to send ROHI packets before
and more reliably than RAI packets, while the RNIs are not sent. Our approach is semireliable in the sense that only ROHI packets are handled reliably (using NACK-based
scheme), whereas RAI packets are handled unreliably (without acknowledgement). This
choice is motivated by the scarce resources in the context of VSN, and thus more energy
can be saved with RAI. For RNIs, no compression or transmission policies are performed,
since they are irrelevant to the user at the base station.

7.8.1

Packet header format

The JPEG specification defines JPEG header as a set of attributes, which regroup all data
related to a compressed image such as, quantification tables, Huffman encoding tables,
image size information, etc. [117|. Unfortunately, it does not contain attributes adaptable
to our application. To implement our reliable scheme, we insert a simple VSN header into
JPEG header. VSN header is inserted into the JPEG header, between each Scan header
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and Entropy-coded segment (ECS) (see Figure 7.4). VSN header contains the following
attributes adaptable to our scheme (see Figure 7.5) :
- SI : Sub-Image nature which can be RHI (SI = 0) or RAI (SI = 1). SI is used by
a Differentiator at each entry node to distinguish RHIs from RAI.
- N, Nt : Nt is the total number of packets within a sub-image and N is the packet
sequence number ( N < Nt), since each packet is labeled for counting purposes.
For reliability considerations, N and Nt are used by a Checker to check the non
received RHI packets for re-submission.
- SIN : Sub-image Identification Number (SIN) is used by the sink, specially to
reconstruct the undistinguishable sub-images (i.e., RHIs or RAI having the same
number of packets and the same priority level).
|SOI I Frame I EOl]

Quant. Tables

Frame header

Scan 1 Scan 2

Scan n

Huff tables Scan header|VSN header ECS

[MCUllMCU2[- iMCTJnl

Figure 7.4

SI

JPEG header format

N

Nt

SIN

Figure 7.5 VSN header format
To implement our scheme, we need an effective management of data fragmentation at each VS node into multiple packets/segments/fragments, in order to respect the
maximum packet size or Maximum Transferable Unit (MTU) that a user can deliver to
the network. One important feature of such a block transfer is the use of NACKs messages discussed in the Section 7.8.3 [57]. Missing fragments from a large binary object is
tolerable in case of image transfer over wireless link, which motivate us to tolerate some
"losses" in RHIs packets. On the other end, reassembly of fragmented data is done at the
ReTnark :

sink as soon as fragments arrive.
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7.8.2

Semi-reliable scheme

The suggested scheme is implemented on each VS and is designed for the case of coexistence
of reliable and unreliable traffic. It is inspired from class-based queuing model [37]. Two
queues are used, respectively, for reliable (RHI packets) and unreliable (RAI packets)
traffics. The suggested scheme is illustrated in Figure 7.6 and explained as follows. When
a packet arrives at a relaying node, the Differentiator checks the field packet SI. If SI =
0, we put the packet into the RHI queue, otherwise (SI = 1) the packet is redirected to
RAI queue. Just before its transmission to the next hope, each packet in the RHI queue
goes through the Checker, which records the packet number N. This is performed in order
to notify the VS sender (by sending a NACK message) for a possible missed/lost packets
after a fixed time, and forward the packet to the next hope. RAI packets do not go through
the Checker, because they follow an unreliable scheme, and are not acknowledged.

Differentiator (R)
RAI packets
queue
/

\

RHI packets
\flueue

CRTL/Dita packets
Checker (N)

Figure 7.6

Reliable scheme

An intermediate VS node decides to drop or to put an incoming packet into its appropriate
queue, according to the queue size, the packet's nature (RHI or RAI) and the VS residual
energy. It starts discarding RAI packets if the RAI queue is full, or if the residual energy
is lower than the minimum energy required to process one image [85]. Since RHI packets
follow a reliable scheme, they are free of drop, unless the network is congested. Congestion
issues are not considered in this work.

7.8.3

Reliability considerations

Reliability methods based on negative acknowledgement (NACK) are widely used in sensor
networks in order to achieve better energy conservation. Reliability in our context refers to
ensure the delivery of RHI packets towards the sink without any real-time considerations.
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When a relaying node detects packet losses (by checking holes in the sequence number N of
received packets that have aged for too long) it requests retransmission of missing packets
by using NACK messages |57], Although NACK method presents some drawbacks, it is
used in our scheme for simplicity reason. NACK messages are sent in the reverse direction
of the routing path established between the source VS and the VS node sending the NACK
message, which necessitates some collaboration from the used routing protocol discussed
in the following Section.

7.9

Routing module

We use a simple routing scenario illustrated in Figure 7.7 and summarized as follows. After
receiving t h e i m a g e q u e r y I q f r o m t h e u s e r a t t h e s i n k , t h e s o u r c e n o d e S t a k e s a n i m a g e I ,
and compresses it using JPEG or T-JPEG. After that, the source node S sends its packets
to its neighbor sensor located inside its transmission range, and so on, until the reception
of all packets by the sink.
We note that our scheme can easily be integrated with one routing protocol among the
state of the art routing protocols, such as SPEED [46] or Directed Diffusion [53].
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Simulations

Several simulations are conducted using Matlab. We study the effects of varying p on
both the energy consumed by a VS node and the quality of the received image at the
sink. After that, we compare JPEG with T-JPEG in VSN according to the following
performance metrics :
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- The communication and compression energy ,
- The image quality : Two objective image quality assessments are used, the Peak
Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) and the Structural SIMilarity index (SSIM) [136],
which is defined as a method for measuring the similarity between two images.
We use PSNR since it is the widely measure used in digital image processing. We
use another metric SSIM, since the use of PSNR as an objective measure is not
always accurate. Moreover, it has been proven that SSIM exceeds PSNR in term of
preciseness. For image quality requirements for VSN, we use the same quality levels
suggested in [117], which may serve only as a guideline, since the quality can vary
significantly according to image characteristics. These quality levels are summarized
in Table 7.1.
Pixels per bit
Mention
0.25-0.50 bit/pixel
Moderate to good quality.
Good to very good quality.
0.50-0.75 bit/pixel
0.75-1.50 bit/pixel
Excellent quality.
Over 1.50 bit/pixel Usually indistinguishable from original.
Tableau 7.1 T le quality levels used in simulations

We consider the network model as described in Section 7.3. The network, formed by 200
nodes, is placed in a square region of size 50 x 50 m2. We suppose that each node has
an initial energy EQ = 10joules. A node is considered non-functional if its energy level
EI reaches 0, and cannot take an image if EI < EP (Eq. 7.5). The node communication
range d is fixed at 10 m. The values of ea, ee and a of the radio transceiver model are
ea — 100.10~12 Joule/bit/m2,ee = 50.10-9 Joule/bit and a = 2.5 [112]. The size of data
packets is 250 bytes.
To evaluate the power dissipated by a given VS while executing JPEG or T-JPEG, we
adopted the parameters of the microcontroler ATMEL ATmegal28 low-power CMOS 8bit, which is the most widely used in sensor nodes. The ATmegal28L is able to perform an
8 bit multiplication in two cycles and an addition in one cycle [25]. The power dissipated
while executing a multiplication operation is EM = 6.6nj, while for an addition operation
it is EA = 3.3nj, [62]. From Equations 7.4, 7.5 and 7.15, technical documentation [25[
and some experiences [62[, we compute easily the total energy dissipated by JPEG and
T-JPEG. For space limitation, we do not present the numerical computations. The reader
is invited to consult the references [25] and [62|.

7.10. SIMULATIONS

7.10.1
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Effect of varying p on VS energy and image quality

In this simulation, several images are tested to show the effects of varying p on the source
node energy and on the image quality. The energy-effect means that the energy consumed
by one source node for processing an image increases with p. This is explained by the fact
that the number of DCT coefficients processed increases with p, which necessitates more
processing energy. See Figure 7.8 for an image having 512 x 512 pixels and 8 bpp.

Q_

Reduced block size

Figure 7.8

Processing energy as a function of the reduced block size p

The quality-effect means that the received image quality at the sink raises with p. See
Figure 7.9 for the image of Lena having 512x512 pixels and 8 bpp. For this example, and for
an acceptable quality of the received image at the sink fixed by a minimal requested PSNE,
for instance 30 < PSNR < 35 dB, we can set p to 4, instead of 8. By doing this, we dissipate
only 3.74 mj with p = 4 for processing Lena image, instead of consuming 10.47 mj when
p = 8, while obtaining a relatively acceptable image quality, (i.e., PSNR = 34.01 dB).
For selecting the image quality levels, we can use those presented in Table 7.1, where the
user at the sink selects which value of p can be used. For example, for image Lena and for
moderate-good image quality (0.25-0.50 bit/pixel), the value of p can be set to 2, 3 or 4,
and hence we process only
— 3; 3(3+1) = 6, or
— io coefficients, respectively,
instead of processing the whole block. And we dissipate only 1.19m J (0.26 bpp, PSNR =
27.33), 2.21mJ (0.39 bpp, PSNR = 29.85) or 3.74mJ (0.48 bpp, PSNR = 31.92) or p2, 3 or 4 respectively, instead of dissipating 11.98m J for the whole block.
In deep analysis, we say that the approach of selecting the reduced number p has two
conflicting effects : on the one hand, it presents the desirable effect of minimizing the
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energy dissipated for processing and transmitting an image; and on the other hand, it
has the undesirable effect of reducing the quality of the image received by the sink. This
makes the selection of p not trivial. More precisely, decreasing p reduces the number of
coefficients DCT, and thus minimizes the energy consumption but deteriorates the image
quality at the sink. On the contrary, increasing p augments the number of coefficients
DCT, and thus maximizes the energy consumption but improves the image quality at the
sink.

36

Reduced block size

Figure 7.9

7.10.2

Quality of the received image as a function of p

Effect of varying p on the communication and compression
energy

In this section, we simulate and study the effect of varying p on the energy dissipated
through the path between the source and the sink computed using Eqs. 7.4 and 7.5 for
JPEG, and Eq. 7.4 and 7.15 for T-JPEG. That is, in T-JPEG we replace p by different
values between 1 and 8, and analyze the effect of this replacement on the energy dissipated
through the path between the source and the sink. We use the notation T-JPEG(p) to
mean that T-JPEG is used for a given value p, for example T-JPEG(5) means that TJPEG is used for p = 5. We suppose that the distance between the source and the sink
takes several hops, from 1 to 30. In our simulations, we focus on unicast traffic pattern
(Figure 7.7). We consider the.same example of Lena image, and we compute the energy
dissipated through the path used during a whole cycle1 to send this image using JPEG
and T-JPEG for each value of p — 1 to 8. We note that for p = 8, the number of processed
'The cycle starts by image capturing and ends at the reception of the image by the sink.
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coefficients is 36 and not 64 coefficients, i.e. T-JPEG(8)^ JPEG. We consider different
numbers of hops between the source and the destination. For a given number of hops, we
use the same path for all values of p, in order to evaluate clearly the influence of p. Our
results are represented in Figure 7.10, which shows that the total energy dissipated by
JPEG in the whole path is high compared to the energy dissipated with T-JPEG for each
p equal to 2, 4, and 6, which confirms that T-JPEG consumes less energy compared to
JPEG, especially when p is relatively small.
/

7.11

Conclusion

A Semi-Reliable encoding and transmission scheme for VSN is investigated. It is driven by
its energy efficiency and reliability considerations. The efficient compression is based on
the adaptation of the standard JPEG to the requirements of VSN. To tackle the energyconstraint problem during the compression, we have explored the DCT energy compaction
property. This exploitation is performed by processing only a triangular portion of each
block of 8 x 8 DCT coefficients of the target image. The exploitation of this property yield
an energy-aware JPEG called T-JPEG. For reliability considerations, we have adopted the
following strategy. Based on the information content of the target image and its relevance
to the user at the sink, the target image is partitioned into sub-images of three categories :
Region of High Interest (RHI), Region of Average Interest (RAI), and Region of Non
Interest (RNI). RHIs are regions for which a good image quality is required at the sink.
RAI are regions for which a poor image quality is tolerated, whereas RNI are irrelevant
regions, and thus, are not considered for compression or transmission. Depending on its
relevance to the user, each region is processed and sent differently.
Moreover, to evaluate the energy consumed by a given VS while executing JPEG or TJPEG, we have developed a power dissipation model based on the number of times basic
operations are performed at each stage of the compression scheme. Our simulations show
how T-JPEG improves energetically JPEG, while maintaining an adequate image quality
at the sink. One direction for our future work is to study the effects of varying p on other
performance metrics like the processing time, the bandwidth and the network state.
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Network (VSN), engineers and designers must respect their strict constraint on power
consumption. This makes the selection of the appropriate wavelet, among many existing
competitors, not an easy task. A set of wavelet filters are evaluated and the best of them
are selected. The comparison is performed in terms of the quality of the reconstructed
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8.1

Introduction

Visual Sensor networks (VSNs) are gaining attention from researchers and engineers as
they can be used efficiently in many domains. VSN is a distributed ad hoc network made up
of small sensing devices equipped with low-power miniature cameras, called visual sensors.
VSN are deployed around strategic areas of interest to collect and reconstruct, in multi-hop
fashion, a monitored scene. Inside a VSN, each visual sensor (VS) takes, processes, and
transmits wirelessly images to the base station (also called sink) through its neighbours
located in its range of transmission. VSN can be used in a wide range of applications such
as video-surveillance, environmental monitoring, and object detection/tracking. Unfortunately, VSN faces some challenges such as the limitation of their resources in battery and
memory, and they handle a plethora of visual redundant flows, which may cause several
problems.
One of the challenging problems facing VSN is the huge amount of visual information
processed and sent by each power-limited VS. The processing and communication of such
information shorten the lifetime of the visual sensors and shrink the connectivity of the
whole VSN. This is due to the limited resources of small VS. This problem also concerns
mobile devices such as PDA, cell phones, and laptop computers.
The crucial solution to manipulate these visual flows is through image compression, which
by definition, might reduce significantly an image's file size using lossy or lossless coding
scheme. Very attractive and popular standards to achieve image compression are based
on discrete cosine transform (DCT), such that JPEG, and discrete wavelet transform
(DWT), such that JPEG2000. In past works [83|, [85| and [84j, we have exploited the
DCT in VSN, and have adapted JPEG to the requirements of such power-constrained
networks. In this paper, the DWT transforms evaluation is investigated in the context of
VSN for the following reasons. DWT is a non-block-based transform, and thus, it allows
to avoid the annoying blocking artifacts introduced by the DCT transform within the
reconstructed image. Moreover, it has a good localization both in time and frequency
domains. Furthermore, because of their inherent multiresolution nature, wavelet-based
coders (WBCs) are especially suitable for applications where scalability and tolerable
degradation are important [79].
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A number of studies and reviews have evaluated the wavelet transforms in diverse domains,
namely : medical image compression [17], audio compression [114] and data compression
[40]. While the aforementioned studies have considered the effectiveness of these transforms
in terms of the perceived quality (in a non power-constrained application), none of them
have focused on their use on special applications like VSN. Moreover, some research works
in VSN have used some known wavelets within the compression stage of their WBC without
any analysis or arguments, for instance the use of the Le-Gall Staps/Staps1 in [62]. In this
work, an evaluation strategy has been conducted to investigate the impact of wavelets
parameters (such as filter length and decomposition level) on both the power dissipated
by a VS node while executing a wavelet, and the quality of the reconstructed image. In
VSN, the choice of wavelet filters is a critical issue that affects the battery state of a VS as
well as the image quality at the base station. Thus, the -use of an appropriate wavelet filter
is mandatory. Our goal in.this paper is to provide a set of wavelet filters which can be
used effectively within a WBC in power-constrained applications. Such selected wavelets
have to respect the power constraint of VSN while having an acceptable quality of the
reconstructed image at the base station. Note that the criterion of image quality is the
resemblance of the original image with the image reconstructed at the base station.
In this work, a large set of wavelet filters are evaluated, and are selected those that make
the best compromise between minimizing power consumption and maximizing image quality. We do not cover all wavelet filters or functions proposed in the literature, rather,
we focus on those that are likely to be implemented in real-life design, i.e., Haar wavelet (HW), Daubechies wavelet (DW), Symlet wavelet (SW), Coiflet wavelet (CW), and
biorthogonal (bior) wavelet [26]. We evaluate and analyze both the power consumption
behaviour and visual quality results of the wavelet filters under evaluation. Image quality is
measured objectively and subjectively. Two objective image quality assessments are used,
the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) and the Structural SIMilarity index (SSIM). We
use PSNR since it is the widely measure used in digital image processing. We supplement
the objective measure by the relatively new tool called SSIM. To confirm or to correct
objective evaluations, subjective assessments are introduced using the mean opinion score
of 18 viewers.
To evaluate the power dissipation, we have developed a power model based on the number
of times basic operations performed by a VS node while executing a 2-D DWT. Moreover,
we show and discuss some factors influencing the power dissipation of a limited-power VS
while executing a given wavelet transform, such as filter length and level of decomposition.
'Tap is the term used to denote the filter length of a finite impulse response (FIR) filter.
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From our analysis, we suggest which of DWT family can be used effectively in image
compression in the context of VSN while obtaining an acceptable image quality at the
sink.
In this work, we do not intend to describe and study the whole DWT-based compression
chain; rather we focus on DWT phase since it has been shown that wavelet transform
consumes 40 to 60 % of the CPU time during compression process using JPEG2000 [64].
Our results provide a good reference for designers of WBC for power-constrained applications such as VSN. In order to avoid any confusion, along this paper the term energy is
used to mean the energy of the signal, while the term power is used to mean the consumed
energy in Joule by VS battery.
This paper is structured as follows. We review in Section 8.2 the necessary background
related to DWT and its power consumption model. Some definitions related to VSN are
introduced in Section 8.3. In Section 8.4, we introduce the wavelet filters used in our
simulation, and we present some factors influencing DWT-base coders are discussed. In
Section 8.5, we present the simulation parameters used in this paper. The objective and
subjective evaluations are presented in Sections 8.6 and 8.7, respectively. In section 8.8, we
discuss in depth the simulations results. Finally, We summarize and present some future
directions in Section 8.9.

8.2

Basic background

In this section, the necessary DWT background to follow this paper is reviewed. Specifically, Section 8.2.1 briefly describes the 1-D and 2-D DWT decomposition, while Section
8.2.2 presents the power consumption model used for the 2D-DWT phase.
Basically, three elementary phases are involved in WBC. First, the original image is represented as a series of spatial frequency bands, also called sub-bands. The coefficients within
each sub-band are then fed to the quantizer to reduce the encoding data. Quantization
is a non-invertible process in which a set of sub-coefficients are approximated by discrete
values. And finally, the reversible entropy-coding process (such as Huffman coding) is
performed on the quantized data to generate fixed or variable length code words.
In this paper, we focalize on DWT phase, instead of the whole DWT-based compression
scheme, since DWT phase consumes 40 to 60 % of the CPU time during the compression
process using JPEG2000 [64]. To accurately study the influence of DWT phase on the
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power consumption of a VS as well as the image quality, the quantizer and the entropy
encoder effects are not considered.
In subsequent work, we will include the best wavelets found in this paper within a compression scheme according to VSN requirements.

8.2.1

The DWT

From a signal processing point of view, the one dimensional DWT can be viewed as the
multiresolution decomposition of an input signal X[n] having N samples. The 1-D DWT
filter bank structure, realizing the one dimensional dyadic decomposition is illustrated in
Figure 8.1. In this section, we denote the number of decomposition levels with the symbol
L. The sequence X[n\ is convolved with high-pass filter h[n] and low-pass filter Z[n], and
each result is then downsampled by a factor of 2, yielding the transforms signal H\ and
Li, at the first level. Let us consider TH and TL the number of taps of the high-pass and
low-pass filters, respectively. The low and high frequency coefficients {Lj[n} and Hj [n]) of
the decomposition level j are computed as follows as deduced from [95] :

Lj + 1 [n ] =

TL-l

l[i] x Lj[2n — i]

(8.1)

Tft-l
H J+1 [n} -£ /i[s] x Lj[2n — i]

(8.2)

»=o

i=0

Where j = 0,..., L — 1 and n = 0,1,..., (^JTT — 1), and L 0 (n) = X[n].

x[n]

h(n)

* l(n)

h(n) —

Figure 8.1 One dimensional dyadic decomposition of DWT
Since two dimensional wavelet filters might be separable functions, their implementation
can be obtained by first applying the 1D-DWT row-wise (to produce L and H sub-bands in
each row) and then column-wise as shown in Figure 8.2. A straightforward implementation
of the separable 2-D DWT is then performed by applying, at first, the 1-D DWT row-wise
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Figure 8.2 Two dimensional dyadic decomposition of DWT

to produce L arid H sub-bands, and then column-wise to produce four sub-bands LL,LH,
HL and HH as illustrated in Figure 8.2, where the decomposition is performed on the
LL sub-band. In this way, the 2-D decomposition of a two dimensional signal having M
columns and N rows, is described as follows [95] :
T L -I
Lj + 1 [row][m] = ^ l[i] x LLj[row][2m — i]
i=0

Hj + 1 [row][m\ —

T„-L
i=0

h[i] x LLj[row][2m — z]

n-i

LLj+i\n][col\ = ^ 2 l[i] x Lj[2n — i][col]
i=0
TH-I

(8.3)

(8.4)

(8.5)

h[i] x Lj[2n— i][col\

(8.6)

HLj +1 [n\[col\ = ^ /[«] x Hj[2n — i][col]
•=o

(8.7)

LHj +J [n\[col] —

i=0

T„-L
HHj +1 [n][col] = ^ h[i] x Hj[2n — i\[col]
t=o

(8.8)
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Where j = 0,..., L - 1, row = 0,1,..., (5^- - 1), m = 0,1,..., (^r - 1), col =
0,1,...,
— 1), n = 0,1,...,
(jjjrr ~ 1), and LL 0 [n][m} = X[n]jm].

1

Column-wise
DWT

H

LL,

HL,

LH :

i

Row-wise
DWT

X
X
1—

The HHi, HLj, LHi and LLi sub-bands are each of size M/2 x N/2. The LL t outputs are
sent to the second level of decomposition. The sub-bands outputs of the latter, namely,
HHg, HLg, LH2 and LLg , are each of size M/4 x N/4. Out of these, the LL2 outputs are
sent to third level, and so on ( See Figure 8.3).

a) First level of decomposition

!

HL i

31hl 2

LH i

HHj

;

b) Second level of decomposition

hl 2 hh 2
LHj

HL1

X
X

ll 2 hl 2
hl 2HHj

c) Third level of decomposition

Figure 8.3 Three levels of dyadic decomposition of 2D-DWT

The multiresolution nature of the wavelet decomposition allows to compact the image
energy into a small number of wavelet coefficients. For natural images, such as those
handled by VSN, most of the image energy is concentrated in the LL band that corresponds
to the coarsest scale. Moreover, the energy in the finer sub-bands is concentrated into a
relatively small number of wavelet coefficients [95].

8.2.2

DWT power consumption model

Let us now consider the power consumption of a given VS while performing a wavelet
transform of a filter of length T (number of taps) and an image of size N x N pixels
(instead of M x N for clarity purpose). In general, the power dissipation can be seen as
the number of times basic operations, such as additions and multiplications are performed
[85]. We model the power consumption of a wavelet filtering by counting the number of
operations as explained bellow.
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Let us denote OA and O p the number of floating operations (additions, and multiplications, respectively) of a ID signal per scale. In this study, we consider the dyadic signal
decomposition with direct implementation [95]. For orthogonal filters, OA and Op are given
as functions of the filter length T as follows [100] :
T+l

0A =

' T —1

Op = 2 T - 2 +

4/

J

(8-9)

(8.10)

Where [aJ means the greatest integer smaller than a.
In the case of biorthogonal filters with lengths T r (for synthesis filter) and Td (for analysis
filter), OA and Op are given as follows [100] :

OA =

(8.11)

0P=Tr+Td~2

(8.12)

For images of size N x N with separable filtering and dyadic decomposition, we multiply the
above formulas by a factor of two in order to account for horizontal and vertical filtering,
respectively. Moreover, at each subsequent scale, the number of operations are divided by
four, since the number of pixels on each scale is reduced by a factor of four comparatively
to the previous one. Thus, the number of operations can be written as follows :

= 2{O a + Op)N 2 ^1 + — + — + • • • +
= 2( O a + O p ) N 2

ini

1-1
8 2
= ^N (O a + O p )(1~4-J) = 0(N 2 ) (8.13)
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Let E A and E P be the power consumption of a given VS while executing an addition
operation and prpduct operation, respectively. The power consumption EDWT by a VS
of an input image having N x N pixels processed with j levels of decomposition, while
executing a 2D DWT can be calculated from Eq. 8.13 as follows :
E DWT = |N 2 (O A E A + O P E P )( 1 - 4"'")

(8.14)

By substituting Eqs. 8.9-8.10 in Eq. 8.14, , we obtain Eq. 8.15 that evaluates the power
dissipated by orthogonal filters. And by substituting Eqs. 8.11-8.12 in Eq. 8.14, we obtain
Eq. 8.16 that evaluates the power dissipated by biorthogonal filters.

EDWT = \N 2 {O A E A + O P E P )( 1 - 4"')

=

(2L^J + 2L^r j) E* i 1 - 4"j)+^2 (zr - 2 + n^j) E p (I - 4-')
(8.15)

E B DWT = \N 2{O aE A + 0 P E P )( 1 - 4">)

= |iV2

^ + T*~2) Ep) (1 - 4~j) («-16)

This is a rough estimation of the power costs in relative terms. The real power consumption is implementation dependent. Our goal is to minimize the power consumption while
satisfying an adequate quality at the reception, regardless of the exact absolute costs.

8.3

VSN requirements and characteristics

This section provides some background information to follow this paper. Recall that VSN
are spatially distributed networks consisting of small sensing devices equipped with lowpower CMOS imaging sensors such as Cyclops. Ideally, VSNs are deployed in the region
of interest to collect and fuse a captured data in multihop way. Inside a network, each
VS captures, processes and transmits images to the sink through its neighbours located
inside its range of transmission, see Figure 8.4. VSNs are involved in many domains such
as, environmental monitoring, video-surveillance and object detection and tracking.
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Visual sensor network

VSNs differ from their predecessor's scalar data wireless sensor networks (WSN) mainly
in the following :
- Information volume and nature of VSN which is in general, pixel-based, is quite
different than simple scalar data manipulated by WSN, such as temperature or
humidity.
- Lost information in VSNs are tolerated since the redundancy nature of visual flows,
unlike WSN where the lost of some packets may affect seriously the value of collected
data (example, temperature value).
- VSN's camera has a restricted directional sensing field of view, which is not the case
for the scalar data sensor.
- VS neighbors monitoring the same small local region of interest have multiple and
different views of the same scene, comparatively to data sensor where the same value
is collected by neighbors nodes (situated in the same region).
- Important resources in memory, processing, and communication power are required
for VS node to manipulate the huge amount of visual flows.
- Efficient compression algorithms, in terms of power dissipation, are mandatory to
handle information flows, compared to data scalar sensor where the compression is
not very required.
In what follows, are described some factors influencing the WBC in the context of VSN.
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8.4

Factors influencing WBC in VSN

In general, the selection of the adequate wavelet filter for compression purpose is of high
importance for designing WBC. This choice depends on few basic parameters such as :
type of filter, length of filter, level of decomposition, and image parameters such as content
and depth [40].
In VSN, other parameters have to be taken into considerations while designing the DWTbased filters. These parameters are directly related to VSN nature, such as wireless ad hoc
and distributed mode of deployment, and VS devices which are constrained in terms of
battery, communication/processing capability, and achievable data rate. The wireless distributed mode of VSN deployment can be exploited by using the DWT-based distributed
scheme. The latter can be performed for broadcasting and dispatching the workload of 2D
wavelet transform to several groups of nodes along the path between the VS source and the
base station [137], instead of processing the whole 2D DWT by a single limited-power VS.
In this paper, we focus on studying and selecting the best DWT transforms suitable for
VSN. Recall that we focalize on the application requiring a reduced power at the expense
of receiving an image with lower (but acceptable) quality at the sink.
In the following Subsections 8.4.1 to 8.4.5, we discuss the influence of the following parameters on WBC performance in the context of VSN :
- Image parameters.
- Perfect, near perfect or not perfect reconstruction.
- Filter length and filter order.
- Decomposition level.
- Choice of wavelet filter.

8.4.1

Image parameters

As one might expect, image content is an important factor influencing filters effectiveness and compression results. Several types of images can be found; for example; medical
images (MR, PET, Ultrasound, X-Ray images, etc.); synthetic images; natural images,
etc. It is difficult to handle efficiently all of these kinds of images using the same wavelet filter. A particularly important observation is how to choose the test images set for
evaluation. As almost all images handled by VSN are natural, we focus our analysis, simulations, and observations to natural images. Particularly, images with low and high
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spatial activity are considered. Other images such as #1 are used. Useful observation can
be made for those natural images. Indeed, most of the image energy is concentrated in
the LL band that corresponds to the coarsest scale [95]. Moreover, the energy in the finer
sub-bands is concentrated into a relatively small number of wavelet coefficients. The fact
to consider only natural images, makes it easier to find efficient DWT transforms for image
compression in VSN context.
Another factor related to image content is its bit-depth, which refers to the amount of
bits per pixel. It is argued that bit-depth has some effects on compression performance
[2|. Note that the more bits per pixel an image contains, the larger is the image file size.
Hence, this factor may affect the power dissipation by a VS and the image quality in the
context of VSN.
The test data used in our study consist of the grayscale images taken from [52] (Figure
8.5). These images cover a wide variety of contents (high and low spatial activities) as
those handled by VSN. Particularly, images with high spatial activity (e.g., #1, #2, #4
and #17) and low spatial activity (e.g.,#10, #22, #27 and #30) are considered [52].

SSSSs

#33

#35

Figure 8.5 Samples of images used in simulations [52]. Note that image numbers are presented as they are used in [52] for copyright purpose
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Perfect, near perfect or not perfect reconstruction

We start this section by briefly defining the Perfect reconstruction property, and after that
we introduce its effect on image quality in the context of VSN.
Perfect reconstruction PR : Usually, a wavelet transform converts an original signal to a

spatial-frequency domain and performs some operations on the transformed signal. The
inverse wavelet transform accomplishes the inverse transformation back to the original
domain in order to obtain a signal X that reconstructs perfectly the original signal X 0 ,
possibly delayed or scaled by a constant C (i.e., X0[n\ = C.X[n — delay}), (see Figure
8.6). Let L ( z ) a n d G ( z ) b e the low pass analysis a n d synthesis filters, a n d H ( z ) a n d F ( z )
the high pass analysis and synthesis filters, respectively. The related question is, how to
choose high pass and low pass analysis and synthesis filters to get perfect reconstruction :
X0[n\ — X[n — delay] ? The "gap" in Figure 8.6 shows where the signal might be sent or
stored, after coding. At that point, we may compress and destroy information, in case of
lossy compression. Perfect reconstruction assumes no compression or lost can be made,
and the gap is closed. Formally, to achieve perfect reconstruction, filters L(z), G ( z ) , H { z )
and F(z), have to satisfy the following two conditions as shown in [95] :
F(z)H(—z) +G(z)L(-z) = 0

(8.17)

F(z)H{z) +G(z)L(z) = 2z~delay

(8.18)

The first condition implies that the reconstruction is aliasing free and the second one means
that the amplitude distortion of the reconstructed signal has value 1 (i.e., no distortion).
Aliasing can be defined as spatial disturbing patterns in reconstructed images at the sink.
More detail on this subject can be found in [95].

X[n]

Analysis

Synthesis

Figure 8.6 Perfect reconstruction filter bank
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Often, DWT-based filters with PR property are desired in image coding systems [95]. In
VSN context, one can ask the following questions. Is this property always necessary ? Is
there some relationship between the dissipated power by a given VS and the PR property ?
If the PR is power consuming, is it acceptable to violate it when we deal with special
applications like VSN (which require small power consumption even if we loose in the
quality at the reception by the sink) ? Is it possible to achieve both perfect reconstruction
and very low power dissipation ?
It is well known that, for lossless compression, PR is obviously mandatory [95]. For low bit
rate coding applications such as VSN, allowing small deviation from PR may be desirable
if we gain in the dissipated power by a VS. If the PR condition is relaxed, complete
aliasing at the reconstruction may not be avoided, and the cancelation of the aliasing will
be required. In application like VSN, such aliasing can be tolerated if the power gain is
considerable and the image quality remains acceptable.
In this paper, we do not investigate or discuss these theoretical aspects; rather, we focus
in choosing the best wavelets having low dissipation at the price to loose in quality.

8.4.3

Decomposition level

Another parameter influencing the compression performance is the decomposition level
(DL), that is, the number of decompositions. It affects both the power dissipated by VS
and the resolution of reconstructed image at the reception by the sink. After the first
decomposition of the captured image, the decomposition process is performed iteratively
on the low pass coefficients of the previous stage. For DL iterations, the target image is
decomposed into SDL f 1 sub-bands. This iterative process yields better energy compaction
due to the fact that low pass coefficients contain most of the original signal energy. Table
8.1 shows the energy distribution of the image #1 for 4-level decomposition. It is observed
that most of the signal energy is concentrated in the LL sub-band, while other sub-bands
contain very few information.
2
3
4
Decomposition level
1
99.04 97.40 95.84 93.97
Energy (LL)
0.69
Energy(HL)
0.39 0.63 0.69
Energy(LH)
0.42 0.72 0.51 0.47
0.26 0.22
Energy(HH)
0.13 0.14
Tableau 8.1 Energy distribution of image #1 for 4-level decomposition
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The quality of the compressed image depends on the level of decomposition DL used in the
compression process. A larger DL increases the dissipation and decreases the compressed
image file size. Moreover, the number of decompositions determines the resolution of the
lowest level in wavelet domain. If a larger DL is used, we will be more successful in resolving
important DWT coefficients from less important coefficients. The human visual system is
less sensitive to removal of smaller details [40]. In Section 8.6.1, we show by simulation
the effects of varying DL on the power dissipated by a VS, and on a reconstructed image
quality.
Increasing DL has two conflicting effects. On the one hand, it allows a better image quality
while DL is smaller to a certain DL, and on the other hand, it augments the power
dissipation. It is difficult to resolve this trade-off for all images. We show in Simulations
that, after a certain number of iterations, the benefit gained in both energy compaction
and reconstructed image quality becomes rather negligible compared to the computational
effort performed by a VS node. The authors in [41| show that the sufficient number of
decompositions is usually five.

8.4.4

Filter length and filter order

One of the parameters affecting the compression performance is filter length (FL). It
is well known from wavelet theory that filters having high length yield wider functions
with high degree of smoothness. On the contrary, filters with lower length have a better
time localization and preserve important spatial information {26]. Moreover, increasing FL
increases the power dissipated by VS running a given wavelet. Equations 8.13 and 8.14
show how FL affects considerably the power dissipation. Hence, arbitrarily long filters
cannot be used in the context of VSN. Further explanations about the influence of FL
are found in Section 8.6.2. We will show by simulations how FL affects both the power
dissipated by VS, and the degree of smoothness of the reconstructed image at the sink.
More precisely, for each wavelet family, we show how FL affects the dissipation and the
image quality for different kind of images.
The filter length for each wavelet family, and some .other related characteristics are given
in Table 8.2.
It is important to clarify, in some words, the relationship between the filter length T and
the filter order /. As aforementioned in Table 8.2, the filter length is directly proportional
to the filter order in the case of orthogonal filters. For example, for DW and SW families
the relationship is given by T = 2.1 and for CW family T is 6 times I. HW is the special
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Daub
Spline
Haar
Coif
Sym
Orthogonality
Ort.
Ort.
Ort.
bior.
Ort.
Filter order (I)
1
2-20
2-10
1-5
Yes
Yes
Yes
Compact support Yes
Yes
yes far from close to close to
yes
Symmetry
Filter length
21
21
2
61
[2/rf, 2/r]
Tableau 8.2 Some characteristics of Wavelet filters under evaluation
case of DW with 7 = 1 and T = 2. While for biorthogonal wavelets this relationship is
given by T = max(2.Ir, 2.Id) + 2, but essentially for each low pass filter and high pass
filter, different length Tr and Tj (corresponding to Ir and Id, respectively) are used for
each filter.

8.4.5

Choice of wavelet function

The selection of the appropriate wavelet filter for compression is of high importance, particularly in low-power applications such as VSN. It affects the quality of the reconstructed
image at the sink and the battery state of VS. This paper does not describe or cover all
wavelet functions proposed in the literature; rather, it focuses on those that are widely
known and used in image compression. Indeed, orthogonal and biorthogonal wavelets families are considered. More precisely, we evaluate the biorthogonal wavelets (bior), and
the following orthogonal wavelets : Haar wavelet (HW) (which is equivalent to Daubechies
wavelet using 1 tap), Daubechies wavelet (DW), Coiflet wavelet (CW), and Symlet wavelet (SW). All of these wavelet families are one-dimensional (1-D) in nature and based
on two-channel FIR filter banks. Each orthogonal wavelet family is parameterized by an
integer /, which determines the order of the filter. For our simulation the following wavelets are used : DW-/, I varies from 1 to 20; SW-/, I varies from 1 to 10 and CW-/, I
varies from 1 to 5. As biorthogonal wavelets family uses filters with similar or dissimilar
orders for analysis and synthesis stages, two parameters Id and Ir correspondent to the
order of wavelet filter are used for analysis (decomposition) and synthesis (reconstruction),
respectively, and they are denoted as biorIr-Id2- Thus the biorthogonal wavelets used in
this paper are : biorl.l, biorl.3, biorl.5, bior2.2, bior2.4, bior2.6, bior2.8, bior3.1, bior3.3,
bior3.5, bior3.7, bior3.9, bior4.4, bior5.5 and bior6.8.
The reader interested in the wavelet properties such as, orthogonality, biorthogonality,
symmetry, regularity and compact support is referred to [26] or [95]. Table 8.2 resumes
some characteristics of the wavelet filters under evaluation.
2This

notation is widely used in Matlab.
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Some reflections on filter length in the context of VSN can be drawn as follows. Relatively
short analysis filters seem to be particularly effective for low rate image coding even
they affects image smoothness. While designing filters in the context of power-constrained
applications such as VSN, researchers and engineers have to be sure that the complexity
of the analysis filter has to be minimized, at the cost of more complexity at the synthesis
filter which is not assumed power-constrained (if implemented at the sink). For example
in case of biorthogonal filters, Td should be minimized at the cost of increasing Tr. This is
due to the fact that the complexity of the filter increases with the increasing of the filter
lengths. In this paper, we do not design a new wavelet filter banks, rather, we compare
existing wavelet filters.

8.5

Simulation parameters setup

Having briefly described the various wavelet families under evaluation and some factors
influencing the DWT compression in VSN context, we present in this section the evaluation
methodology used in this paper as well as the simulation parameters. In Sections 8.6 and
8.7, we introduce the objective and the subjective evaluations, respectively.
Factors influencing the performance of the DWT compression in VSN, described in Section 8.4, are taken into account during our simulations. That is, several natural images
are considered and compressed in a lossy way at several compression ratios (CRs) i.e.,
100 :1; 50 :1; 25 :1; 10 :1; 2 :1. In applications such as VSN, the perfect or near perfect
reconstruction (see Section 8.4.2) can be relaxed at the price to gain in the battery power.
Hence, we consider the non perfect reconstruction of images under compression. For each
test image, each CR, and each wavelet family described in Section 8.4.5, we perform the
following tests. For a given filter length (FL), we vary the decomposition level (DL) from
1 to 10 to study the effects of DL on both the VS battery state and the image quality
at the base station (see Section 8.6.1). And complementary, for a given D L , we vary F L
from 1 to its authorized value given in Table 8.2 to study the effects of FL on the same
parameters, i.e., battery state and image quality (see Section 8.6.2).
To evaluate the power dissipated by a VS executing the different wavelets under evaluation,
we adopted the parameters of the microcontroler ATMEL ATmegal28 [25] low-power
CMOS 8-bit, which is the most widely used in sensor nodes. The ATmegal28 is able to
perform an 8 bit multiplication in two cycles and an addition in one cycle. The power
• dissipated while executing a multiplication is Ep = 6.6nj, while for an addition it is EA —
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3.3nj [62]. To compute the power dissipated, Eqs. 8.15 and 8.16 are used for orthogonal
and biorthogonal filters, respectively.
The test data under evaluation consist of the grayscale natural images taken from [52]
(Figure 8.5). To give more sense to our results, these images are natural and vary in size,
and cover a wide variety of content (high and low spatial activity) as those handled by
VSN. However, to be fair while comparing the power dissipated by different wavelets, the
same image dimensions are used for the images under comparison.
The compression performance of the wavelet filters under consideration is assessed using
both objective (quantitative) and subjective (qualitative) evaluations. Note that the criterion of image quality comparison is the resemblance between original and reconstructed
images.
The goal of objective assessment (Section 8.6) is to predict the resemblance between original and reconstructed images accurately and automatically. Two objective image quality
assessments are used, the most common Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) [135] and the
Structural SIMilarity index (SSIM) [136J. PSNR is the ratio between the maximum power
of a signal (e.g., 255 for 8-bit image) and the power of signal's noise. A higher PSNR means
a less noisy signal. In our simulation, the minimal acceptable quality of the reconstructed
image at the base station corresponds to 24 dB. Formally, PSNR is expressed in decibels
as follows, where a is the number of bits per pixel (x, y), f and fr are the original and the
reconstructed images having N x N pixels, respectively [135] :

PSNR = -10log w

1 yN

N

X-1

yN , , (
)_p-(
^ y = .\a \ J —

(2 — i y

)|2
'

.

(8.19)

We supplement the objective measure by the relatively new tool called SSIM, which is
defined as follows. SSIM is a method for measuring the similarity between two images.
The reader interested in this subject, is referred to [136]. Formally, SSIM is defined as
follows [136] :
SSIM(/, f)J =

in} + n2r +

2
Cl)(a r

C2\
+ a) + c2)

(8-20)

Where /i/ and /x/r are the mean intensities of / and f T respectively; <rj and aj r are the
variances of / and fT respectively; covfjr is the covariance between / and /r; and c\
and c2 are two small values used to avoid the division by 0 in Eq. 8.20, when (fij + fijr)
and (o2fr + cr2) tend to 0. In our simulation, the following values of c\ and c2 are used,
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c\ = (K \ L )2 and c-i = 0.02, L = 255 and K\

1 . The resultant SSIM index is a decimal
value comprised between -1 and 1, the closer SSIM value to 1 the higher is the quality of
the measured image.

We use SSIM since PSNR does not always provide a high quality measure [136]. Moreover,
it has been proven that SSIM exceeds PSNR in term of preciseness [136]. However, as
highlighted in [135], the weakness of PSNR is less important in the case of multiresolution
transforms as DWT. This observation will be confirmed in our simulation results (Section
8.6), where the PSNR and the SSIM measures conduct to almost the same conclusions.
For space limitation, only the PSNR measurements are presented and discussed.
In fact, the best way to evaluate the image quality is by subjective assessment of a human
observer [135] (Section 8.7). Indeed, the average score of the subjective assessment is used
in our simulations (Table 8.3). This is performed as follows. Showing the original image
captured by a VS source and the reconstructed image at the sink to a group of 18 viewers,
and then averaging their evaluations. Each viewer was asked to assign one of the values
presented in Table 8.3 to the image under evaluation. Due to its time consuming, the
subjective evaluation was restricted only to one of the best decomposition levels and some
filter lengths. More explanations related to subjective assessments will be given in Section
8.7.
Rate

Mention

Remark

1
2
3
4
5
6

Excellent
Fine
Passable
Marginal
Inferior
Unusable

An image of extremely high quality.
An image of high quality (enjoyable viewing).
An image of acceptable quality.
Poor quality; you wish you could improve it.
Very poor image, but you could watch it.
An image so that could not watch it.

Tableau 8.3 Rating scale of the television allocations study organization used
in subjective measurement
Our objectives behind the simulations are summarized as follows :
1. For each wavelet family, the following tests are performed ;
- Study the effects of varying the decomposition level D L on the power dissipated
by a given VS and the quality of the reconstructed image at the sink.
- Study the effects of varying the filter length F L on both power dissipation and
image quality
2. Determine which wavelet(s) perform(s) better for VSN.
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In respect to the objectives citepd above, the compression performance of the wavelet
families under evaluation is assessed into two stages. In the first stage (Section 8.6), objective measurements using PSNR and SSIM are performed to determine the best wavelet
filters under evaluation. In the second stage (Section 8.7), subjective measurements are
carried out and the results are compared to those obtained with objective measurement.

8.6
8.6.1

Objective evaluation
Effects of varying the decomposition level

We introduce some parameters that help the best understanding of the decomposition
level. That is, we define PSNR/ as a lowest quality measure of the reconstructed image
required by the user a,t the base station (124|, and we set PSNR/ to 24dB. PSNR/ allows to
determine the minimal number of decompositions DLa required to obtain an acceptable
image quality at the sink. The same definition can be applied for SSIM/, and thus, SSIM/
can be set to 0.65. Furthermore, we define DL0 and DLm as follows. DLa is the optimal
number of decompositions required to obtain the highest quality, while DLm represents the
maximal number of decompositions which permits to obtain PSNR > PSNR/, and is larger
than DL„ and DLa. With those parameters, we can define an interval of decompositions
\DLa, DLm\ which represents the set in which we will select one DL. Note that this interval
contains DLa. Recall that since the same deductions are made for PSNR and SSIM, only
the PSNR measurements are presented and discussed (at the exception of Figure 8.8).
To evaluate the effects of varying DL on both the power dissipated by the microcontroler ATmegal28 and the quality of the reconstructed image at the sink, we perform the
following tests. For each image, each CR, and for a given FL (measured by the number
of taps) inside each wavelet family, - we determine DL a and DL a . We select a small FL
(e.g., FL = 2), since it has not a strong influence on the quality of the reconstructed
image, rather, it allows to dissipate small power compared to longer filter. More details
about the effects of FL will be studied in Section 8.6.2. Recall that the image quality is
assessed objectively using both PSNR and SSIM, and the power dissipated by a VS while
executing a given wavelet is calculated using Eq. 8.15 for orthogonal filters and Eq. 8.16
for biorthogonal filters. In the remaining part of this subsection, we will first present the
effects of DL on the image quality, and then the effects of DL on the power dissipation.
For all the wavelet families under evaluation the following results are true. As DL increases
from 1 to 10 for a given FL, the PSNR (or SSIM) increases with DL until DL is equal
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to a value denoted DL 0 , and after that, the PSNR decreases with DL. For very low CR
(e.g., 2 :1), DLa is equal to the minimal DL, i.e., PSNR decreases with DL from the
beginning. See Figure 8.7 for an example of biorthogonal wavelet, and Table 8.4 for an
example of Daubechies wavelet. While for the dissipated power, it always increases with
DL following Eq. 8.15 for orthogonal filters and Eq. 8.16 for biorthogonal wavelet. The
dissipated power will be explained below. It is observed that DLa differs slightly from one
image to another, and from one wavelet family to another, for a given CR and FL. In
Table 8.4, we see that as CR varies from 100 :1 to 2 :1, the DL required to obtain the
highest PSNR decreases slowly until DL = 1 for CR = 2 :1. In other words, increasing
CR necessitates more decompositions to obtain an adequate image quality. For instance,
for image #1 compressed using Daubechies family, with CR = 100 :1 and FL = 2, 5
decompositions (i.e., DL=5) are needed to obtain the maximum PSNR, i.e., 24.16 dB. As
CR decreases until 2 :1, only one decomposition (i.e., DL = 1) is needed to obtain 42 dB.
We note also that, as the CR decreases, the image quality measure (in terms of PSNR
or SSIM) becomes better, while DL0 decreases until 1. For instance for image #1, PSNR
decreases from 42 dB till 24 dB with the increasing number of decompositions, from 1
until 5. Considering the aforementioned results, we conclude that DLa is an increasing
function of CR.

40

2:1
10:1

25:1

100:1

30

(T

20

Figure 8.7 PSNR as a function of DL and bior2.2 for different CR values : 2 :1,
10 :1, 25 :1, 100 :1

We note also that these values inay change slightly with image content. Indeed, with
images having low spatial activity such as #25 or #22, DLa is slightly larger than those
with high spatial activity images, such as #1. For instance, for Daubechies wavelet and

oo
bi
O
03
c-l
m
a
H
<
M
tfl

100 :1
FL
2
4
6
8
10

6
DL—•
1
3
4
5
#25 10.14 12.70 28.40 29.32 29.22
6.69 10.48 23.42 24.16 24.10
#1
#25 10.14 12.71 28.60 29.53 29.41
6.69 10.52 23.96 24.70 24.56
#1
#25 10.14 12.71 28.48 29.33 29.24
6.69 10.53 23.71 24.45 24.35
#1
#25 10.15 12.71 28.52 29.40 29.25
6.69 10.51 23.77 24.44 24.35
#1
#25 10.15 12.72 28.40 29.18 29.06
6.69 10.53 23.76 24.40 24.28
#1
Tableau 8.4 PSNR results for c iffereiit

50 :1
1
4
6
3
3
5
1
10.45 28.25 31.58 31.61 30.73 47.74 37.59
7.35 23.31 26.63 26.45 25.70
42.08 31.20
10.46 28.50 31.80 31.78 30.72
47.74 37.47
7.35 23.78 27.4 26.90 25.92
42.18 31.10
10.46 28.53 31.67 31.61 30.70
47.94 36.73
7.36 23.87 26.84 26.63 25.76
42.21 31.21
31.60
10.47 28.50
31.57 30.45
47.63 37.07
7.36 23.80 26.74 26.59 25.81 42.11 30.85
10.47 28.52 31.48 31.40 30.40
47.82 36.82
7.36 23.94 26.73 26.53 25.62
42.02 30.93
DL and FL for Daubechies wavelet family for images

2 :1
5
4
31.01 24.24
24.34 17.63
30.28 23.67
24.16 18.68
30.50 23.50
24.30 17.71
29.88 23.48
24.18 18.39
30.09 23.16
24.20 17.85
#25 and #1

$tr>

ao

C

6
17.91
12.94
17.32
12.69
17.61
12.71
17.04
13.31
17.14
12.61
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2
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2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1 0

Decomposition level (DL)

Figure 8.8 SSIM as a function of Decomposition level DL for bior2.2 for different CR values
CR=50 :1, the DL permitting to obtain PSNR equal to or larger than PSNR*=24 dB are :
3 to 7 for image #25, and 4 to 6 for image #1.
Almost the same concluding remarks can be drawn for all wavelets. See also Table 8.5,
where DLa is the minimum DL required to obtain an acceptable image quality (i.e., 24
dB), and DL0 is the DL yielding the best PSNR.
The results given by PSNR are confirmed by those obtained by SSIM in almost all the
cases (example Figure 8.7 for PSNR and Figure 8.8 for SSIM). For all wavelet families
under consideration and for some CRs, the DLs giving the highest PSNR for natural
images handled by VSN are listed in Table 8.6. For instance, for compression ratio 25 :1,
it is shown that 3 to 4 decompositions are required to obtain the highest PSNR. Also,
it can be observed that for very small number of decompositions, an annoying blurring
artifacts was introduced specially for high CR, for instance CR=100 :1.
For both orthogonal and biorthogonal wavelets, we conclude for the decomposition level
effects what follows. The DL required to obtain an acceptable image quality depends on
the following parameters : CR, wavelet type, and image content. It is difficult to find a
unique DL for all wavelets, CRs, or images. In general, for low CR, it is observed that only
small number of decompositions are needed to obtain an adequate image quality, while for
high CR more than 4 decompositions are required.

25 :1
10 :1
100 :1
2 :1
DW
[3,6]
[2,5]
[4,8]
[1,4]
Correspondent
FL=4
5 Correspondent FL=4 4
2 Correspondent FL—2 1 Correspondent FL=3
PSNR=33.39
PSNR = 24.7
PSNR=29.12
PSNR=42.21
SW [DL a , DL m ]
[4,7]
[3,6]
[2,5]
[1,4]
DL 0
5 Correspondent FL=5 4 Correspondent FL=6 2 Correspondent FL=6 1 Correspondent FL=3
PSNR=33.57
PSNR = 24.85
PSNR=29.25
PSNR=42.23
CW [DL a , DL m ]
[2,5]
[3,6]
[1,4]
[4J]
Correspondent
FL=3
Correspondent
FL=4
Correspondent
FL=3
Correspondent
FL=3
DL 0
5
4
2
1
PSNR=29.3
PSNR= 33.61
PSNR = 24.72
PSNR=42.16
bior [DL a , DL m ]
[4,7]
[3,6]
[2,5]
[1,4]
T d = 17,T r = U
Td-9,Tr-3
DL 0
4
1
3
5
PSNR=33.53
PSNR=30.78
PSNR=42.27
PSNR = 27.15
Tableau 8.5 Number of decompositions and Filter length relationship for image #1. DL a is the number of decompositions required to obtain an acceptable image quality, DLa is the number of decompositions yielding the best PSNR,
and FL is the filter length, while DLm represents the maximal number of decompositions which is larger than or equal
to PSNRj, and larger than DL a and DL a
II

II
?E

II
H-*
1—»
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[DL a , DL m \
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CR 100 :1 50 :1 25 :1 10 :1 2 :1
DW 5 to 6 4 to 5
2 to 3 1
4
2 to 3 1
CW
4
6
5
SW 5 to 6 4 to 5
3
2
1
bior
5
2
4
4
1
Tableau 8.6 DL values required to obtain the highest PSNF for different CR
values, for filters under evaluations

This deep analysis allows us to select an interval of D L giving an acceptable image quality,
and thus, selecting the smallest of DL permits to minimize the power dissipated by a VS
for obtaining an acceptable image at the sink. For example for image #38, the number of
decompositions for each CR are given as follows. For CR = 10 :1; 25 :1 and 100 :1, the
intervals of DL guaranteeing an acceptable-to-maximal quality (i.e., PSNR > 24 dB) are,
[2,5], [3,6| and [4,7], respectively. If we need the smallest power, we select the smallest DL
(denoted DLa) of each interval. These intervals may change as functions of PSNR/. We
also note that DLa increases with PSNR;. From our simulations, we remark that 4 to 5
decompositions yield in general the best PSNR for almost all wavelets.
The power dissipated by VS increases with DL, following Eq. 8.15 for orthogonal filters
(Figure 8.9), and Eq. 8.16 for biorthogonal filetrs (Figure 8.10). Figures 8.9 and 8.10 show
how DL affects the power dissipated by a given VS while executing an orthogonal (for
example DW) and biorthogonal wavelets, respectively. It is observed that filters used with
lowest DL consume less power compared to those with important DL. Those filters, used
with small DL, are highly important in VSN. It is also observed that the power dissipated
increases rapidly with DL, until DL = 4 to 5, and after that, the dissipated power becomes
almost constant. This is due to the fact that the number of wavelet coefficients at each
level of decomposition decreases with DL. Small DL implies less power dissipation, but,
on the other hand, we obtain low to moderate quality of the reconstructed image specially
with high CR. If the user at the base station wants to save the VS power, he/she can
select small DL > DLa (i.e., permitting to obtain at least PSNRi) at the expense to lose
iu the quality of the reconstructed image.
It is also shown, from Figures 8.9 and 8.10, that the number of taps of a given filter affects
considerably the power dissipated by a VS. On the other hand, the effect of FL on the
image quality seems negligible. The effects of FL on the power will be treated in the next
Section 8.6.2.
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Figure 8.9 D L effects on the power dissipated by a VS while executing orthogonal Daubechies wavelets DW-2, DW-4, DW-6 and DW-8 for an image of size
512 x 512 and 8 bpp
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Figure 8.10 D L effects on the power dissipated by a VS while executing biorthogonal wavelets biorl.l, bior2.2, bior2.4, bior4.4 and bior6.8 for an image of
size 512 x 512 and 8 bpp

8.6.2

Effects of varying the filter length and filter order

After evaluating the effects of D L on the power dissipation and the quality of the reconstructed image, let us now study the consequences of varying FL on the same factors. In
the following sections the term filter length (FL) will be used more frequently than filter
order (FO), since it reflects the number of taps of a filter under evaluation, and also it is
used as an evaluation factor in the power estimated by Eqs. 8.9 to 8.16. Recall that FL is
directly related to FO as explained in Sections 8.4.4 and 8.4.5.
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28

26

5, 20

10

Figure 8.11 PSNR as a function of DL for different filter length values

For all wavelet families, each of the test images of [52) was compressed using a selected
DL, at several CRs, i.e., 100 :1; 50 :1; 25 :1; 10 :1; 2 :1. We set DL to 5 since it yields
good results in terms of image quality for a medium-to-high CRs (i.e., CR > 50 : 1),
for almost all wavelet families under evaluation. In addition, we vary FL of each wavelet
family from 2 to its authorized value given in Table 8.2. The image quality is assessed
using both PSNR and SSIM, and the power dissipation is calculated using Eq. 8.15 for
orthogonal filters and Eq. 8.16 for biorthogonal filters. Since the same deductions are made
for PSNR and SSIM, we consider only the PSNR measurements. In the remaining part of
this subsection, we will first present the effects of varying FL on the image quality and
then its effects on the power dissipation.
In general, for all simulations the image quality measure (PSNR or SSIM) increases very
slightly with FL until it reaches a maximum for a FL value denoted FL0, and after that,
the image quality fluctuates slightly around this maximum when FL continues to increase
(Figure 8.12). Let us consider the example of the following images #1, #42 and #25 which
represent image of low-to-high spatial activity. For each image (#1, #42, #25), each CR
(100 :1; 50 :1; 25 :1; 10 :1; 2 :1) and DL—5, we show in Table 8.7 the PSNRs obtained for
different FLs and we highlight the best of them, for Daubechies wavelets, Symlet wavelets,
Coiflet wavelets and biorthogonal wavelets. Clearly, no single FL performs best for all
images. FVom these tables, the following observation can be drawn. FL has not a strong
influence on the quality of the reconstructed image. Generally, the results presented by
SONJA et al. [40] fit well with our finding. This is confirmed in Figure 8.12, where we see
that the influence of FL on PSNR is insignificant.

Daubechies family ( D L = 5)

-

CR J
100 :1

K>FL —

2 :1

100 :1

10 :1

2 :1

27.79

27.88

33.08

32.98

26.18
28.20
31.12

25.30
26.92
31.09

25.43
27.89
31.01

17.99
21.06

17.71
21.53
23.50

CW-4
24
24.72
21.85
29.60

CW-5
30
24.64
21.90

-

28.04
27.36
33.50

-

.

#1

27.27

27.72

27.92

38.13

#44

#1
#42

26.48

33.15
25.18
28.07

#28

32.14

#1
#42
#25

31.40

17.77

34.78

26.62

33.14

25.22

26.44

37.15
33.30

db4
8

30.83
27.03

33.24

38.47
33.14

25.59
27.80

37.91

SI .SO

17.63
21.34
24.24

18.01
20.53
23.94

18.68

27.54
31.25
20.15
23.67

fl
#1

#42

#1

#42
#25
#1

#42
#25

CW-1

e

24.19
21.70
29.29
27.87
26.96
33.32

CW-2
12
24.69
21.91

CW-3
18

50 :1
10 :1

2 :1

dbl2
24
24.41
21.55

dbl4
28
24.29
21.49
29.06

dbl6
32
24.32

26.40

dbll
22
24.34
21.52
29.22

27.76
26.91
32.85

27.55
26.68
32.74

27.72
26.65
32.79

27.53
26.55

32.87

27.47
26.47

32.88

31.01

25.91
27.58

25.43
28.23
30.76

25.40
28.07
30.70

25.62
27.68
30.87

25.64
27.88
30.59

17.84
20.65
23.43

18.39

17.85

17.84

18.12
20.50

18.15
20.90

18.01
20.82
23.17

18.51

SW-2
4
24.16
21.63
29.32

SW-3
6
24.53
21.76
29.44

SW-4
8
24.43
21.81

SW-9

29.45

24.65
21.93
29.69

SW-8
16
24.51

27.72
26.92
33.14

27.92

26.10

27.72

33.30

25.22

25.59

-

28.37
51.81

-

17.63

18.01
20.53
23.94

db6
12
24.45
21.70

23.87

26.6$

26.62

26.30
23.46

21.21
23.16

24.77

29.62

29.60

28.13

28.09

29.53

33.35

27.39
33.35

28.09
27.22
33.54

25.71
27.39
31.73

25.78
27.66
31.69

25.87

31.90

25.65
2175
31.83

18.17
*6.6?

18.08
20.41

18.11
20.31

18.20

18.30

25.71

24.43

27.36

24.2?

24.Id

21.12

23.15

26.1?

23.26

23.02

dbl8
36
24.30
21.46
29.00

db20
40
24.22
21.37
28.93

28.66
26.42

27.44
26.49
32.39

25.53

25.97

30.70

30.35

25.49
28.08
30.60

21.46

29.03

27.78

32.42

27.78
20.76
22.76

18.00
20.87
23.04

Symlet family (DL= 5)

$6.2*
24.15

27.61
31.66

26.22
24.13

-

-

-

-

21.40
24.24

SW-5
10

SW-6
12
24.68
21.82
29.50

SW-7

29.51

21.62
29.52

28.54
27.29
33.41

27.94
27.28
33.39

28.01

27.89

33.40

33.38

27.76

25.46
27.89
31.43

25.51
27.98
31.46

25.36
28.01

31.35

17.83

17.78
20.71
23.91

17.73
20.76
23.78

4.4
9/7

5.5
9/11
24.17
21.60
29.13

6.8
17/11
24.61
21.97

28.26
27.65

26.75
26.85
32.57
24.51
27.31
31.23

25.54
27.84

18.40
31.46

17.57
20.18
23.98

14
24.63
21.80

27.22
33.40

27.40
33.52

28.01
27.27
33.42

25.83
27.62
31.65

24.94

25.59

31.47

31.56

25.50
27.79
31.46

18.27

17.34
21.00
23.95

17.98
20.41
23.99

17.88
20.61
23.89

17.17

3.3
8/4
23.58
19.99

3.5
12/4
24.02
20.55

3.9
20/4
24.13
20.84
28.95
27.81

27.13
27.66

31.50

20.25
24.09

28.20

26.66

23.86

18
24.60

21.79

29.51

27.26

SW-10
20
24.53
21.82
29.52

27.27

biorthogonal family : biorx.y ( D L = 5 )

-

CR
100 :1

dblO
20
24.40
21.60

db5
10
24.52
21.77
29.46

Coifiet family {DL— 5)

FO —
FL —
#25

50 :1

27.68
27.06
33.09

34.70
31.88

-

CR I

27.91
27.13
33.13

26.20

db3
6
24.53
21.76

#25
10 :l

26.3?

db8
16
24.44
21.64
29.40

db2
4
24.16
21.63
29.32

#28

50 :1

26.33

db7
14
24.48
21.70

#1
#42

dbl
2
24.19
21.42

x.y
FL(k/p) #1
#42

#28

l.i
2/2
24.19
21.42
29.20

1.3
6/2
23.94
21.15
28.99

1.5
10/2
23,79
20.95

2.2
5/3
24.54
21.78
29.51

2.4
9/3
24.56
21.80

2.6
13/3
24.52
21.74

26.46

2.8
17/3
24.51
21.70
29.47

28.74

3.7
18/4
24.11
20.79
28.90

#l
#42

27.27
26.45

26.62
25.60

38.60

33.18

26.86
25.92
33.60

32.43

27.41'
33.80

28.60
27.37

33.83

28.52
27.30
33.77

28.44
27.21
33.67

23.52
23.18
29.86

26.87
26.02
32.34

27.52
26.58
32.66

28.71
26.64
32.80

32.88

33.74

25.18

36.86

24.81

26.15

26.12

26.08

23.74

24.84

25.27

25.52

25.47

23.05

31.52

"27,41

19.18

22.99

27.46

26.03

24.38

31.48

26.41

29.32

29.50

29.67

29.81

31.80

16.74
18.60
23.05

16.70
18.60
23.00

16.66
18.59
22.97

#1

#42
#2S

38.07
33.14

#i

17.77

17.79

34.78

24.55

#42
#28

21.34

27.63
31.72

20.67

26.68

27.36

17.75
20.79

24.36

27.46

16.78
18.82
22.99

26.81

27.47

3.1
4/4
21.09
25.76

16.83
8.70
10.62
16.86

26.28

28.37

12.92
15.79
19.68

26.62

13.95

17.17
19.76

27.16

14.39
17.32
19.92

26.66

27.31

14.58

17.36

20.05

34.68
31.97
30.60

27.88

17.84
20.65
24.26

24.86

26.87
28.16

37.66
33.69

31.73

Tableau 8.7 PSNR results for different FL for (a) Daubechies, (b) Coiflet, (c) Symlet and (d) Biorthogonal families
for different CRs and a fixed DL—5 (Images #1, #42 and #25). FL(k/p) means k taps for low pass filter, and p taps
for high pass filter
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Figure 8.12 PSNR as a function of FL for DW and SW using DL=5. FL0
correspond to 8
As with DL0, the value FL0 is not the same for all tests. It depends on wavelet type, DL,
CR and image content. We conclude for each wavelet family what follows. For high CR
(e.g., 100 :1), the transforms DW-4 and DW-3 within Daubechies family, perform heavily
better for almost all images (for example, Table 8.7 (a)). While for low CR (e.g., 2 :1),
DW-1 (HW) and DW-2 are better for medium-to-low spatial activity images such as #25,
and DW-4 for high spatial activity images such as #1. For Coiflet family, CW-3, followed
by CW-2, yields the best results for high CR for almost all test images. While for low CR,
CW-1 is the best for medium-to-low frequency images (#25), and CW-5 for high spatial
activity image such as #1 (see Table 8.7 (b)). For Symlet family, SW-5 followed by SW-6
and SW-4, respectively yield the best results for high CR for almost all test images. For
low CR, SW-4 seems to be the best for high spatial activity images such as #1, and SW-2
for low to medium spatial activity images such as #25, respectively (see Table 8.7 (c)).
For biorthogonal family, the best results are given by bior4.4 and bior6.8 followed by
bior2.4 and bior2.2 for high CR. For low CR, it is observed that bior5.5 performs better.
Surprisingly, biorl.l yields also good result for low CR and low-to-medium spatial activity
images. In general, bior2.2 is found to get a good result (see Table 8.7 (d)). We highlight
that even with small FL (< 3) we obtain an acceptable image quality (for example biorl.l),
since FL has a very slight influence on the image quality. This result seems to be attractive
in power-constrained application such as VSN. However, for very small FL, i.e, FL = 1,
an annoying blurring artifacts was introduced specially for high CR, for exampe 100 :1.
As said previously, image content is a primal factor affecting compression performance
and the value FLa. For that reason, the same simulations are performed for a large set of
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images having different contents, and almost the same observations and conclusions are
made. Again, FL has not a strong influence on the quality of the reconstructed image at
the sink.
For power dissipation considerations, the dissipation increases with FL following Eq. 8.15
for orthogonal filters (Figure 8.13 for DW and SW, and Figure 8.14 for CW), and Eq. 8.16
for biorthogonal filters (Figure 8.15). For orthogonal filters, such as Daubechies, Symlet
or Coiflet, the power dissipated by a VS increases with FL, and the smallest power is
dissipated by filters using 2 taps (i.e., DW-1). However, wavelets using 2 taps introduce
an annoying blocking artifacts. For example, if we consider the image #1 of size 512 x 512
pixels and 8bpp, the power dissipated by an ATmegal28 while executing DW-1 using
DL=1 and DL=5 is 0.347 x 107nJ and 0.46 x 107nJ, respectively. This power increases
with FL and is equal to 27.34 x 107nJ and 36.41 x 107nJ while executing DW-20 using
DL=1 and Z)L=5, respectively. From Eq. 8.15, orthogonal filters having the same length
consume the same power. For instance, DWi and SW-x using x taps dissipate the same
power. However and CW-x dissipates 3 times the power dissipated by DWx and SW-x,
since T (of CW) is 6 times the order I (See Section 8.4.4)
1

1

1

1

1

1

6

7

•

FUtor length

1

—1—DL=7
—— DL«5
—«—DL»3 '
—6— DL«1

Figure 8.13 FL effects on the power dissipated by a VS while executing orthogonal wavelets DW and SW for DL=1, 3, 5, and 7, for an image of size
512 x 512
Let us now analyze the power dissipated by VS node executing biorthogonal filters which
is represented by Eq. 8.16 and Figure 8.15. For simplification considerations, we refer
to the biorthogonal filters by numbers 1 to 15, as follows : 1 : biorl.l; 2 : biorl.3; 3 :
biorl.5; 4 : bior2.2; 5 : bior2.4; 6 : bior2.6; 7 : bior2.8; 8 : bior3.1; 9 : bior3.3; 10 :
bior3.5; 11 : bior3.7; 12 : bior3.9; 13 : bior4.4; 14 : bior5.5; 15 : bior6.8. It is observed
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Figure 8.14 FL effects on the power dissipated by a VS while executing orthogonal wavelet CW for DL—1, 3, 5, and 7, for an image of size 512 x 512
that biorl.l(2/2) consumes the smallest power within biorthogonal family filter, due to
its FL. Recall that numbers between brackets represent the number of taps for low pass
and high pass analysis filters, successively. Thus, (k/p) means k taps for low pass analysis
filter, and p taps for high pass analysis filter. The power dissipated by the microcontoler
ATmegal28, while executing the wavelet biorl.l using DL— 1 and DL—5 for an image
of 512 x 512 pixels and 8bpp, is 2.07 x 107nJ and 2.76 x 107nJ, respectively. It is clear
from Figure 8.15 that biorl.1(2/2) dissipates the lowest power followed by bior2.2(5/3),
biorl.3(6/2) and bior3.1(4/4). On the other hand, the biorthogonal wavelets consuming the
highest power are bior6.8(17/11) followed by bior3.9(20/4), bior3.7(16/4), bior2.8(17/3)
and bior5.5(12/4). As with orthogonal filters, the power dissipation by biorthogonal filters
is directly related to the number of taps.
Having briefly described the power dissipation of orthogonal and biorthogonal filters, let
us classify those filters in terms of their dissipations, when processing the same image.
For a given DL, orthogonal and biorthogonal filters under evaluation can be classified
in ascending order, in terms of their dissipated power, as follows, where Ort-x means
one of the orthogonal wavelets (SW or DW) studied in this paper, using x taps : Ortl;
biorl.l; Ort2; Ort3; bior2.2; biorl.3 and bior3.1; Ort4; Ort5 and bior2.4; biorl.5 and
bior3.3; Ort6, bior2.6 and bior4.4; bior3.5; Ort7; bior2.8 and bior5.5; bior3.7; Ort8;
Ort9; bior3.9; OrtlO; bior6.8.
Let us consider the following example of the microcontoler ATmegal28 processing an image
of 512 x 512 pixels. For a given DL (for example DL=5), orthogonal and biorthogonal
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filters under evaluation can be classified in ascending order, in terms of their dissipated
power, as follows :
Ortl (0.46 x 107nJ); biorl.l (2.76 x 107nJ); Ort2 (3.22 x 107nJ); Ort3 (4.14 x 107nJ),
bior2.2 (5.07 x 107nJ); biorl.3 and bior3.1 (5.53 x 107nJ), Ort4 (6.9 x 107nJ), Ort5 and
bior2.4 ( 7.83 x 107nJ), biorl.5 and bior3.3 (8.29 x 107nJ), Ort6, bior2.6 and bior4.4 (10.6 x
107nJ), bior3.5 (11.06 x 107nJ), Ort7 (11.5 x 107nJ), bior2.8, bior5.5 (13.36 x 107nJ),
bior3.7 (13.82 x 107nJ), Ort8 (14.3 x 107nJ), Ort9 (15.21 x 107nJ), bior3.9 (16.59 x 107nJ),
OrtlO (17.97 x 107nJ), bior6.8 (18.9 x 107nJ).
For filter length effects, we conclude again that small FL are very attractive for VSN,
since they offer an adequate image quality while minimizing the power dissipated by a
given VS.

1.8

1.6

?

0.8
0.6

0.4
0.2

Figure 8.15 FL effects on the power dissipated by a VS while executing Biorthogonal wavelet for DL — 1,3, 5 and 7, for an image of size 512 x 512 and 8
bpp. Numbers 1 to 15 in the x-axis refer to the biorthogonal filters
Considering the results presented above in Section 8.6.1 and Section 8.6.2, we summarize
in Table 8.5, some statistics related to the number of decompositions DLa required to
obtain an acceptable image quality, the number of decompositions DLa which yield the
best PSNR and its correspondent filter length FL for all wavelets under evaluation for
low and high CR. Furthermore, in Table 8.6 we present the different DL values required
to obtain the highest PSNR for different CR values. For power dissipation considerations,
small filter length and low DL values are highly recommended to minimize the power
dissipated by VSs.
In order to provide additional insight, subjective measures are introduced in Section 8.7.
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Subjective evaluation

In applications such as VSN where images are viewed and evaluated by humans (e.g.,
parking monitoring), the objective tool such as PSNR is not always perfect for measuring
the quality of the reconstructed image at the base station. Thus, the subjective measure
might be necessary to supplement our objective measure, and then is used to select the
most effective filter. That is, subjective evaluation is performed to confirm or to correct
the objective measurement results performed in Section 8.6. Our evaluation strategy with
subjective testing can be performed into two phases. In the first phase, the best wavelet
within each family is selected. To do that, both the original image captured by a VS node,
which serves for reference purpose, and the reconstructed image at the sink are shown to a
group of 18 viewers. The averages of their evaluations are represented in Tables 8.8 and 8.9.
Recall that each viewer was asked to attribute one value from Table 8.3 to the reconstructed
image under consideration while comparing it to the original image. Due to it's time
consuming, the subjective evaluation was restricted only to one of the best decomposition
levels DL found previously (for example DL — 5), and the filter length FL was varied from
1 to 10 for Daubechies and Symlet, and from 1 to 5 for Coiflet. All the bior'thogonal wavelets
used in objective evaluation are considered also for subjective evaluation. In addition, these
tests are used only with two representative CRs : high CR (e.g., 80 :1) and low CR (e.g.,
10 :1). Table 8.8 shows the average ranking of 20 images evaluated subjectively using
Daubechies and Coiflet with DL=5, while Table 8.9 concerns the average ranking of the
same 20 images evaluated subjectively using biorthogonal wavelet with 5 decompositions.
These results confirm again our finding with objective evaluation.

In the second phase, the most effective wavelet inside each family found in the first phase,
was selected and compared to each other to get the best filters. We highlight that in
this test phase, the general consensus amongst the evaluation participants is that all of
the best wavelets considered are very close in terms of visual quality especially for high
CR. The possible explanation to this observation is that the human eye often cannot
distinguish between the original image and a high CR reconstruction of an image. Table
8.10 summarizes the best wavelet filters inside each wavelet family considered in this work.
Considering the results from both phases citepd above and given in Table 8.10, we conclude
for high CR that bior2.2 have the best performance, followed by bior2.4, DW-4, and CW-2,
respectively. For low CR, DW-4 seems perform heavily better, followed by CW-2, bior2.4,
bior2.2, and DW-5, successively.
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Average ranking for Daubechies and Coiflet {DL—5)
Average ranking for Coiflet
Average ranking for Daubechies
CR CW-2 CW-3 CW-4 CW-5 dbl db2 db3 db4 db5 db6 db8 dblO
1.9
3.2
3.1 3.3 2.1 1.9
80 :1
2.1
3.4
2
2.4 2.7
2.5
2.8
10 :1
1.6
1.8
3.3
2.5
3
2.8 2.7 1.5 1.7 2.1 2.9
Tab eau 8.8 Average ranking for Daubechies and Coi iet (DL=5)
-

-

A
o
00

Class
Average ranking for
CR 1.1 1.3 1.5 2.2 2.4 2.6
2.7 2.8 2.7 2.3 2.1 2.2
10 :1 2.2 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.2 2.4
Tableau 8.9 Average ranking

biorthogonal family biorx.y (DL=5)
2.8 3.1 3.3 3.5 3.7 3.9 4.4 5.5 6.8
2.2 3.6 2.9 2.6 2.6 2.5 1.9 2.3 1.9
2.3 4.9 5 4.9 4.8 4.7 4.8 2.2 2.3
'or biorthogonal fami ly biorx.y DL=5)

Average ranking for db, SW, CW and Bior wavelets
CR db3 db4 db5 db6 SW-4 SW-5 CW-2 CW-3 bior2.2 bior2.4
80 :1 2.1 1.9
2.4
2.2
2.1
1.9
2.1
1.8
1.9
2
10 :1 . 2.7 1.5 1.7 2.1
2.3
1.6
1.8
1.7
2
1.6
Tableau 8.10 Average ranking for db, SW, CW and bior wavelets
-

8.8

bior2.6
2.1
2

Discussion

Having simulated the effects of varying DL and FL on both the quality of the reconstructed
image at the sink and the power dissipated by VS, let us now discuss some theoretical
aspects behind these results.
Clearly, the number of decompositions affects both the power dissipated by a VS running
the wavelet under evaluation, and the quality of the reconstructed image. We start this
section by the explanation of some theoretical aspects behind the effects of varying DL on
the quality of the reconstructed image at the sink. After that, we present some justifications of the same effects on the power dissipation. We have shown that as DL increases,
the PSNR increases up to PSNR/ corresponding to DL0. Our argumentation behind this
observation, is that in order to obtain the highest PSNR, a larger DL (corresponding to
DLA) is required to separate low frequency coefficients from high frequency coefficients.
Beyond DL0, the quality will decrease as DL augments. A possible explanation for this
observation is given as follows. It is well known that for the perfect reconstruction of a
1-D signal LQ[TI\ = X[n\, the following equation has to be iterated :

LAn\

=

Li+Ml\n

- 2»] + ^2 Hi+Mhin - 2i]

(8.21)
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To reconstruct X[n] after DL iterations, the following coefficients are involved : LDL\P\,
HpL[n], Hql-ifa]> • • • i Hi[n]. It is well known that during compression process, many high
frequency coefficients are neglected. As DL increases, more high frequency coefficients are
set to 0, which justify that beyond DLA, the quality measured by PSNR will decrease.
The power dissipation increases with DL until certain value, where its increasing becomes
very slow.'The explanation for this finding is related to the number of coefficients processed
at each level DL. Since the passage from each level DL to a subsequent level DL+1
requires some additional operations, which are equal to (PRR)2 where N2 is the size of
the original image, the consumed power represented by Eqs. 8.13 and 8.14 will increase,
even if the computation at each level is reduced by a factor of jcsiy, which may justify
the slow increasing in the energy. As DL increases, the increasing in the power becomes
negligible. Let us analyze mathematically Eqs. 8.13 and 8.14. It is observed that at level
DL, the power dissipated by VS is proportional to (1 — 4~DL). The analytical study of
the mathematical function f(x) = 1 — 4~x, x > 0 may explain the simulations results.
Indeed f(x) increases rapidly at the beginning, and after x=4, its increasing becomes
rather negligible (Figure 8.16).
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Figure 8.16 Analytical study of the effects of DL on the power dissipation by
the function /(x) = 1 — 4~x
By analogy to capacitor (C) charge/discharge over a resistor (R) of analog circuit domain,
we can supplement our argumentation by the fact that after t = 5r, where (r = RC), the
steady state is reached. In our case, f(t) can be written as follows :
f ( t ) = 1 - e"(ln4)t

(8.22)
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If we put T —
we obtain t = 5T = ^
t = 5T = 3.6. Which means that we reach
the steady state after 3.6. In our case, as DL is an integer, its value my be surrounded to
4, which fits well with Figures 8.9 and 8.10.
Another important relation is between DLa and CR. It is observed that at very low CR
(e.g., 2 :1), only one decomposition (i.e., DLa = 1) is needed to obtain the highest PSNR.
As CR is low, we do not need large number of decompositions to represent our image,
this is why we need only low DL0. As CR increases, larger number of decompositions are
required to resolve important DWT coefficients from less important coefficients. Moreover,
it has been reported in the literature that the number of decompositions determines the
resolution of the lowest level in wavelet domain.
At the end, let us consider the filter length and its effects on the compression performance
in the context of VSN. Clearly, from the above simulations, filter length has not a strong
influence on the quality of the reconstructed image at the sink. That is, increasing the
filter length does not imply automatically better image quality. However, the increasing
the filter length affects considerably the power consumption of a VS as shown by Eqs. 8.13
and 8.14. Generally the results of [41] concerning the relation between filter length and
image quality coincide with our findings.
After examining the results of the influence of DL and FL on the performance of the
wavelets under evaluation, we provide some guidelines for users designing WBC for powerconstrained applications such as VSN. Of the wavelet filters considered above, several
were found to behave particularly well depending on the evaluation criterion, i.e., power
dissipation or image quality. Obviously, the best choice among them, is the one that
maximize the image quality and minimize the power dissipation. Such a choice depends
also on the CR and image content as explained previously.
For low CR, 1 to 2 decompositions are sufficient to obtain high PSNR while using a
relatively low number of taps, as explained in Table 8.4. That is, wavelets such as SW2,
SW3, DW2, DW3, biorl.l, bior2.2 are examples of wavelets dissipating less power while
having an acceptable image quality, and can be used efficiently in the context of VSN.

8.9

Conclusion

In this work, a large set of wavelet filters are evaluated in the context of VSN, and the best
of them which minimize the power consumption, while having an adequate image quality
are selected. Moreover, factors influencing the power dissipation of a limited-power VS
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while executing a wavelet filter, are discussed. We evaluated both the power consumption
behaviour and visual quality results of the wavelet filters under evaluation. Image quality
is measured objectively using PSNR and SSIM and subjectively using the mean opinion
score of 18 viewers. To evaluate the power dissipation of a VS node while executing a
2-D DWT, we have developed a power dissipation model based oh the number of times
basic operations are performed. Orthogonal and biorthogonal wavelets are evaluated and
compared in function of the decomposition level DL and the filter length FL. These
evaluations are performed for several compression ratios and different image contents. It is
observed that DL affects both the power dissipation and the quality of the reconstructed
image at the sink. It is observed that the DL required to obtain an acceptable image quality
depends on the following parameters : CR, wavelet type, and image parameters such as
their size and content. It is difficult to find a unique DL for all wavelets, CRs, or images. In
general, for low CR, it is showed that only small number of decompositions are needed to
obtain an adequate image quality, while for high CR at least 4 decompositions are required.
For power dissipation, it is observed that filters having lowest number of decompositions
consume less power compared to those with important number of decomposition. Those
filters are highly important in VSN.

CHAPITRE 9
CONCLUSION
Dans ce dernier chapitre, nous concluons cette these par le rappel des contributions apportees durant ce travail (Section 9.1), ainsi que l'exploration des perspectives pour des
travaux futurs (Section 9.2 ).

9.1

Contributions

Pendant la conception d'un schema de compression pour les RCISF, les ingenieurs et les
concepteurs doivent respecter des contraintes energetiqiies imposees par la limitation de
leurs ressources. Cela rend l'application des normes de compressions usuelles non benefique
pour les RCISF. Dans cette optique, de nouvelles strategies et mecanismes ont ete explores.
Durant la premiere partie de cette these, nous avons etudie l'application de la DCT comme
outil de compression dans le cadre des RCISF. Alors que dans la deuxierne partie, nous
avons 6valu6 l'application des filtres d'ondelettes sous la contrainte de l'energie, imposee
par les RCISF.
Dans la premiere partie de cette these, en exploitant la propriete de compactage de l'energie
de la DCT, nous avons elabore une strategie permettant d'atteindre un de nos objectifs
(reduction de l'energie consommee). En effet, nous avons adopte la strategie qui consiste
a ne traiter et a ne transmettre que le coefficient DC et une partie des coefficients AC
de chaque bloc de taille 8x8 coefficients. Cela permet la reduction des ealculs effectues
par le processeur d'un cote, et la diminution de la quantite d'information envoyee au sink,
tout en gardant une quality adequate de l'image reconstruite au sink. Suivant le mode de
la selection des coefficients AC, deux versions ont ete suggerees : la selection rectangulaire
donnant S-JPEG pour Squared JPEG [83] (chapitre 3), et la selection triangulaire donnant
T-JPEG pour Triangular JPEG [85} (chapitre 4). La selection du nombre de coefficients
peut etre faite de deux manieres: la selection manuelle et la selection optimale automatique
basee sur le modele AIC.
Pour estimer l'energie dissipee par un capteur durant chaque etape de la compression
JPEG, un modele matkematique est developpe. Ce modele, qui ne tient pas compte de la
complexity de l'implementation, est base sur le nombre d'operations elementaires executees
a chaque etape de la compression.
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Dans le chapitre 5, nous avons avons developpe une methode pour reduire l'energie en
exploitant le fait qu'une image comporte des regions d'irnportances variees. En effet, au
lieu de traiter et d'envoyer toute I'information contenue dans une image avec le meme
degre d'importance, seules les regions interessantes (ROI) pour l'utilisateur sont traitees
et transmises. Le traitement et la transmission de toute l'image avec le meme niveau
d'importance entraine une surconsommation inutile de l'energie.
Pour diminuer davantage l'energie consommee par un noeud, nous avons opte dans le
chapitre 6 pour l'utilisation de la compression et la transmission progressive. Avec cette
technique, on commence par le traitement et 1'envoi des coefficients basses frequences qui
representent le contenu frequentiel basique d'une image. Selon l'etat de la batterie des capteurs, on peut arreter ou poursuivre 1'envoi du reste de l'image. Au fur et & mesure que les
paquets parviennent, la qualite de l'image reconstruite au sink s'ameliore progressivement.
Dans la deuxieme partie de cette these, nous avons evalue l'application des filtres d'ondelettes sous la contrainte d'energie, imposee par les RCISF. Differents filtres d'ondelettes
sont evalues, et les mieux adaptes aux contraintes de l'energie des RCISF sont selectionnes.
La comparaison est effectuee en fonction de deux facteurs : la qualite de l'image reconstruite a la station de base et la quantite de l'energie consommee lors de la decomposition
en ondelettes. Cette evaluation permettra au concepteur de choisir le meilleur filtre d'ondelette en fonction de ses besoins. Pour estimer l'energie dissipee, nous avons developpe
un inodele base sur le noinbre d'operations efFectuees. En outre, nous avons discute de certains facteurs influengant la dissipation de l'energie, tels que le niveau de decomposition
et la longueur du filtre.

9.2

Perspectives

Comme nous l'avons deja souligne tout au long de cette these et vu la nouveaute du sujet:
la compression et la transmission d'images sur les RCISF avec energie minimale, plusieurs
perspectives peuvent etre envisagees. A l'heure actuelle, aucun standard ni algorithme de
compression d6die aux RCISF n'a ete adopts par la communaute scientifique. Dans cette
optique, deux fagons de faire peuvent etre explorees : adaptation des standards/inethodes
existants, ou la conception de nouveaux algorithines dedies aux RCISF. Dans le chapitre 2,
nous avons survole les principaux paradigmes de compression, incluant le codage de source
individuel (individual source coding), le codage distribue et le nouveau paradigme appele
compressive sensing. Plusieurs axes de recherches ont ete cites pour chaque paradigme
et methode de compression. Nous citons ci-dessous quelques axes de recherches pouvant
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aider le lecteur a comprendre et a entreprendre des travaux de recherche dans le cadre des
RCISF.
Par exemple, dans le cadre de 1'investigation des schernas de compression bases sur les
ondelettes, nous avons propose des opportunites a saisir comrne l'adaptation de EZW,
de SPIHT ou de SPECK dans le cadre des RCISF. Cela est justifi6 par leur potentiel
d'adaptation qui s'offre, ainsi que leur consommation en energie relativement faible, tout
en ayant une qualite acceptable de I'image reconstruite au sink. En outre, si combines a des
techniques des systemes repartis, EZW, SPIHT et SPECK peuvent donner de meilleurs
resultats en termes d'Snergie consommee, comparativement a leur codage individuel & la
source. A notre connaissance, tr6s peu de travaux ont adopte ou adapte EZW ou SPIHT
comrae outil de compression dans les RCISF. En outre, les travaux existants n'ont fait
que quelques changements mineurs pour reduire l'energie consommee. D'un autre cote,
SPECK n'a fait l'objet d'aucune etude dans le cadre des RCISF. Les resultats exposes
dans [61] representent certes un bon d6but pour diminuer la consommation de SPECK,
comrne par exemple le remplacement des listes par des drapeaux.
Une autre perspective non investiguee est l'utilisation de la technique du compressive
sensing. Cette derniere est l'unique technique combinant a la fois l'acquisition et la compression des donnees. Cela permet une reduction significative en energie, comparativement
aux schernas usuels de la compression qui ne tiennent pas compte de la phase d'acquisition
de I'image. Malgre son introduction dans les RCISF, le domaine du compressive sensing
reste tres jeune et loin d'etre mature. Les travaux de [128] et [31] constituent un bon debut
pour se lancer dans ce domaine.
Rappelons que dans cette these nous avons investigue l'utilisation de la DCT dans le cadre
des RCISF, plus precisement nous avons elabore une strategie afin de reduire l'energie
consommee pendant la compression et la transmission des images. Une autre fagon de
faire, est d'utiliser un schema reparti base sur ID DCT. A notre connaissance, aucun
schema de compression repartie base sur la DCT n'a ete propose dans la litterature.
Nous concluons cette section en signalant le besoin de protocoles de communication speciaux aux RCISF, car les protocoles dedies aux reseaux de capteurs manipulant des grandeurs simples (exemple, la temperature) ne tiennent pas compte de la quality des donnees
envoyes, contrairement aux protocoles de RCISF qui doivent prendre en consideration la
qualite d'image comme critere de haute importance.
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